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6Introduction

Introduction

I noticed recently that watching documentaries and other bits of films depicting everyday life (as it was be-
fore March 2020) was sometimes giving me chills. The scenes that made me shiver were far from depicting 
extreme violence, they did not involve any harm or threat in a traditional sense. Instead, they showed people 
gathering, standing closely in line, shaking hands, singing in choirs, greeting each other with heartfelt hugs.

Strikingly, after what was not more than five months of ‘social distancing’ and home office during the 
Covid 19 pandemic, an involuntary change had happened to my internal concepts that constitute what 
interpersonal relationships generally should look like. My new standard was ‘pandemic’, deviation from this 
standard grabbed my attention, and it affected me – to some degree – even on the emotional level. I felt 
like shaking hands was inappropriate and watching people shake hands invoked negative feelings.

Apart from the implications for social norms and what it means if they are violated, this example illus-
trates that the human brain can be considered an (adaptable) ‘predictive machine’ (Schröger et al., 2015). 
In order to navigate through a complex world, and to prepare for actions that best fit the present circum-
stances, the brain creates an internal model of the context and which stimuli are to be expected next.

Prediction research has traditionally focused on the unexpected and which processes are triggered by a 
violation of predictions (e. g., Bendixen et al., 2012). A common paradigm used in the areas of prediction 
and attention research is the oddball paradigm (Herrmann  & Knight, 2001; Sutton et al., 1965): Under 
controlled conditions in a lab, standard stimuli are presented to the participant repeatedly and serially, 
only sometimes interrupted by the presentation of irregular, deviant stimuli. If one class of stimuli in the 
oddball paradigm contains emotional material, the paradigm is often referred to as Emotional Oddball 
Paradigm (EOP).

The research that I will focus on in the present dissertation is especially concerned with emotional de-
viant stimuli. Unfortunately, emotion is a broad term that is lacking a generally accepted definition (Iz-
ard, 2010; Scherer, 2005). When talking about the influence of emotional deviant stimuli on attention 
and memory, however, there is consensus about two main dimensions of emotional stimuli: valence (or 
pleasantness) and arousal (Lang et al., 1993).

Emotional valence has been associated with attention broadening (positive stimuli) and attention nar-
rowing (negative stimuli) as well as with modulations in the detailedness of memories (for a review, see 
Kensinger, 2009). Highly arousing stimuli are perceived as more salient than non-arousing stimuli (e. g., 
Pessoa & Adolphs, 2010). In addition, highly arousing stimuli are generally remembered better than stim-
uli low in arousal (e. g., Mather & Nesmith, 2008; Mather & Sutherland, 2011; Strange & Dolan, 2004).

With these and other features of emotional stimuli in mind, it is not surprising that, using the EOP, re-
searchers have found differences when comparing emotional deviants with neutral deviants in EEG stud-
ies (e. g., Briggs & Martin, 2009; Campanella et al., 2012; Mardaga & Hansenne, 2009), fMRI studies (e. g., 
Froeliger et al., 2012; Hayes et al., 2009), and in memory studies with recall performance as the dependent 
variable (e. g., Knight & Mather, 2009; Strange et al., 2003).

Prior to this dissertation, no attempt had been made to systematically review the EOP. Thus, the first 
step of my research plan was working on a review article with the aims to define the EOP, gather infor-
mation with regard to different variants, integrate the results that were obtained by the use of the EOP, 
and identify the mechanisms of EOP-related processes (Schlüter & Bermeitinger, 2017). This review article 
constitutes the first part of this dissertation’s theory section.

During this process, I came across a body of literature that reported emotion-induced memory effects 
in the EOP. These effects concerned the emotional deviants themselves as compared with neutral deviants 
(e. g., Kamp et al., 2015; Kroes et al., 2010; Strange & Dolan, 2004), but also retrograde and anterograde 
influences of emotional deviants on the memory performance for surrounding stimuli (e. g., Sakaki et al. 
2014; Smith & Beversdorf, 2008; Strange et al., 2003). A review, which integrates evidence around these 
memory effects in the EOP, accounts for the second part of the present theory section. It mainly focuses 
on modulating influences of emotional deviants on the memory performance for surrounding neutral 
standard information.
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As promising research questions arose from the review on memory effects in the EOP, I started to cre-
ate a series of experiments with the aim of expanding previous findings from negative deviant words to 
positive deviant words. These experiments also represented a further test of an influential theory explain-
ing (most of) the results of memory EOPs by attributing these effects to stimulus arousal of emotional 
deviants (arousal-biased competition theory, Mather & Sutherland, 2011).

In this dissertation, I present four novel experiments and one replication experiment from my own 
empirical work that is concerned with emotion-induced memory effects in the EOP. The results of all five 
experiments are comprehensively discussed. In order to maximize transparency around the analyses 
and results, I have made the raw data, aggregated datasets, and syntaxes available for download at the 
Open Science Framework (OSF) website (Experiments 1 through 4: https://osf.io/jnc9x/; replication study: 
https://osf.io/drshd/).

https://osf.io/jnc9x/
https://osf.io/drshd/
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Emotional Oddball: A review on variants, results, and mechanisms1

Helge Schlüter & Christina Bermeitinger

Abstract

It is of the utmost importance for an organism to rapidly detect and react to changes in its environment. The 
oddball paradigm has repeatedly been used to explore the underlying cognitive and neurophysiological 
components of change detection. It is also used to investigate the special role of emotional content in percep-
tion and attention (emotional oddball paradigm; EOP). In this article, the EOP is systematically reviewed. The 
EOP is, for instance, used as a tool to address questions as to what degree emotional deviant stimuli trigger 
orientation reactions, which role the emotional context plays in the processing of deviant information, and 
how the processing of emotional deviant information differs inter-individually (including clinical popula-
tions). Two main variants with regard to the emotionality of standards and deviants are defined. Most of the 
identified EOP studies report EEG data but an overview of behavioral data is also provided in this review. We 
integrate evidence from 99 EOP experiments and shape the EOP’s theoretical background under the consid-
eration of other paradigms’ mechanisms and theories.

In daily life it is often essential to rapidly detect and respond to novel, unexpected, and contextually in-
congruent information. The detection and response to deviant stimuli, and the corresponding neural re-
sponses, are the subjects of investigation in oddball tasks. During the presentation of a series of one stim-
ulus type named standard stimuli (also known as standards, frequent stimuli, regular stimuli, mundane 
stimuli, or context stimuli), deviant stimuli (also called deviants, rare stimuli, non-frequent stimuli, odd-
balls, exceptional stimuli, distractors) are presented in between. In the following, the one type of stimuli 
will be referred to as standard stimuli (or standards for brevity) and the other as deviant stimuli (deviants).

A typically pronounced EEG component in such experiments is the well-known P300 (sometimes re-
ferred to as P3, or P3b), which is also the most studied event-related potential (ERP) of all (Hruby & Marsal-
ek, 2002; Linden, 2005; Polich, 2003). It peaks between 300 and 900 ms after stimulus onset. In response 
to deviant stimuli, the P300 usually has a delayed peak and greater amplitude as compared to the response 
to standard stimuli. This is often explained by more expensive processing of deviant stimuli, which require 
more cognitive resources than the processing of standard stimuli. Since there is evidence that an early and 
a late component of the P300 can be functionally separated, in some studies a distinction is made between 
a P3a (sometimes referred to as N2b/P3a complex) and a P3b (equivocally named P300). In oddball stud-
ies, the P3a component is associated with attentional orientation processes which are elicited by novelty 
(Linden, 2005) or by target stimulus identification (Hruby & Marsalek, 2002). The P3b, however, is asso-
ciated with an updating process of working memory in the case of deviance in a given stimulus (Linden, 
2005). A further EEG component that can be relevant in oddball tasks is the so-called mismatch negativity 
(MMN). It is generated by an automatic brain response to any change in – typically – auditory stimulation 
(e. g., Näätänen, Gaillard, & Mäntysalo, 1978). Thus, it can be found in the auditory oddball paradigm in 
response to deviant tones. The MMN is a difference waveform calculated by subtracting the EEG signal in 
the standard condition from the ERPs obtained after the presentation of deviant tones. The MMN usually 
peaks at 150 to 250 ms from change onset and is associated with the detection of a violated expectation (for 
a review see Näätänen, Paavilainen, Rinne, & Alho, 2007). In some EEG studies that involve visual stim-
ulation, a visual equivalent of the MMN, called vMMN, is measured (see, e. g. Liu, Rigoulot, & Pell, 2015).

Further components less frequently investigated with the oddball paradigm than the P300 and the 
MMN, include P100, N100, N170, and N2. P100 and N100 are the earliest positive/negative ERP compo-

1 The following review article was published on September 1, 2017, in Review of General Psychology, 21(3), 179–222. doi: 
10.1037/gpr0000120
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nents, respectively. They are associated with early attention processes, while P100 is more associated with 
visual processing and N100 more with auditory processing (e. g., Delle-Vigne, Kornreich, Verbanck,  & 
Campanella, 2014). The N170 component is a negative-going ERP mostly associated with the early pro-
cessing of faces. N2 is a negative wave peaking between 200 and 350 ms after stimulus onset. As an at-
tention-related component it has been observed in tasks that require cognitive control, such as control of 
motor responses, but has also been elicited repeatedly in novelty or mismatch situations (for a review, see 
Folstein & Van Patten, 2008).

Since the first report of this P300 component by Sutton, Braren, Zubin, and John (1965), the oddball 
paradigm has become a classic tool to detect ERP modulations in response to deviant stimuli and has been 
employed in more than 1,000 studies (for reviews see Herrmann & Knight, 2001; Picton, 1992; Polich & 
Criado, 2006). Typically, auditory and visual oddball tasks have been employed, but there are – in much 
smaller numbers – also some reports of somato-sensory, olfactory, and even gustatory stimulations in 
oddball tasks (Polich, 1999).

The adoption of paradigms traditionally applied in cognitive psychology for studying the processing of 
emotional content has been witnessed in many instances, e. g., evaluative/affective priming (for reviews 
see, e. g., Fazio, 2001; Klauer & Musch, 2003), the emotional Stroop paradigm (for a review see Williams, 
Mathews, & MacLeod, 1996), the affective Simon paradigm (e. g., De Houwer & Eelen, 1998), emotional go/
no-go tasks (e. g., Schulz et al., 2007), the emotional flanker paradigm (e. g., Fenske & Eastwood, 2003), 
and some others. Thus, it is not surprising that the oddball tasks have been adopted for studying process-
ing of deviant emotional stimuli. While in classic oddball tasks the deviations mostly concern identity 
and/or perceptual differences (e. g., a low pitch tone as standard and a high pitch tone as deviant stimu-
lus), the emotional oddball paradigm (EOP) refers to a deviation in stimulus valence (for brief overviews 
see Mather & Sutherland, 2011; Olofsson, Nordin, Sequeira, & Polich, 2008).

The numerously reported EOP experiments in the psychological literature can be broadly divided based 
on the valence of standards and deviants, as well as the demanded task (for details see section on variants). 
The EOP can be used as a tool to address questions such as 1) to what extent do emotional deviant stimuli 
(positive or negative) trigger orientation reactions, 2) which role does the emotional context play in the 
processing of neutral or emotional deviant information, and 3) how does the processing of emotional devi-
ant information differ between clinical and non-clinical populations (and between individuals in general). 
Given the growing interest in processing emotional stimuli and the theoretical issue of issue of how devi-
ant emotional stimuli are processed differently from neutral deviant stimuli, it is not surprising that, from 
the early 1990s on, there has been a growing number of oddball studies in which emotional stimuli are 
utilized. We identified 99 experiments (in 84 studies) using the EOP in a time range between 1993 (where 
the first experiments on the EOP were reported) and October 2015.

The main goal of our review is to give a broad overview of the existing variants of EOP experiments with 
a special focus on categorizing or clustering them. We try to summarize and integrate behavioral as well 
as electrophysiological (or to a less degree further neurophysiological/neuroanatomical/brain imaging) 
results from similar experiments when possible. Further, we highlight differences between the traditional 
oddball paradigm and its emotional variants. For specific groups of EOP experiments, we additionally give 
an integrative overview on theoretical explanations. However, despite the high number of different EOP 
experiments, relatively little considerations have been made regarding the mechanisms and theoretical 
implications of different EOP variants. As we show in our review, the broad range of different EOP vari-
ants and research questions does not allow a conclusive theoretical integration. Thus, the main purpose 
of the current review is to identify and categorize variants of the EOP. Our second aim is to integrate evi-
dence from several EOP studies, but to a lesser degree to shape the EOP’s theoretical background. Instead, 
we also reveal differences as well as similarities between the EOP and other paradigms and theories. In 
our review, we commence with an overview of sample characteristics with a focus on the utilized stimulus 
material. We then provide an outline of EOP variants with a focus on standards, deviants, and partici-
pants’ tasks. The following sections comprise comparative summaries of evidence regarding differences 
in the processing of stimuli that differ on the pleasantness dimension (third section), and differences in 
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the processing of discrete emotions, which are used in the identified EOP studies (fourth section). We 
continue with reviewing inter-individual differences in the EOP, summarize main findings, and then turn 
to a reflection on the theoretical background of the EOP – also in comparison to other paradigms – with 
some final remarks on the future use of this paradigm.

Sample description

We identified a total of 99 experiments, published in 84 articles (for an overview see Table A1 in the appen-
dix; for an overview on the behavioral results of the experiments, see Table A2 in the appendix). Studies 
were only included 1) if the oddball paradigm was used in at least one of the reported experiments, mean-
ing that stimuli were sequentially presented, and that one class of stimuli represented the majority of all 
stimuli used (i. e. standards) and 2) if (parts of) the stimulus material in the oddball experiment(s) involved 
emotional stimuli. We identified two main variants of the EOP and pooled the experiments with regard to 
the modality/stimulus material, the use of unpleasant and pleasant stimuli, the use of discrete emotions 
in the EOPs, and – for a broad overview – the results obtained with regard to inter-individual differences. 
Please note that many behavioral studies employed EOP experiments on memory effects (22.2 %), which 
are not considered further in this review as they are discussed in detail in a separate review (Schlüter, 
Hackländer, & Bermeitinger, subm.).

Experiments varied in virtually every possible manner (including stimulus material, sensory modality, 
and methods used) and were derived from a wide range of research topics, such as emotional deviant 
effects in memory (e. g., Hurlemann et al., 2005; Knight & Mather, 2009; Smith & Beversdorf, 2008), in-
ter-individual differences in the processing of emotional deviant stimuli (e. g., Campanella, Montedoro, 
Streel, Verbanck,  & Rosier, 2006; De Bellis  & Hooper, 2012; Rossignol, Campanella, Maurage, Heeren, 
Falbo, & Philippot, 2012; Zheng et al., 2011) including gender differences in EOPs (e. g., Campanella et al., 
2004, 2012; Schirmer, Striano & Friederici, 2005), differential influences of valence and arousal on ERPs 
(e. g., Bayer, Sommer & Schacht, 2012; Briggs & Martin, 2009; Rozenkrantz & Polich, 2008), drug abuse 
(e. g., Maurage, Philippot et al., 2007, Maurage, Joassin et al.,

2008; Mejias et al., 2005), and depression-related changes in the processing of emotional deviants 
(e. g., Dichter et al., 2009; Jianwen, Zhengzhi, Chengju, Juan, & Xiaoxia, 2011; Pang et al., 2014; Robertson 
et al., 2007; Wang, Ashley-Koch, Steffens, Krishnan, & Taylor, 2012). One of the identified studies even 
extended EOP research on a chimpanzee named Mizuki whose ERPs in response to emotional deviants 
revealed a pattern similar to that seen in humans (Hirata et al., 2013).

Table 1: Overview of stimulus material in EOPs.

Modality (n, % of all) Stimulus Material (n, % of modality)

visual (87, 87.9)

scenes (39, 41.9)

faces (35, 37.6)

words (16, 17.2)

video clips (3, 3.2)

auditory (8, 8.1)

meaningless syllables (5, 62.5)

exclamations (2, 25.0)

disyllabic pseudo-words (1, 12.5)

cross-modal (4, 4.0)
face-voice (3, 75.0)

task-relevant tones, background scenes (1, 25.0)

Note. In some experiments, both faces and scenes are used.
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Stimulus Material

Most EOP experiments involve visual stimulation (85.9 %). These differ by means of moving (video clips) 
and static pictures (visual scenes or pictures of faces) or verbal material (words). Eight percent of all EOPs 
employ only auditory stimulation. There are four studies which combine visual and auditory stimulation. 
Overall, the percentage of standards resembles the distribution of standards and deviants in classic odd-
ball experiments (M = 80.36 % standards in each EOP experiment; SD = 10.32). Please refer to Table 1 for an 
overview of stimulus material used in the identified EOP experiments.

Sources of stimuli

A very prominent source of visual scenes is the standardized International Affective Picture System (IAPS; 
Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1999). It provides visual content with selective ratings on valence as well as 
arousal of the stimuli.

Stimulus sources for EOP experiments with faces are the widely known Pictures of Facial Affect (Ek-
man & Friesen, 1976), consisting of 110 black-and-white photographs of Caucasian participants, the Mon-
treal Set of Facial Displays of Emotion (MSFDE; Beaupré, Cheung, & Hess, 2000), providing a total of 144 
black-and-white pictures of emotional facial expressions by French Canadian, Chinese, and sub-Saharan 
African young adults, the NimStim set of facial expressions with 646 color photographs of actors differing 
in ethnicity and performing each facial expression open-mouthed and with a closed mouth respectively 
(Tottenham, Tanaka, Leon, McCarry, Nurse, et al., 2009), the Japanese and Caucasian Facial Expressions 
of Emotion and Neutral Faces picture set (JACFEE and JACNeuF; Matsumoto & Ekman, 1988), each in-
cluding 56 color photographs, and the Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces set (KDEF, Lundqvist, Flykt, & 
Öhman, 1998), which provides seven facial expressions (neutral, happy, angry, sad, disgusted, surprised, 
and fearful) from seventy models who were photographed from five different angles.

The word data bases used in the identified EOP experiments are the Affective Norms for English Words 
(ANEW; Bradley & Lang, 1999), providing valence, arousal, and dominance ratings for a large number of 
English words, and the Berlin Affective Word List (BAWL-R, Võ, Conrad, Kuchinke, Urton, Hofmann, & 
Jacobs, 2009), with a total number of 2902 German words and their respective ratings on several dimen-
sions (including valence, arousal, and imaginability). Most of the experiments employing emotionally 
neutral words as standard stimuli examine memory effects of emotional deviants (for an overview see 
Schlüter, Hackländer, & Bermeitinger, subm.).

In the identified auditory EOP experiments, the use of three databases is mentioned. The “Magdeburg-
er Prosodie-Korpus” (Wendt  & Scheich, 2002) contains German words as well as pseudowords, which 
follow German phonological rules but are meaningless compositions of syllables, spoken with different 
emotional prosodies (happiness, sadness, fear, anger, disgust, and neutral) by an actor and an actress. 
A further database was created to contain pseudowords from four different native speakers of German, 
Hindi, English, and Arabic, respectively (Pell, Paulmann, Dara, Alasseri, & Kotz, 2009). Stimuli are spoken 
with angry, disgusted, fearful, sad, happy, surprised, and neutral prosody. In addition, a database with 
Chinese (Mandarin) pseudowords of the same prosodies was created subsequently (Liu & Pell, 2012).

Variants

The numerously reported EOP experiments can be broadly divided into two variants. The first variant in-
volves emotional stimuli as standards and as deviant stimuli. Around thirty percent (n = 27; 27.3 %) of the 
identified EOPs belong to this category. In the second group of EOP experiments, emotionally neutral or 
non-emotional stimuli (e. g., geometric figures) serve as standard stimuli, while emotional content is used 
as deviant stimuli (n = 70; 67.7 % of the identified experiments). In one case the EOP variant could not be 
determined since the paper was published in Chinese, in another case only emotional standards are used, 
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while deviants are always emotionally neutral. Furthermore, the experiments can be distinguished on the 
base of the participants’ tasks. The five most common task versions are 1) response to emotional deviants 
(usually, detection or counting; as in 37.4 % of the identified EOP experiments), 2) classification of each 
stimulus (31.3 %), 3) non-emotional target detection (24.2 %), 4) passive tasks (with no special demand of 
any action; 12 %), and 5) additional recall or recognition tasks subsequent to the oddball task or a certain 
amount of oddball trials. This latter type of tasks is employed in EOP experiments on memory effects 
(22.2 %), which are discussed in a separate review (Schlüter, Hackländer, & Bermeitinger, subm.). Note 
that in some of the identified experiments more than one of the above tasks is used (6 %).

The majority of all identified EOP experiments measure ERPs (event-related potentials; for an overview 
of the ERP results see Table A3 in the appendix) to standard and/or deviant stimuli (51.5 %), while about 
one fifth of the experiments involves the use of fMRI (22.2 %). Further, in two experiments magnetoen-
cephalography (MEG) and in another two experiments electromyography (EMG) signals are measured. 
The rest of the identified EOP experiments are purely behavioral experiments (24.2 %).

Pleasantness dimension

In 53.5 % of all identified EOP experiments of the present review, a differentiation is made between emo-
tionally neutral and positive (appetitive) or negative (aversive) content. However, only twelve reports 
present behavioral data. In contrast to the use of discrete emotions in EOPs, pleasant and/or unpleasant 
stimuli are always used as deviants in the context of neutral standard stimuli. In most of these studies, 
unpleasant deviants led to slower RTs than neutral deviants, which was the case for geometric figures as 
neutral standards and a deviant detection task (Wang et al., 2009; Yamasaki, LaBar & McCarthy, 2002), as 
well as for written words as standards and deviants and a lexical decision task (Bayer, Sommer, & Schacht, 
2012). In the study by Bayer et al., responses to unpleasant deviants were even slower (and less accurate) 
than to pleasant stimuli. In addition, results of an experiment by Wang, LaBar and colleagues (2008), in 
which phase-scrambled photos served as standards and neutral and unpleasant scenes served as distract-
ers, indicate that reactions on emotionally neutral targets (circles), which were presented directly after 
neutral distracters (emotionally neutral scenes), are faster than reactions on targets following an emotion-
al distracter (sad scenes). These results are often explained by the so-called negativity bias, which might 
have its origin in evolution. From an evolutionary perspective, allocating more cognitive resources to un-
pleasant/aversive events that are potentially harmful to the organism elevates the chances of survival and 
reproduction. However, this property of unpleasant stimuli might cause interference in experiments that 
require fast reactions, causing a delay in EOPs which involve a deviant detection task (e. g., Algom, Cha-
jut, & Lev, 2004; Schimmack, 2005). Similarly, Guillery-Girard and colleagues (2013) argue that in their de-
viant detection task, an interference driven by the presence of perceptual details is responsible for delayed 
RTs in response to negative perceptual deviants as compared with neutral and negative conceptual devi-
ants (for a more detailed explanation of the study design see the section on inter-individual differences).

Unlike the experiments cited above, Kisley and colleagues (2011) found faster reactions to unpleasant 
than pleasant deviants when using neutral IAPS pictures as standards and neutral, unpleasant, and pleas-
ant IAPS pictures as deviants. After the presentation of each of these deviants, participants were asked 
whether the given deviant stimulus was negative or positive (which the authors refer to as framing con-
ditions), and the participants confirmed or denied by button-press. Further, in four experiments, which 
involved (un)pleasant deviant stimuli, no significant behavioral effects relating to the pleasantness dimen-
sion were found (Froeliger et al., 2012; two experiments by Rozenkrants & Polich, 2008; Zheng et al., 2011).

Generally, it seems that in EOPs, in which unpleasant and/or pleasant stimuli are used, unpleasant 
stimuli lead to slower and sometimes even less accurate responses. However, it might be that this effect 
only holds true in deviant detection tasks. The results by Kisley and colleagues (2011) might be interpreted 
as evidence that tasks, which require an affective evaluation, might lead to faster responses on unpleasant 
deviant stimuli as compared with pleasant and neutral deviants.
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Discrete emotions

As indicated in the section above, more than half of the identified EOP experiments involve emotional 
stimulus material which is either pleasant (appetitive) or unpleasant (aversive). The rest of the studies 
(n = 42) uses various combinations of material either displaying discrete emotions or trying to trigger spe-
cific emotions in the participants. All of Ekman’s six basic emotions (i. e., happiness, sadness, fear, anger, 
surprise, and disgust; Ekman, 1999) are repeatedly used in EOP experiments. However, disgust (Goerlich 
et al., 2012; Rossignol et al., 2012; Zhang, Guo, Zhang, Luo, & Ding, 2015) and surprise (Neta et al., 2011) 
seem to be under-represented.

Discrete emotions in standard stimuli

In 25 (54.3 %) of these experiments, discrete emotions occur in standard stimuli. The emotions involved 
are happiness (Bostanov & Kotchoubey, 2004; Fraedrich, Lakatos, & Spangler, 2010; Goerlich et al., 2012; 
Neta et al., 2011; Neumann & Kotchoubey, 2004; Sokhadze et al., 2011; Susac et al., 2004), anger (Goerlich 
et al., 2012; Kreegipuu et al., 2013; Neta et al., 2011; Schirmer et al., 2005), sadness (Fraedrich et al., 2010; 
Goerlich et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2015; Sokhadze et al., 2011), fear (Liu et al., 2015; Ousdal et al., 2014; Ousdal, 
Andreassen, Server, & Jensen, 2014), surprise (Neta et al., 2011), disgust (Goerlich et al., 2012; Sokhadze 
et al., 2011) and contentment (Sokhadze et al., 2011). Unfortunately, in the experiment by Sokhadze and 
colleagues (2011), despite using discrete emotions, results were summed up for negative (sadness, disgust) 
and positive emotions (happiness, contentment).

Behavioral data are reported only for very few experiments in the above stated publications. Mostly, 
ERP results are discussed solely (for more information see Table A3 in the appendix). A group of exper-
iments (n = 8) using faces as visual stimuli examined the influences of deviant stimuli in the context of 
(other) emotional faces (Fraedrich, Lakatos, & Spangler, 2010; Kreegipuu, Kuldkepp, Sibolt, Toom, Allik, & 
Näätänen, 2013; Neta, Davis, & Whalen, 2011; Ousdal, Andreassen, Server, & Jensen, 2014; Sokhadze, Tas-
man, Tamas, & El-Mallakh, 2011; Susac, Ilmoniemi, Pikho, & Supek, 2004).

However, of these, only a study by Neta and colleagues (2011) mentioned behavioral differences for dis-
crete emotional deviants in the context of other discrete emotions. They reported behavioral data on the 
processing of surprise as well as happiness and anger. In the first two of their experiments they presented 
participants with pictures of facial expressions (standard stimuli consisted of angry and happy faces, de-
viant stimuli of surprised faces, respectively). In experiment 3, surprised faces served as standard stimuli 
and angry and happy faces as deviant stimuli. In the first experiment, valence ratings were required of the 
participants for every single stimulus presented. Angry faces were rated as more negative than surprised 
faces which in turn were rated as more negative than happy faces. It is noteworthy that surprised faces 
were rated more positive when they were presented in a context of happy faces, as compared with when 
they were presented in a context of angry faces. Overall, behavioral data also revealed that participants 
took longer to rate surprised faces than angry and happy faces. The task of the second EOP experiment 
was to indicate as fast as possible whether the present stimulus was an angry, a happy, or a surprised 
face. RTs were longer for surprised than for angry and happy faces. Furthermore, participants’ RTs in re-
sponse to surprised faces in blocks with an angry faces as standard stimuli were longer as compared with 
RTs on surprised faces in blocks with “happy” standard stimuli. In experiment 3, standard and deviant 
stimuli of experiment 2 were interchanged. In the context of surprised faces, RTs to deviant happy faces 
were shorter than RTs to deviant angry facial expressions. Taken together, results of experiments 2 and 3 
seemed to indicate that the default interpretation of surprise is rather negative (i. e., closer to anger than 
to happiness), because the contrastive effect of facial expressions of happiness and surprise facilitated the 
detection of surprise and happiness in a stronger fashion than the contrast between surprise and anger.

Also, there are four EOP experiments with faces that involve stimuli which consist of morph contin-
ua between two facial expressions: fear and sadness (Campanella, Gaspard, Debatisse, Bruyer, Com-
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melinck, & Guerit, 2002), and disgust and anger (Maurage, Campanella, Philippot, Vermeulen, Constant, 
Luminet & de Timary, 2008; Rossignol, Anselme, Vermeulen, Philippot, & Campanella, 2007; Vermeulen, 
Luminet, Cordovil, de Sousa, & Campanella, 2008). On a behavioral level, the common finding was that, 
in deviant detection tasks, responses were faster and more accurate if the deviant stimulus was from a dif-
ferent valence category than the standard stimuli. That means that RTs were lower and accuracies higher 
when the target was a 5 %/95 % fear/sadness morph (i. e., a very sad face) in the context of 65 %/35 % fear/
sadness standard stimuli (i. e., rather fearful faces) compared to when the standard stimuli consisted of 
35 %/65 % fear/sadness morphs (i. e., rather sad faces). This advantage for a deviant contrast “between va-
lences” as compared with a contrast “within valences” was also commonly observed when using disgust/
anger morphs as deviant stimuli.

Discrete emotions in deviant stimuli

Twenty-one out of 46 experiments (45.7 %), which involve the use of discrete emotions, compare emotion-
ally neutral standard stimuli to deviant stimuli which reflect a discrete emotion. Most of these experi-
ments (n = 5; 20 %) comprise happy and fearful deviant stimuli (Campanella et al., 2004, 2012, 2013; Mejias 
et al., 2005; Rossignol et al., 2005) as well as happy, angry, and sad (n = 5; Chai et al., 2012; Pakarinen et al., 
2014; Pang et al., 2014; Sokka et al., 2014; Thönnessen et al., 2010), or fearful deviants only (n = 5; Strange 
et al., 2010). Further combinations are fearful, happy, and sad (n = 3, 12 %; Campanella et al., 2005, 2006; 
Maurage, Philippot et al., 2007), happy and sad (n = 2; 8 %; Campanella et al., 2010; Rossignol et al., 2008), 
sad only (n = 2; De Bellis & Hooper, 2012; Delle-Vigne et al, 2014), happy, sad, angry, and disgusted (Goer-
lich et al., 2012), happy, angry, fearful, and disgusted (Rossignol et al., 2012), and moral and core disgust 
(Zhang et al., 2015). Eight of these experiments involve the use of faces. With the exception of one exper-
iment by Zhang and colleagues (2015), the rest of the experiments does not report behavioral data. For 
information on EEG results see Table A3 (in the appendix).

There are twelve experiments in which responses on emotionally deviant stimuli are compared with 
responses on standard stimuli which consist of neutral facial expressions (one of which is an experiment 
with a mixture of scenes and faces as standard stimuli and neutral as well as negative facial expressions as 
deviants; Bunzeck & Düzel, 2006). The discrete emotions of the deviant stimuli in these cases vary between 
happy and fearful (Campanella et al., 2004, 2012, 2013; Mejias et al., 2005; Rossignol, Philippot, Douilliez, 
Crommelinck, & Campanella, 2005), happy and sad (Rossignol, Philippot, Crommelinck, & Campanella, 
2008), happy, fearful and sad (Campanella et al., 2006; Campanella, Vanhoolandt, Philippot, 2005; Mau-
rage, Philippot, Verbanck, Noel, Kornreich, Hanak, & Campanella, 2007), and happy, fearful, angry, and 
disgusted (Rossignol, Campanella, Maurage, Heeren, Falbo, & Philippot, 2012). Most of these experiments 
reveal that reaction times (RTs) to fearful deviant faces are shorter than to happy deviant faces (Campan-
ella et al., 2004, 2012; Mejias et al., 2005; Rossignol et al., 2005), which in turn are shorter than RTs to sad 
deviant faces (Campanella et al., 2005, 2006; Maurage, Philippot et al., 2007; Rossignol et al., 2008). How-
ever, Rossignol and colleagues (2012) found that the presentations of angry and fearful faces lead to slower 
responses than the presentations of happy and disgusted faces (with angry faces eliciting the slowest and 
disgusted faces eliciting the fastest responses). A similar result was obtained in a study by Chai, Chen, Zhu, 
Xu, Lou, Yang, He, and Wang (2012), who reported that RTs to angry faces were significantly higher than 
RTs to happy and sad facial expressions. In this EOP, however, standards consisted of a landscape picture 
instead of emotionally neutral faces. The authors explained this prolonged reaction on angry faces with 
the ability of angry facial expressions to capture and hold attention and, thereby, to slow down responses.

Further, there is one publication in which the processing of pictures was reported. The pictures depict-
ed either “moral disgust”- or “core disgust”-related scenes (Zhang et al., 2015). Ten of these disgust pic-
tures of each category (together with ten neutral pictures) served as deviant stimuli and were embedded 
into a sequence of pictures of an emotionally neutral everyday object (a chair; presented for 70 times). The 
participant’s task was to classify each stimulus as either a standard or a deviant stimulus. Behavioral data 
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showed both, a main effect of valence in RT as well as in error rate (core disgust deviants < moral disgust 
deviants < neutral deviants). Analysis of EEG data revealed higher N1 and P2 amplitudes for core disgust 
compared with moral disgust, which is interpreted as evidence for a fast and automatic detection mech-
anism of potential threats, whereas at the level of N2, medial frontal amplitudes were significantly higher 
for moral disgust images compared with core disgust pictures. The latter finding was in line with other 
studies on moral disgust, as the N2 is associated with the violation of social rules.

Inter-individual differences

The augmentation of knowledge about individual differences in the EOP can help to define “normal” re-
sponses to emotional deviant stimuli and to register prominent deviations from these normal responses. 
For example, Neumann and Kotchoubey (2004) developed a neuropsychological test battery, which in-
cludes an EOP experiment, to identify preserved abilities of otherwise heavily impaired brain damaged 
patients. They employed an auditory version of the EOP in order to examine a patient’s ability to recognize 
prosodic features of speech. Patients (N = 98 heavily brain damaged patients) were presented with a se-
quence of five exclamations (four happy standards, one sad deviant stimulus). This way, they were able to 
elicit a centro-parietal P300 in response to the deviant stimulus in patients with a preserved recognition 
of emotional tone (despite the probable inability to comprehend the semantics of language).

However, beside this part of a test battery, we identified 39 experiments (39.4 %) which are designed in 
order to investigate the influence of individual differences amongst humans on typically observed EOP 
results. Most of these experiments deal with psychological disorders, malfunctions, and maltreatment 
(twelve experiments, 30.8 % of EOP experiments relating to inter-individual differences; seven of which 
investigated depression, two post-traumatic stress disorder, and one each: maltreatment, social anxiety, 
and schizophrenia). Eleven EOP experiments (28.2 %) deal with personality traits or sub-clinical mani-
festations of psychological disorders (four relating to alexithymia, two to anxious-depressive tendencies, 
and one each relating to: motherly attachment representations, trait anxiety, non-clinical social anxiety, 
psychopathy tendencies, job burnout). One group of experiments can be grouped into studies on gender, 
age, and culture (in total: six experiments; 15.4 %, four of which investigated gender-related differences), 
while the rest of the experiments are carried out on substance-related addictions (a total of four EOP ex-
periments; 10.3 %, two of which on alcoholism, and one each on: smoking and ecstasy consumption). There 
are six studies (15.4 %) which focus on aspects of memory and their relation with individual differences 
or states (borderline: Hurlemann, Hawellek, Maier, & Dolan, 2007; sleep deprivation: West Saxvig et al., 
2008; smoking: Froeliger, Gilbert, & McClernon, 2009; trait anxiety: Miu, Heilman, Opre, & Miclea, 2005; 
Urbach-Wiethe disease: Hurlemann, Wagner et al., 2007; Strange, Hurlemann, & Dolan, 2003). They all 
are part of an extra review on the EOP and memory (Schlüter, Hackländer, & Bermeitinger, subm.). In the 
following paragraph, we would like to present a brief overview about the empiric work which was carried 
out on individual differences in the EOP (exclusive of research on memory).

Gender, age, and culture

Gender differences

Gender-related differences in the processing of emotional deviant stimuli were subject to four EOP ex-
periments, which we were able to identify. Campanella and colleagues (2012) did not find a significant 
difference between male and female participants (when controlled for alexithymia and depression scores) 
in an emotional deviant detection task with neutral, happy, and fearful faces.

In a similar EOP experiment (Campanella et al., 2004), neutral facial expressions were used as stand-
ards, and happy and fearful faces were used as emotional deviants. Ten female and ten male participants 
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(who were matched for depression and anxiety scores) had to detect the deviants as fast as possible by 
pressing a button. Results revealed a valence-gender interaction with significantly earlier N2b amplitude 
peaks in men after presentation of fearful as compared with happy faces. Also, a behavioral valence main 
effect (fearful faces were detected faster than happy faces) was more pronounced in men than in women. 
However, these effects were not due to faster responses to fearful faces in men as compared with women, 
but due to slower responses to happy faces in male participants. Campanella and colleagues speculate 
that the delayed responses to happy faces in men might reflect a difference in attention allocation. While 
men might tend to focus on threatening information, women might be more sensitive to emotional in-
formation in general. However, the authors call their results preliminary, and gender differences failed to 
become significant in a later study (Campanella et al., 2012).

Gender-dependent modulations of the MMN through prosody were observed in an auditory EOP ex-
periment (Schirmer et al., 2005). Eighty participants engaged in a passive listening task with one block 
involving emotionally neutral standards and emotional deviants (either happy or angry prosody for one 
half of the participants), while in the other block emotional standards and neutral deviants were used. As 
expected, MMN deflections became greater for emotional than for neutral deviants. However, this effect 
was only driven by women, while there was no significant MMN amplitude difference between neutral and 
emotional deviants in men. According to the authors, their results are in line with findings indicating a 
superior emotion recognition in women.

In an fMRI experiment with mood induction, a marginally significant gender-valence interaction was 
reported for amygdala activation (Wang, LaBar, & McCarthy, 2006). There was a tendency towards an in-
creased amygdala activation in women after induction of a sad mood when responding to sad deviant 
stimuli than after the induction of a happy mood.

Summing up the evidence, there are some findings indicating a gender effect on a behavioral and elec-
trophysiological level. Two experiments report a higher general sensitivity to emotional content by wom-
en, while one reports a tendency towards a gender-valence interaction, and one experiment fails to find 
significant gender effects. Thus, the evidence of EOP gender influences is weak and needs more future 
investigation.

Adolescence

A child-friendly fMRI task to investigate attention-emotion interaction was designed employing a visual 
EOP (Perlman, Hein,  & Stepp, 2014). Twenty-three children and adolescents (aged between eight and 
17  years) took part in a deviant detection task, with standard stimuli comprising of grids with colored 
squares and neutral distractors (vegetables and fruits) and deviant stimuli comprising of grids with mar-
bles and fearful, happy faces, vegetables, or fruits. RTs were significantly shorter if the target grids in-
volved emotional faces as compared to neutral vegetables and fruits. Analyses of fMRI data revealed a larg-
er activation of the parahippocampal gyrus and the left and the right fusiform gyrus after presentation of 
neutral images as compared with fearful faces. By contrast, the left medial prefrontal cortex was stronger 
activated by fearful as compared with neutral deviant stimuli. A similar pattern was observed for the hap-
py/neutral contrast, but there were no significant clusters of activation in attention-emotion interaction 
regions. In general, the parahippocampal gyrus and the left medial occipital gyrus were stronger activated 
in response to neutral deviant stimuli as compared with emotional deviants. Further, the orbitofrontal 
cortex (OFC) was the only region in the hypothesized attention-emotion interaction circuit which was re-
sponsive to emotional valence of the distractor stimuli. Since OFC activation did not differentiate between 
happy and fearful deviants, the authors speculate that OFC activation might rather distinguish social and 
non-social stimuli.
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Culture

The only EOP experiment investigating cultural differences, which we were able to identify, compared 
ERPs of US-American and Chinese participants in a target detection task (Liu, Rigoulot, & Pell, 2015). In 
the first condition, participants were presented with sequences of sad or fearful standard faces (80 %), 
and deviant stimuli of the other discrete emotion respectively (10 %) as well as neutral target stimuli (cir-
cles; 10 %). Note that in all conditions each group (US-Americans and Chinese) was presented with in-
group faces only. In the second condition, adding to the visual stimuli human voices were inserted (half 
of which were congruent face-voice combinations: sad-sad or fearful-fearful, the other half was incon-
gruent: sad-fearful, or fearful-sad). The third condition involved face-tone combinations (one tone was 
set to the fundamental frequency f0 of the sad voices, the other equaled the f0 of the fearful voices). ERP 
analyses showed that visual MMN (vMMN) were observable in all conditions in both groups. However, 
the amplitude of vMMN in the face-voice condition was larger than the vMMN in the other conditions. A 
condition-group interaction revealed that this effect was elicited by an enhanced vMMN in the face-voice 
condition in Chinese participants only. This finding was in line with evidence suggesting that people from 
Eastern cultures react more sensitive to vocal cues than people from Western cultures.

Personality traits or subclinical manifestations of psychological disorders

Alexithymia

Alexithymia is often considered to be a stable personality trait which reflects a deficit in the conscious 
experience of emotion (Lane, Sechrest, Riedel, Shapiro, & Kaszniak, 2000). As a result, persons with a 
high score on alexithymia scales are sometimes unable to recognize, regulate, and describe their emotions 
adequately (Luminet, Bagby, & Taylor, 2001; Swart, Kortekaas, & Aleman, 2009).

Twenty-five participants with high alexithymia scores (as measured by TAS-20; Bagby, Parker, & Taylor, 
1994) and 25 low-scoring participants were investigated in an audio-visual EOP experiment with a devi-
ant detection task (Delle-Vigne et al., 2014). One condition comprised of the simultaneous presentation 
of human voices and faces (standards: emotionally neutral face-voice combinations; deviants: sad face-
voice combinations), while two other conditions involved the use of animals (standards: rooster image 
and crowing sound; deviants: dog image, barking sound), as well as standard and deviant combinations 
of tone and geometric figures. Based on RT data, analyses revealed fastest reactions in response to neutral 
deviant stimuli (geometric figures and tones), slower reactions for animal sound/picture combinations, 
and slowest responses for emotionally negative deviant human face-voice combinations. This behavioral 
effect for deviant stimuli was reflected in EEG responses with highest P100 and N100 amplitudes for emo-
tional human content. With regard to alexithymia level, analyses of EEG data revealed higher amplitudes 
for early ERPs (P100, N100) in the group of high-scoring participants as compared with the group of par-
ticipants scoring low on alexithymia. This hyper-activation was – according to the authors – presumably 
necessary for highly alexithymic persons to process emotional stimuli.

Further modulations by alexithymia were reported for a passive listening task in an EEG study (Goer-
lich et al., 2012). Forty female participants were presented either with syllables which were spoken in a 
neutral tone or with a happy, angry, sad, or disgusted prosody. Participants were selected from a larger 
simple such that two groups of 20 participants could be formed based on their alexithymia level (low ver-
sus high scores as measured by TAS-20). As a result, a delayed MMN was found for highly alexithymics 
only for disgusted voices as deviant stimuli. In a second version of this EOP experiment, participants had 
to quickly detect deviant stimuli. Here, a reduced frontal P2 amplitude correlated with both, the emotion-
al and the cognitive, dimensions of alexithymia in the participants. Also, a reduced central P3 amplitude 
correlated with the affective dimension, while a reduced parietal P3 amplitude correlated with the cogni-
tive dimension of alexithymia. However, the level of alexithymia did not modulate RTs.
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In a similar procedure to the previous experiment, Vermeulen and colleagues (2008) identified ten 
participants scoring low on alexithymia (using TAS-20) as well as ten high-scorers from a large student 
sample. Participants had to quickly detect a deviant morphed face that shared or did not share the same 
emotional expression as the standard stimulus. There were no behavioral differences between the two 
groups. However, participants scoring high on alexithymia revealed delayed N2b and P3a peak latencies 
as compared with the low-scoring group. This effect was interpreted as an alexithymia-related discrimi-
nation delay at the attentional level.

In an fMRI study, Pouga and Berthoz (2015) aimed to show differential processing of social stances (self/
other differentiation) between participants who scored high on alexithymia and those who scored low. 
Stimuli were video clips of eight actors who were instructed to express anger from neutral to rage (result-
ing in four levels of anger). Half of the performed actions were directed towards the observer (“self-direct-
ed” condition), the remaining actions were directed to a non-visible person to the left or to the right from 
the point of view of the participant (“other-directed” condition). One session consisted of 64 video clips 
depicting actions (eight for each anger level), 64 scrambled versions of these clips, 38 null events (black 
screen), and twelve perceptually deviant clips (upside-down versions). Each stimulus was present for two 
seconds. Participants’ task was to detect the upside-down versions of the video clips by button-press. Re-
sults indicated that persons scoring high on alexithymia showed high activity in the mirror neuron net-
work (a network of visuomotor neurons that discharge during the execution and also the observation of 
an action) and perceived a high level of social threat regardless of the orientation of the performed action 
(self/other orientation). Participants with low scores on alexithymia showed larger activation for self-ori-
ented compared with other-oriented anger expressions in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, a region 
which is associated with self-regulation of emotion in the context of self/other differentiation. According-
ly, low scorers experienced a higher level of social threat in the self-oriented anger condition only.

In summary, we found behavioral evidence, as well as evidence from EEG and fMRI experiments, for 
modulations through alexithymia in five very different EOP experiments. In a bimodal EEG experiment, 
participants scoring high on alexithymia revealed higher peak amplitudes at early attentional processing 
stages (P100, N100) than did low-scoring participants. Additionally, in a passive auditory EOP experiment, 
highly alexithymic participants showed delayed peak amplitudes for the MMN when disgusted voices 
were presented. And in a visual detection task the N2b and P3a were also delayed in participants scoring 
high on alexithymia. These results indeed suggests that emotional stimuli produce a higher cognitive load 
for people with alexithymia tendency. Also, the delayed ERP components (MMN, N2b/P3a) point towards 
difficulties engaging with more ambiguous stimuli (prosody of disgust, morphed facial expressions).

Motherly attachment representations

Fraedrich and colleagues (2010) sought to investigate the neuropsychological manifestations of motherly 
attachment representations. Seven of the participating mothers were assessed as secure-autonomous, 
and nine participants were classified as insecure-dismissing (as measured by the Adult Attachment Pro-
jective, AAP; George & West, 2001). The authors presented the participants with an EOP involving three 
conditions. In the first condition, standard stimuli comprised of happy baby faces, and deviants of sad 
baby faces (targets) and neutral baby faces. In the second condition, standards were sad baby faces and 
deviant stimuli consisted of happy baby faces (targets) and neutral baby faces. In the third condition, neu-
tral pictures of flowers served as standard stimuli, while deviant stimuli were either sad, happy, or neutral 
baby faces. When flowers were used as standards, target detection was faster and associated with re-
duced N170 amplitudes in secure mothers than in insecure mothers. Higher N170 amplitudes in insecure 
mothers were interpreted as indicative of a higher cognitive load in insecure mothers as compared with 
securely attached mothers. When faces served as standards, this pattern was reversed, leading to shorter 
RTs and reduced N200 amplitudes to emotional deviant (target) stimuli in insecure mothers as compared 
with secure mothers. The authors concluded that secure mothers seemed to allocate more attention to 
face stimuli than do insecure mothers. In general, target stimuli and deviant stimuli elicited larger P300 
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amplitudes than did standard stimuli. Independent of target condition, secure mothers showed larger 
P300 amplitudes in the flower condition as compared with the faces conditions. For insecure mothers, the 
P300 amplitude differences between standard stimuli and target/deviant stimuli were generally smaller 
than for the secure mothers. This latter finding was interpreted as a perceptual bias towards social stimuli 
in subjects with secure attachment representations.

Trait anxiety

Rossignol and colleagues (2005) investigated influences of trait anxiety (as measured by the State Trait 
Anxiety Inventory, STAI; Spielberger, Gorsuch, & Lusthene, 1983) on the processing of facial expressions. 
In their EEG experiment, participants were divided into groups of highly and lowly anxious participants. 
They were presented with pictures of a neutral facial expression as standard stimuli, and with pictures of 
happy and fearful faces as deviant stimuli which they had to react on by button-press. Generally, anxious 
participants reacted faster to the stimuli than did the group of low anxiety. There were no significant 
group differences on the early stages of processing. Only for the P3b component there was a significant 
difference between groups, leading to an earlier peak in highly anxious participants as compared with the 
low scoring group. This was interpreted as a compensatory mechanism of an impaired emotional process-
ing in anxious participants, enabling them to prepare faster for a reaction.

Non-clinical social anxiety

Rossignol and colleagues (2007) presented a group of participants with a tendency towards social anxiety 
as well as a group of healthy controls with a deviant detection task involving facial anger-disgust morphs 
as stimuli. More ambiguous morphs (35 %, 65 % anger) were used as standard stimuli, and rather clear 
morphs (5 %, 95 % anger) were used as deviants. EEG analyses revealed in general that N2 and P3a ampli-
tudes peaked earlier if standard and deviant were of different valences as compared with the case if stand-
ard and deviant stimuli were of the same valence. In the control group, N2 amplitude was enhanced for 
angry deviants as compared with disgusted deviants, if standards and deviants were of the same valence. 
This pattern was reversed in socially anxious participants, leading to an enhanced amplitude for angry 
versus disgusted deviant stimuli, only if the valence of standards and deviants differed from each other. 
Additionally, P3a amplitudes peaked earlier in socially anxious participants compared with the control 
group.

Anxious-depressive tendencies

In an EOP experiment by Rossignol and colleagues (2008), participants were divided into three groups: 
participants with anxiety tendency, participants with a tendency towards a mixed-anxious depressive state 
(MAD), and controls without any such tendency. All of them completed a deviant detection task, with devi-
ants comprising of neutral (novel identity), sad, and happy faces, while standard stimuli consisted of pic-
tures of the same emotionally neutral face. Both groups with anxious tendencies reacted significantly faster 
in response to deviant stimuli than the control group. With regard to ERPs, MAD participants showed larg-
er N2b/P3a amplitudes after presentation of all deviant stimulus types as compared with the other groups 
of participants. Also, in the MAD group P3a amplitudes were significantly larger for emotional deviants as 
compared with novel identity deviants. P3b latency was shorter in anxious participants in comparison with 
the other two groups of participants. The authors interpreted that an anxiety tendency influences rather 
late ERP components (P3b latency), while MAD has an earlier impact (N2b/P3a). According to the authors, 
the enhanced N2b/P3a complex observable in the MAD group resulted of an interaction between anxious 
and depressed states (supporting the notion of a modified processing of affective stimuli in MAD), since 
anxiety alone did not lead to such an effect. Further, MAD participants seemed to be more reactive to any 
kind of visual change (but especially for changes in emotion), without revealing a valence bias.
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The finding regarding an unaffected P3b latency in MAD participants was later confirmed in a 
cross-modal EOP experiment by Campanella and colleagues (2010). Whereas in this study a reduced P3b 
component was reported in participants with MAD participants as compared with normal controls when 
responding to emotional deviant stimuli. No group differences between these participants and normal 
controls had become apparent in the unimodal versions of this task (i. e., auditory and visual, respectively).

Psychopathy tendencies

Ten participants with a high tendency towards psychopathy (as measured by the MMPI-2; Butcher, Dahl-
strom, Graham, Tellegen, & Kaemmer, 1989) and ten participants with rather low scores on psychopathy 
were investigated regarding the processing of emotional deviant faces (Campanella et al., 2005). Partici-
pants did not reveal statistical differences with regard to any other personality factor of the MMPI-2. The 
group with a low psychopathy tendency was generally faster at detection of all deviant stimuli (i. e., sad, 
fearful, and happy faces). With regard to the ERPs, P3a latency was shorter for the high-scoring group as 
compared with the low scorers. This pattern was reversed for P3b latency, resulting in earlier latencies for 
the low-scoring group as compared with the group of participants with a higher psychopathy tendency. 
Also, reduced N300 amplitudes were found for the high-scoring group in all deviant stimuli conditions. 
According to the authors, this reduced amplitude, together with the slower reactions to emotional deviant 
stimuli indicated by RT, reflected a general deficit in emotion processing related with psychopathy.

Job burnout

Participants with job burnout symptoms but without severe depression and anxiety disorders engaged 
in a passive listening task (Sokka et al., 2014). Standard stimuli were Finnish pseudowords of neutral va-
lence, while, along with other deviants, emotionally deviant pseudowords (as indicated by prosody) were 
interspersed. EEG recordings were compared between the burnout group and a group of healthy controls. 
There was no main effect of valence for the emotional deviants (neutral, happy, angry, sad), but the P3a 
latency revealed an interaction between group and valence, in that angry deviants were processed faster 
by the burnout group as compared with the healthy controls, and happy deviants were processed faster 
by the controls. These results indicated an attentional bias towards negative stimuli in the participants 
with burnout symptoms which led to faster processing of negative (angry) and to a delayed processing of 
positive (happy) stimuli.

Psychological disorders, malfunctions, and maltreatment

Depression

In a visual EOP in which standard stimuli comprised – dependent on condition – of either sad or emotion-
ally neutral images, and rare neutral target stimuli served as deviant stimuli, depressive patients’ fMRI 
data revealed a lower activation – relative to the control group – in the left midfrontal gyrus, if target stim-
uli were embedded in neutral standards (Dichter, Felder, & Smoski, 2009). However, in the sad context 
condition, patients showed greater activation than healthy controls in the mid-, inferior, and orbito-fron-
tal gyrus and the anterior cingulate, which is interpreted as evidence for a higher effort necessary for the 
depressed patients to disengage from the sad contextual information.

Wang, LaBar and colleagues (2008) reported modulations by Major Depression of both, behavioral and 
fMRI data. The authors employed a visual EOP with phase-scrambled photos as neutral standard stim-
uli and neutral targets (circles) as well as neutral and sad scenes as deviant stimuli. Depressive patients 
took significantly longer to respond if a target was presented after a sad scene as compared with healthy 
controls. This behavioral effect came along with a stronger activation of the anterior cingulate gyrus in 
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patients compared with controls, if a target stimulus was presented directly after a sad image. Further-
more, there was generally less activation in the executive system (superior frontal gyrus, middle frontal 
gyrus, supramarginal gyrus, insula, basal ganglia, and bilateral inferior frontal gyrus) found for patients 
as compared with healthy controls.

In a similar experiment on elderly people (70 years old on average), analyses of fMRI data revealed that 
group differences between acute depressive patients, remitted depressive patients, and healthy controls 
were mainly visible in response to target detection (Wang, Krishnan et al., 2008). The right middle fron-
tal gyrus, and the left and right supramarginal gyrus showed less activation in response to targets in the 
acute depressed groups as compared with the other two groups. And both depression groups revealed 
less activation in parts of the left anterior cingulate gyrus. However, there were only marginal differences 
between the acute depressive participants and the control group regarding activation in response to sad 
deviant stimuli. The authors concluded that geriatric depression seems to be rather a problem of executive 
dysfunction than a problem of the processing of emotional content.

In another study on geriatric depression, genotypes were taken into consideration (Wang et al., 2012). 
As a result, participants with a 5-HTTLPR S allele responded with a larger amygdala activation on the pres-
entation of sad deviant stimuli than did non-S carriers, whereas BDNF Met/Val carriers showed a higher 
activation (as compared with Val/Val carriers) of dorsolateral prefrontal and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex 
in response to sad scenes and a lower activation of these regions after presentation of neutral attentional 
target stimuli. Thus, the investigated genotypes seemed to modulate the reactivity of the brain after pres-
entation of sad stimuli.

Similar to the EOP experiments reported above, Robertson and colleagues (2007) employed a target 
detection task, in which geometric figures (squares of different sizes and colors) served as neutral stand-
ards, while deviants consisted of neutral targets (circles), and emotionally neutral as well as negative IAPS 
scenes. Ten outpatients with Major Depression took part in the fMRI study that consisted of four ses-
sions across a ten-week period. After sessions two, all participants were administered buprion XL (i. e., a 
non-serotonergic antidepressant agent), which was taken until the end of the study. It was found that de-
pressive patients’ activations in response to emotionally negative deviant stimuli were lower after bupro-
pion XL intake than before administration in several brain regions. The treatment reduced the symptoms 
scores on the Hamilton depressions scale (HAM-D; Hamilton, 1960) These reductions of depression symp-
toms revealed a positive correlation with a reduction of activations in the right orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), 
inferior frontal cortex, parahippocampal gyrus, fusiform gyrus, and the left amygdala that were associat-
ed with the presentation of negative deviants. According to the authors, this decrease of over-activation of 
OFC and amygdala through medical treatment is in line with other pharmaco-fMRI studies. However, the 
small sample size is a limitation for a generalization of the results to Major Depression patients.

In an EEG study (for a review on emotional disorders and ERPs see Campanella & Philippot, 2006), 
Pang and colleagues (2014) used an auditory EOP, in which they presented their participants (n = 18 Major 
Depression patients, n = 22 healthy controls) with angry, sad, and happy deviant stimuli in an emotionally 
neutral sequence of standard stimuli. Participants’ task was to passively listen to the sequences of spoken 
syllables. EEG data revealed that the detected MMNs after the presentation of happy and angry deviant 
stimuli did not differ between the group of Major Depression patients and the group of healthy controls. 
By contrast, MMNs were not elicited by sad deviant stimuli in depressive patients, only. The authors argue 
that this finding reflects an impairment in automatic processing of sad prosody that might be a property 
of Major Depression. However, this dysfunctional automatic change detection did not correlate with the 
severity of Major Depression symptoms.

Sokhadze and colleagues (2011) studied bipolar patients in an EEG study using a visual EOP. It is impor-
tant to note that all nine bipolar patients were euthymic when taking part in the experiment. Ten healthy 
control participants were recruited for comparison. Neutral, negative, and positive facial expressions of 
males were used as both, deviant and standard stimuli, while female faces were always used as target 
stimuli. Participants had to press a button whenever a female face was presented (irrespective of the fa-
cial expression). In general, RTs in response to emotional stimuli were shorter and more accurate than to 
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neutral stimuli. But a group-emotion interaction revealed significantly longer RTs to the presentation of 
emotional stimuli for bipolar patients as compared with the healthy control group. Analyses of EEG data 
revealed that N170 was less pronounced in bipolar patients if a happy as compared with a neutral face had 
been presented. Likewise, only in patients, there was a longer latency for the N200/N2b component after 
presentation of negative as compared with positive and neutral stimuli. P200 amplitude was less positive 
in the patient group compared with the healthy controls. P300/P3b amplitude was smaller for the neu-
tral target stimuli in bipolar patients as compared with healthy controls. According to the authors, these 
findings were consistent with known depression symptoms in long-term studies on bipolar depression. 
However, several limitations need to be considered. First, Sokhadze and colleagues used the facial expres-
sions of sadness and disgust, and happiness and contentment as negative and positive deviants respec-
tively. Pooling these discrete emotions for associated valence, however, does not take potential differential 
effects of discrete emotions in the EOP into account (see also “discrete emotions” section). Second, the 
sample size is relatively low, especially with regard to the bipolar patients group (n = 9).

In summary, there are five fMRI experiments and one EEG experiment on Major Depression, in which 
the EOP is used. Taken together, fMRI results indicate a higher activation of frontal brain regions for neu-
tral targets which are embedded in negative standard stimuli, and similarly a higher activation of the an-
terior cingulate gyrus when neutral targets are presented directly following a negative deviant. Higher ac-
tivation of prefrontal brain regions is usually associated with a higher cognitive load, and might indicate a 
higher effort needed for depressive patients to disengage from negative stimuli in order to react on neutral 
targets. Also, high activations of certain brain regions including the orbitofrontal cortex and the amygdala 
in response to negative deviants can be decreased by a serotonergic antidepressant that is also successful in 
reducing reported depression symptoms. The decrease of activation in those brain regions might indicate 
that they play an important role in acute Major Depression. Geriatric depression seems to have a strong 
executive component with larger activations of prefrontal regions for neutral targets, but with less impact 
of negative deviants on brain activation. However, one fMRI revealed a selective impact of genetic predis-
positions on brain activations to negative deviants in geriatric depression. One EEG experiment found a 
selective impairment of automatic change detection for auditory sad deviants in Major Depression, but 
more research is needed to replicate this effect and maybe expand the results onto other modalities.

PTSD

In an fMRI study (Pannu Hayes, LaBar, Petty, McCarthy, & Morey, 2009), 26 veterans were invited to par-
ticipate and divided them into two groups depending on symptom severity (14 veterans compounded 
the high scoring group). Participants were presented with squares of different colors and sizes as stand-
ard stimuli (36 %), and with circles of different colors and sizes (attentional targets; 34 %). An additional 
amount of negative and neutral IAPS scenes were intermingled as deviant stimuli (15 % each). Participants 
had to classify each stimulus as either a target stimulus or a non-target stimulus by button-press. Overall, 
RTs were slower for negative scenes compared with all other stimuli. Accuracies were lowest for target 
stimuli than for all other stimuli, and accuracies for negative scenes were lower as compared with neutral 
scenes. A group-accuracy interaction further indicated that participants in the high-scoring group were 
worse in detecting target stimuli as compared with other stimuli than the less severely impaired PTSD 
patients. Analyses of fMRI data revealed an enhanced activation in ventral-limbic and dorsal brain regions 
for negative scenes and an attenuated activity in dorsolateral prefrontal and parietal regions for attention-
al targets in the more severely impaired PTSD patients. Group differences were also found for activation 
in the anterior cingulate gyrus. While the low-scoring PTSD group showed an equal amount of activation 
for both, attentional targets and negative scenes, in that region, the high-scoring PTSD patients revealed 
a significantly higher activation for negative scenes than for other stimuli. Pannu Hayes and colleagues 
speculated that the hyper-responsiveness of ventral-limbic activity coupled with alterations in the dorsal 
and anterior cingulate regions could be interpreted as a neuronal marker of attentional biases observed 
in PTSD patients.
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A further EOP experiment was designed to investigate bottom-up and top-down generation of nega-
tive emotion in adolescents with PTSD (Guillery-Girard et al., 2013). While standard stimuli comprised 
of geometric shapes (83.5 %), deviant stimuli were emotionally neutral photos (6.3 %; e. g., a picture of 
people boarding a plane), perceptually negative photos (5.1 %; bottom-up: emotion induced by perceptual 
details, e. g. a man with a bleeding wound), and conceptually negative photos (5.1 %; top-down: emotion 
induced by the interpretation of the scene, e. g. a squatting girl hugging a teddy bear). The participants’ 
(25 PTSD patients, 25 healthy controls; average age: 16 years) task was to detect the deviant stimuli as fast 
and as accurate as possible. In general, RTs in response to conceptually negative stimuli were longer than 
for the other deviant stimuli. When split into groups of highly impaired and less severely impaired PTSD 
patients, significant differences between these groups and the control group became apparent. Patients 
in the more severely impaired group were faster at detecting neutral and conceptually negative scenes 
than the participants of the control group. Less severely impaired patients revealed faster reactions to all 
deviant stimulus types compared with the healthy controls. Thus, the authors reported fairly mixed results 
with regard to selective attention in young PTSD patients. Nonetheless, it is important to note that, beside 
valence and arousal, also top-down (conceptual) and bottom-up (perceptual) properties of images should 
be considered when planning experiments with PTSD patients.

Maltreatment in childhood

In an fMRI study on the influence of maltreatment in early childhood on the processing of emotional 
stimuli, De Bellis and Hooper (2012) created an EOP with phase-scrambled photos (90 % of all stimuli) as 
standard stimuli, grey ovals as attentional targets, and emotional deviant stimuli comprising of scenes 
with sad faces as well as scenes involving neutral facial expressions (each 3.33 %). The brain responses on 
the presentation of deviant stimuli were compared between eleven adolescents without a history of mal-
treatment and five adolescents with a history of maltreatment in early childhood. Compared with the 
control group, maltreated adolescents’ brain activations in response to the attentional targets were gen-
erally lower. However, the authors focused on brain regions known as ventral emotional circuits (VEC), 
which are more active when affective distracters are presented. This increase of activation usually comes 
along with a decrease of activation in dorsal emotional pathways (Dolcos & McCarthy, 2006). Accordingly, 
in response to emotional distracters, participants with a history of maltreatment revealed a significant 
enhancement of activation after sad scenes in VEC (i. e., bilateral amygdala, left subgenual cingulate, left 
inferior frontal gyrus, and right middle temporal gyrus). Additionally, the group of maltreated adolescents 
showed a decreased activation for attentional targets and sad scenes in the left posterior middle frontal 
gyrus (left pMFG). This was interpreted as the result of a dysfunctional inhibition of emotional distracters.

Social anxiety

Two groups of participants scoring low and high on social anxiety (according to Liebowitz Social Anxi-
ety Scale, LSAS; Liebowitz, 1987), respectively, took part in an EEG experiment which involved an EOP 
(Rossignol et al., 2012). Their task was to detect deviant stimuli (faces with happy, angry, disgusted, and 
fearful expressions) in a sequence of neutral standard stimuli by button-press. Analyses of behavioral data 
indicated shorter RTs when disgusted and happy faces were shown compared with the reactions to fearful 
and angry facial expressions. Only P1 amplitude revealed to be selectively modulated by severity of social 
anxiety: The amplitude was larger in participants scoring high on social anxiety as compared with the 
low-scoring group. Thus, the authors concluded that social anxiety has got a relatively early impact on 
ERPs (P1 amplitude), altering the processing of emotional facial expressions.
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Schizophrenia

In Campanella and colleagues’ (2006) EEG study, a group of schizophrenic patients with high scores on 
the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS; Kay, Fiszbein, & Opler, 1987), a group of patients with 
low PANSS scores, and a group of healthy controls were investigated by employing an EOP variant on the 
processing of facial expressions (standards: neutral; deviants: fearful, happy, sad, novel identity). Par-
ticipants were instructed to detect deviant faces in the context of standard faces as quick as possible. A 
general behavioral effect revealed shortest RTs in response to fearful deviant faces across all groups. Also, 
schizophrenic patients took longer to respond to all deviant stimuli than healthy participants. Regarding 
ERPs, schizophrenia-related modulations were found for P100, N170, and P3b amplitudes. All of these am-
plitudes were reduced in the highly schizophrenic group as compared with the rest of participants. Also, 
P3b latency was significantly longer for the two groups of schizophrenic patients in comparison with the 
control group. The authors concluded that in severe cases of schizophrenia already early steps in the visual 
processing of facial expressions are impaired, leading to further cognitive deficits in later processing steps.

Substance-related addictions2

Smoking

Effects of a two-day nicotine abstinence in smokers were investigated under use of fMRI (Froeliger, Mod-
lin, Kozink, Wang, & McClernon, 2012). Participants’ task was to detect the attentional targets (circles) in 
the context of standard stimuli (squares), and deviant stimuli (neutral and negative IAPS scenes). There 
were neither behavioral differences found between the smokers and non-smokers, nor between absti-
nence and non-abstinence sessions. However, analyses of fMRI data showed that in abstinent smokers, 
activation in response to deviant stimuli was generally higher than in response to standard or target stim-
uli in the IFG, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex and the insula (each in the right hemisphere) as compared 
with sessions in which previous smoking was allowed. The authors concluded that smoking state (absti-
nent vs. non-abstinent) influenced the distraction effect of emotional deviant stimuli on attentional target 
stimuli. Further, abstinent smokers showed a higher activation in the right IFG after targets which were 
presented directly after a neutral deviant stimulus, but a lower activation in response to targets which 
were presented after a negative deviant stimulus. Hence, a relation was shown between smoking state and 
the processing of emotional valence of distracting stimuli: The authors related a decreased IFG activation 
in response to “after-neutral” targets to an attention deficiency in smokers during withdrawal, while the 
lower activation in response to targets that were presented after negative deviants was seen as a sign of 
attention disruption by negative emotional stimuli, which is only apparent during abstinence.

Alcoholism

In 2006, an EEG study was conducted on the influence of alcoholism on typical ERP components in an EOP 
(Maurage, Philippot et al., 2007). A picture of a face with a neutral expression served as standard stimu-
lus, while pictures of a different identity with a neutral facial expression, and pictures of the same person 
with different expressions (happy, sad, and fearful) were used as deviant stimuli. Participants simply had 
to detect deviant stimuli. A general behavioral effect indicated that alcoholics (as diagnosed via DSM-IV 
criteria) reacted more slowly to the deviant stimuli as compared with healthy controls. A group-valence 
interaction revealed a difference in response to sad pictures between the groups: While healthy controls 
reacted significantly faster after presentation of fearful faces as compared with happy, neutral, and sad 

2 For the following studies it seems somewhat unclear whether the found effects should be interpreted as conse-
quence or as cause of the substance (ab)use.
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faces, the group of alcoholics additionally responded slowest to sad faces. N170 amplitude was less pro-
nounced in alcoholics. Furthermore, N170 latency was reduced in alcoholics as compared with healthy 
controls for happy and neutral expressions only. P3b amplitude was larger for controls than for alcoholics. 
In general, P3b latency was increased for sad faces compared to other facial expressions. Interestingly, this 
response to sad faces was also significantly delayed in alcoholics when compared with the control group. 
Correlations between early and later ERPs in alcoholics further indicated that impairments in later stages 
of processing (P300) might be the result of early alterations in perception (N170).

A subsequent EOP experiment showed changes in the processing of disgust and anger in alcoholics 
(Maurage et al., 2008). In a similar EEG experiment, disgust-anger morphs of facial expressions were 
used as stimuli. Standards comprised of rather disgusted (35 % anger) and rather angry facial expressions 
(65 % anger), while deviant morphs were shifted more to the extremes (5 % anger and 95 % anger, respec-
tively). In this deviant detection task, alcoholics took longer to respond than healthy controls, once again. 
Also, healthy controls were slower at detecting disgusted faces, if the preceding stimulus had been a rather 
disgusted face (same valence condition; the same held true for angry faces in a rather angry context). This 
contextual disadvantage in RT was not found for angry faces in alcoholics. Early ERPs (P100, N170) did not 
reveal significant alterations by alcoholism. By contrast, N2b amplitude was greater for healthy controls 
in the same valence condition for both, disgust and anger, as compared with the group of alcoholics. P3b 
amplitude was generally higher in controls as compared with alcoholics. In healthy controls, P3b was en-
hanced for the different valence condition if the context was disgusting, but no enhancement for anger. In 
alcoholics, this pattern was the opposite: A P3b enhancement had become apparent in response to angry 
deviants in the different valence condition, but not for disgusted faces. The results were taken as evidence 
for a disturbed processing of anger in alcoholism, with a possible origin of the deficit at the level of atten-
tion allocation (N2b/P3a complex).

Ecstasy consumption

A further EEG study focused on ERP alterations in ecstasy (MDMA) consumers (Mejias et al., 2005). Par-
ticipants had to detect the emotional deviant stimuli (happy and fearful faces) in the context of neutral 
standard stimuli. Generally, the group of ecstasy consumers took longer to respond than the control 
group. Both groups reacted faster to fearful stimuli as compared with happy deviant stimuli. Differences 
in the ERPs indicated a generally lower N170 amplitude in ecstasy users. Also, a shorter N200 latency in re-
sponse to fearful as compared with happy deviant stimuli was only found in healthy controls. P3b latencies 
in response to deviants were delayed in ecstasy consumers in comparison with healthy controls. According 
to the authors, this was in line with findings on the neurotoxic effect of ecstasy consumption leading to 
serotonin exhaustion, which is supposed to affect attentional processing.

Summary

Summary of behavioral EOP evidence

Tree diagram

In the classic oddball paradigm, reactions to deviant stimuli are compared with reactions to standard 
stimuli. By contrast, in the case of EOPs, the common procedure is to compare emotional (and non-emo-
tional) deviants with each other, while the reactions on standard stimuli are usually ignored (or they do 
not demand a reaction). As was mentioned above, there is a huge variety of EOP variants. Hence, summing 
up the reported evidence of experiments, in which the participants’ reactions to different emotional and 
neutral deviants are compared, requires to sort the different pieces of the jigsaw puzzle in order to sys-
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tematically investigate the common outcomes of different types of EOP experiments. For this purpose, 
we want to introduce a tree diagram which is designed to simplify orientation in this enormous collage of 
empirical evidence.

The first fork on this tree splits the identified experiments into EOPs with emotionally neutral stand-
ards and those with emotional standard stimuli (see Figure 1). Staying on the “neutral standards” branch, 
the next distinction can be made between emotional deviants which are perceptually similar to the neutral 
standards and emotional deviants which are perceptually dissimilar from the standards.

Neutral standards and emotional deviants

We identified 25 EOP experiments which involve the use of neutral standards and emotional deviants 
(exclusive of memory studies), and in which standards and deviants are perceptually similar. Twelve of 
these provide behavioral data. When faces are used as standards and deviants, the general theme is that 
emotional deviants lead to faster button-presses in deviant detection tasks than do emotionally neutral 
“novel identity” deviants (e. g. Campanella et al., 2012, 2013).

However, when comparing discrete emotions in deviant stimuli, the picture is rather unclear. Happy 
deviant faces are reported to facilitate reactions, when compared with sad deviant faces (Campanella et 
al., 2010; Rossignol et al., 2008), while in two studies there is no RT difference found between these two 
discrete emotions (Chai et al., 2012; Maurage, Philippot et al., 2007). Fearful faces are found to lead to 
faster reactions (Maurage, Philippot et al., 2007) as well as to slower reactions (Rossignol et al., 2012) as 
compared with happy faces, while angry deviant faces are found to evoke relatively slow responses as com-
pared with happy, sad, and disgusted facial expressions (Chai et al., 2012; Rossignol et al., 2012).

Figure 1: Tree diagrams

Note. Tree diagrams of emotional oddball paradigm (EOP) studies providing behavioral data on effects that are related 
to differences in the emotional stimulus material.
Left: EOP experiments involving emotional standards. Right: EOP experiments with neutral standards.

In a study using visual scenes, participants reacted faster and more accurate when they were presented 
with core and moral disgust pictures as compared with neutral deviant scenes (Zhang et al., 2013). Kisley 
and colleagues (2011) found faster reactions to negative deviant pictures than to positive deviant pictures, 
while in an EOP with words as stimuli, slower and less accurate reactions were elicited by the presentation 
of negative deviant as compared with positive deviant and neutral deviant words (Bayer et al., 2012).

In nine of the identified EOP experiments, neutral standards and emotional deviants are used, which 
are perceptually dissimilar to each other. In these cases, geometric figures, patterns or scrambled photos 
are used as emotionally neutral standard stimuli. Note that none of these studies involves the presentation 
of emotionally positive visual scenes. Generally, negative deviant scenes lead to slower responses than 
neutral deviant scenes (Guillery-Girard et al., 2013; Pannu Hayes et al., 2009; Wang, Krishnan et al., 2008; 
Wang, Mullette-Gillman, Gadde, Kuhn, McCarthy, & Huettel, 2009; Yamasaki, LaBar, & McCarthy, 2002). 
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Perlman and colleagues (2014) report that happy and fearful deviant faces speeded responses up as com-
pared with neutral facial expressions as deviants.

Emotional standards and emotional deviants

Twenty EOP experiments fall into this category (eight of which do not report behavioral effects that are re-
lated to differences in the emotional stimulus material). When morphs (i. e., emotional continua of facial 
expressions) are used as standards and deviants, results indicate that reactions to the deviants are faster if 
these are of a different discrete emotion. For instance, a deviant is usually detected faster if the standard 
comprises of a morph displaying a rather disgusted face (65 % morph) and the standard is a rather angry 
face (35 % morph) as compared to a situation in which a clearly disgusted deviant face (95 % morph) follows 
the same rather disgusted standard face (65 % morph). This RT advantage for deviants “between emotions” 
in relation to deviants “within emotions” is reported for disgust-anger morphs (Maurage et al., 2008; Ros-
signol, Anselme, Vermeulen, Philippot, & Campanella, 2007; Vermeulen et al., 2008) as well as for sad-
ness-fear morphs (Campanella et al., 2002). Maurage et al. (2008) additionally found a higher accuracy in 
response to deviants “between emotions” as compared with deviants “within emotions”.

Using facial expressions as standards and deviants, Neta and colleagues (2011) showed that surprised 
deviants lead to slower RTs than do happy and angry standards, and happy and angry deviants are fast-
er reacted to than to surprised standards. However, surprised deviant faces in an angry context lead to 
slower responses than surprised deviants in a happy context. Also, in an EOP with facial expressions, neg-
ative as well as positive deviant faces lead to faster RTs than did neutral deviant faces, while standards 
comprised  – depending on the experimental block  – of positive, negative or neutral facial expressions 
(Sokhadze et al., 2011).

Summary of EEG evidence

In the classic oddball paradigm, the presentation of deviant stimuli typically evokes a large positivity 
around 300 ms after stimulus onset (P300). In the EOP, modulations by valence and/or arousal become 
apparent by the presentation of emotional deviants. In general, the presentation of emotional deviant faces 
consistently leads to shorter peak latencies than the presentation of emotionally neutral deviants. Larger 
amplitudes of the ERP components seem to be evoked by fearful than by happy deviant faces (Campanella 
et al., 2004, 2005, 2006, 2010, 2012), which in turn lead to larger amplitudes than sad and angry deviant fac-
es (for an overview of EEG results, see Table A3 in the appendix). These patterns of EEG results are reported 
for the P300/P3b, the N2b/P3a complex, the N2, and even earlier components like the N170 and P100.

By the use of pictures, the effects of unpleasant and pleasant scenes on the ERPs can be compared. 
There are few modulations of peak latencies reported. Pleasant scenes seem to lead to shorter P1 and N2 
latencies (Mardaga & Hansenne, 2009) than unpleasant and neutral scenes, Sexual as well as unpleasant 
deviant scenes have been shown to decrease P300/P3b latencies as compared with neutral deviant pictures 
(Briggs  & Martin, 2009). With regard to amplitude modulations, the effects of pleasantness are rather 
unclear. While unpleasant deviant pictures seem to lead to higher amplitudes for earlier components (P1 
and P2), the results for the N2 as well as the P300/P3b component are mixed. However, there is evidence 
that many effects of pleasantness might be arousal-driven. Highly arousing pictures lead to larger ampli-
tudes for the P300/P3b as well as the P2 component (Briggs & Martin, 2009). Similar results are found in 
the processing of written words (Bayer et al., 2012), with larger P300 amplitudes for high arousal words as 
compared with low arousal words.

In addition to the relatively early ERP components, there are seven EOP experiments, in which so-
called late positive components (LPC) are measured. LPCs are usually defined as the largest positive going 
potentials between 400 and 900 ms at electrode Pz. They are associated with the processing of affective 
stimuli, as they become larger for emotional as compared with neutral stimuli (e. g., Kisley et al., 2011).
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In the identified EOP experiments, LPCs are modulated by valence and arousal: Negative deviant stim-
uli evoke larger LPC amplitudes than psoitive deviants, which in turn evoke larger LPC amplitudes than 
neutral deviants (Kisley et al., 2011), whereas high arousal consistently leads to larger LPC amplitudes than 
low arousal (Rozenkrants et a., 2008; Rozenkrants & Polich, 2008; Zheng et al., 2012). A further experi-
ment shows that core disgust pictures lead to larger LPC amplitudes than moral disgust pictures (Zhang 
et al., 2015), which could as well be influenced by perceived arousal.

In line with the results above, in auditory EOPs, emotional deviants lead to larger MMNs than neutral 
deviant stimuli. In contrast to the visual experiments, larger MMN amplitudes were found in response 
to angry deviants as compared with happy and neutral deviants. However, happy deviants seem to evoke 
shorter MMN latencies than neutral deviants.

Theoretical integration

Which mechanisms could contribute to EOP effects? As is evident from this review, the EOP is used in 
a broad range of disciplines within psychology and neuroscience. Also, there is a huge variety of EOP 
variants, which does not simplify the task of comparing results with each other and trying to integrate 
evidence to a coherent “EOP model”. When approaching this aim, it might be worth to take a glimpse 
at potential differences between the classical oddball paradigm and the EOP, and to draw conclusion of 
this empirical evidence. Thereafter, we summarize some theoretical aspects which can be specifically dis-
cussed for EOP experiments. We also broaden the focus and address briefly some mechanisms typically 
discussed for other paradigms which might (additionally) contribute to (E)OP effects.

Comparison of results from classical oddball and emotional oddball tasks

The classical oddball paradigm, as stated in the beginning of this review, is strongly connected to EEG 
research, and, within this field, to the most prominent ERP component, that is the P300 (for an overview 
see, e. g., Hruby & Marsalek, 2002). A pronounced P300 is found for both, active and passive oddball tasks, 
after presentation of a deviant stimulus. Accordingly, in the reviewed EOP literature, the presentation of 
deviant target stimuli leads to larger P300s (Campanella et al., 2002, 2013; Susac et al., 2004). Emotion-de-
pendent effects on the P300 are observed for discrete emotions (core and moral disgust pictures lead to 
larger P300s than do emotionally neutral deviant stimuli; Zhang et al., 2015) as well as for positive and 
negative stimuli (Mardaga & Hansenne, 2009; Rozenkrants & Polich, 2008). Additionally, the P300 ampli-
tude depends on the level of arousal in rare emotional stimuli (Rozenkrants, Olofsson, & Polich, 2008). In 
the classical oddball paradigm, latency modulations have been elicited by electrode site (see, e. g., Hruby & 
Marsalek, 2002) and modality (i. e., shorter P300 latencies in auditory tasks than in visual tasks; Katay-
ama & Polich, 1999). In EOPs, P300 latency reportedly also depends upon valence, with happy and fearful 
faces as deviants leading to shorter latencies than emotionally neutral faces (Campanella et al., 2013).

Interestingly, in one EOP experiment, P3a is shown to be modulated by valence, in that fearful deviant 
faces elicited larger P3a amplitudes than did happy deviant faces.

This effect of valence on the P3a amplitude was accompanied by shorter latencies in response to fearful 
deviant faces as compared with happy deviant faces. Furthermore, the presentation of fearful and happy 
deviant faces resulted in a shorter latency as compared with the presentation of “novel identity” deviant 
faces (Campanella et al., 2005).

When a distinction is made between an early and a late part of the P300, the P3b is found to be elicited by 
task-relevant deviant stimuli that are attended to (e. g., Linden, 2005). In EOP experiments, P3b amplitude 
is reported to be larger after presentation of deviant pleasant compared with deviant unpleasant stimuli 
(Delplanque, Silvert, Hot, & Sequeira, 2005), and larger for fearful deviant faces as compared with hap-
py deviant faces (Campanella et al., 2004). Briggs and Martin (2009) showed that emotional deviants lead 
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to higher P3b amplitudes than do emotionally neutral deviants. Also, high-arousal deviant stimuli elicited 
larger P3b amplitudes as compared with low-arousal deviant stimuli. Further, P3b latencies were shorter af-
ter presentation of fearful deviant faces than after presentation of happy deviants (Campanella et al., 2004).

As is the case for many research topics in cognitive psychology, it is particularly easy to find links be-
tween the research on expectation and/or prediction and the (E)OP. A central idea of research on expecta-
tion is that the brain can be considered a predictive machine, in which “predicting is a general operation 
which enables or aids perception and action” (Schröger, Kotz, & SanMiguel, 2015). Prediction is a form of 
anticipation based upon regularities derived from the past. It results in the construction of more or less 
elaborated internal models. If these internal models fail to explain the presence or properties of a given 
stimulus, mismatch effects occur (e. g., MMN; for an overview see Näätänen, 2001). It is assumed that 
repeated presentation with standard stimuli results in the formation of an internal model, which in turn 
leads to the prediction of yet another standard stimulus.

Hence, through the presentation of a deviant stimulus, the prediction is contradicted and a mismatch 
detection is triggered. Regarding P300 modulations, one common explanation is that amending the es-
tablished internal model in working memory consumes more cognitive resources than if the prediction is 
met, which is reflected by a P300 amplitude enlargement in the case of a mismatch (e. g., Fabiani, Grat-
ton, & Coles, 2000).

Additionally, habituation can be also related to (E)OP experiments. Habituation is often termed “the 
simplest form of learning” (for a review see Rankin et al., 2009). By habituation, irrelevant stimuli are 
filtered out, allowing the organism to focus selectively on relevant information. It is defined as a behav-
ioral response decrement resulting from repeated stimulation which is not due to sensory adaptation or 
motor fatigue. The counter-mechanism of habituation is called dishabituation. From an EOP perspective, 
habituation is likely to occur after repeated presentation of (neutral) standard stimuli, while an (emotion-
al) deviant stimulus could potentially cause dishabituation resulting in an increase of the decremented 
response to the standards.

Theoretical aspects specifically relevant for EOP

The most important difference between the classical oddball paradigm and the EOP is, of course, the use of 
emotional stimuli. By definition, emotional stimuli differ from neutral stimuli in terms of valence. How-
ever, most emotional stimuli also yield a higher arousal than do neutral stimuli. Valence and arousal have 
been shown to modulate behavioral outcomes as well as ERPs differentially (Bayer et al., 2012; Briggs & 
Martin, 2009). Although emotional stimuli are likely to differ from neutral material in these two dimen-
sions, there are at least two potential confounds which are most often not considered carefully, i. e. per-
ceptual differences, and differences in semantic relationship between standards and deviants (see e. g., 
Smith & Beversdorf, 2008).

In EOPs in which standards and deviants are highly dissimilar (e. g., geometric shapes as standards vs. 
IAPS pictures as deviants), a semantic association between standards and deviants can be virtually ruled 
out. In these cases, valid measures of the differential influences of valence and arousal could be obtained 
by systematic variations of deviants. Thus, we can derive evidence from the nine EOP experiments, in 
which neutral standards and highly dissimilar emotional and non-emotional deviants – which had to be 
responded to – are used.

Consistently, negative deviant visual scenes led to slower responses than neutral deviant scenes. This 
could be explained in terms of arousal. Earlier non-EOP studies have also shown that high-arousal stimuli 
can slow down RTs (e. g., Mogg et al., 2000; Schimmack, 2005). Schimmack (2005) was able to show that 
this RT increase is not limited for highly arousing negative stimuli (threat stimuli) but occurs also when 
participants are presented with positive high-arousal stimuli (i. e., sexual stimuli).

Arousing stimuli are known to activate the amygdala, a brain region whose activation has long been as-
sumed to reflect the processing of negative emotions (e. g., Paradiso et al., 1999; Öhman & Mineka, 2001). 
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The amygdala is even attributed the role of a danger detection system (Amaral, 2002). However, there 
is a growing body of evidence showing that the amygdala is also activated by the processing of positive 
emotions (e. g., Fried, Donald, & Wilson, 1997; Gothard, Battaglia, Erickson, Spitler, & Amaral, 2007; Hur-
lemann, 2008; Nakamura, Mikami, & Kubota, 1992; Zald, 2003) as well as by the processing of events that 
can be broadly described as biologically relevant: including processing of salience, significance, ambiguity, 
and unpredictability (e. g., Adolphs, 2008; Hsu, Bhatt, Adolphs, Tranel, & Camerer, 2005).

In their review on emotion processing and the role of the amygdala, Pessoa and Adolphs (2010) argue 
that, in contrast to the traditional view, the amygdala is not solely involved in the mediation of the process-
ing of affective stimuli, but rather coordinates the function of cortical networks during the evaluation of 
biological significance of a presented stimulus. When adopting these assumptions on the role of arousal 
and amygdala activity, one could argue that, in the case of an EOP experiment with neutral standards and 
emotional as well as neutral deviants, the parallel activation of such networks which are concerned with 
biological significance slows down or delays cognitive functions which are occupied with task demands 
and are not related to the evaluation of biological significance. Even though no positive stimuli were yet 
employed in the identified EOP experiments with visual scenes that report behavioral data, one could 
speculate that arousal – which is associated with biological significance – rather than valence leads to 
alterations in RTs, when using visual scenes as stimulus material. This hypothesis needs future testing.

In contrast with the addressed studies above, there is also one EOP experiment reporting shorter RTs 
in response to emotional deviants as compared with neutral deviants (Perlman et al., 2014). Despite this 
result, another main difference in this study is that facial expressions were used as deviant stimuli in-
stead of visual scenes. With regard to biological significance, we speculate, a human face is always de-
tected as salient because of the various social implications involved in a facial expression (for a review see 
e. g., Quinn & Macrae, 2011). Therefore, the relatively slow reactions in response to neutral deviant faces 
might rather reflect a higher degree of ambiguity in the neutral face (and thereby uncertainty, leading to 
higher effort in the automatic affective evaluation), which interferes with the cognitive processes engaged 
with the actual task of the participant. The automatic evaluation of emotional facial expressions, however, 
should be easier, and therefore cognitively less demanding, resulting in shorter RTs as compared with RTs 
on neutral deviants.

In EOPs in which facial expressions are used as both, neutral standards and emotional deviants, results 
with regard to RTs are fairly mixed. In a review on predictors of amygdala activation, which included more 
than 300 fMRI and positron emission tomography (PET) studies, it is shown that discrete emotions usual-
ly lead to higher activations of the amygdala, especially facial expressions of fear and disgust (Costafreda, 
Brammer, David, & Fu, 2008). Nonetheless, the degree by which different discrete emotions are able to 
elicit amygdala responses is diverse. Therefore, it might make sense to explore if some facial expressions 
are more of an oddball than are others, when interspersed in a sequence of neutral facial expressions.

The influence of contextual framing through faces on the processing of emotional deviant faces has 
been looked at in one experiment. Here, the EOP provides the opportunity to contrast one (rare) valence 
that is presented in the context of another (frequent) valence, allowing the investigator to compare be-
havioral outcomes of different conditions. This way, Neta and colleagues (2011) tried to locate the discrete 
emotion surprise on a continuum between happiness and anger.

EOPs employing emotional stimulus material as standards and deviants can be used to investigate cat-
egorization of discrete emotions, the perception of contextually framed emotional material, as well as the 
impact of unexpected changes in stimulus valence. Studies using morphed facial expressions show that 
changes between emotional categories are faster, and thus more easily, detected than changes of facial 
configurations within the display of the same emotion. The majority of EOPs on this issue was performed 
with disgust-anger morphs, implying that the perceptional boundary between these two emotions is rath-
er clear-cut. The same paradigm has already been applied to sadness-fear morphs, but bears the potential 
to be employed with other types of emotional morphs, too.

Emotions cannot be viewed as independent from the environment. When trying to define the functions 
of emotions, many researchers relate emotions directly to their given context: emotions are described as 
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“the felt tendency towards […] or away from an object” (Arnold & Gasson, 1954), as “organized psychophys-
iological reactions to news about ongoing relationships with the environment” (Lazarus, 1991), as “having 
evolved through their adaptive value in dealing with fundamental life-tasks” (Ekman, 1992), or as “modes 
for relating with the environment” (Frijda & Mesquita, 1994). Campos, Walle, Dahl, and Main (2011) even 
propose that the first mechanism in the evolvement of an emotion is the registration of importance of a 
given event.

Thus, from an evolutionary/biological perspective, changes in contextual valence are of high impor-
tance for the observer. And hence, the EOP seems to us as an ideal tool of experimental psychology to shed 
light on the cognitive processes going on, when these changes occur. Behavioral data of EOP experiments 
already indicate an amplified processing of emotional deviant information.

But which mechanisms could possibly underlie these results of EOP experiments? In general, the po-
tential mechanisms involved in EOPs are often not discussed deeply. According to Posner and colleagues 
(e. g., Posner, 1980; Posner & Peterson, 1990), there are three operations associated with attending to a 
new stimulus, first, an initial transient shifting attention to the new stimulus, second engaging attention 
with the stimulus, and third, disengaging attention from the stimulus. In theoretical models of attention 
to emotional stimuli, especially threat, a core assumption is that emotional/threatening stimuli are more 
apt to attract visual attention. The first two operations assumed by Posner and colleagues, thus, are related 
to attentional capture by emotional stimuli. The third operation has been linked to difficulties in shifting 
attention away from emotional stimuli (e. g., Fox, Russo, Bowles, & Dutton, 2001; Koster, Crombez, Van 
Damme, Verschuere, & De Houwer, 2004).

In EOP experiments in which the effects of emotional deviants on subsequent (neutral) standards are 
investigated, questions of disengagement (problems) seems to be at the forefront. When responses on 
(different) deviants are investigated, the processes/operations cannot be disentangled easily, but here, 
capture can play a bigger role than for the after-effects which can be measured in subsequent (standard) 
trials. Overall and most probably, over different experiments as well as in one single experiment, multiple 
mechanisms might contribute to the effects found. It is open to what extent capture, engagement, and 
disengagement contribute to EOP effects, especially in different variants of the EOP.

In general, it seems sensible to assume some kind of deviance detection mechanism, which allocates 
attention to the deviant and leads to an enhanced processing of the deviant (salient) information. This 
mechanism becomes evident if, in an oddball paradigm, the processing of neutral deviant information 
and the processing of neutral standard information are compared. In an EOP (with neutral standards and 
emotional as well as neutral deviants), however, it can be seen, that the emotional nature of the deviants 
has got a further impact on the processing of these stimuli (EOP effect).

We argue that emotional deviants gain a “salience boost” by their emotional characteristics (arousal 
and/or valence). This second process, a kind of affective evaluation, adds to the already propelling influ-
ence of perceptual deviance. Further, EEG results indicate that stimulus novelty is a property affecting the 
earlier part of a P300, namely P3a. A later P300 component (P3b) has shown to be modulated by other char-
acteristics, like stimulus valence. This indicates the proposed temporal order of, first, perceptual deviance 
detection and affective evaluation as a subsequent mechanism.

In the following, we broaden our focus and turn to mechanisms, which are typically discussed for other 
paradigms in psychological research, and which might relate to the EOP effects. According to findings 
with the emotional Stroop paradigm, even in EOP experiments, two mechanisms might contribute to 
the effects. Generally, in the emotional Stroop paradigm, the meaning of words, printed in one of several 
colors, involves emotional versus neutral content. The participant’s task is (as in the case of the classical 
Stroop task, e. g., Stroop, 1935; MacLeod, 2005) to name or classify the color of the words. A typical result 
is that reactions to emotional words are delayed as compared with neutral words. Classically, this effect 
was interpreted in terms of a fast acting process – the emotional content of the current word leads to an 
automatic attention allocation towards the word or it’s emotional content, especially in the case of stimuli 
with high relevance and a high arousal level (cf. Schimmack, 2005). This causes slower responses to these 
words as compared to neutral words. Additionally, a second, “slow” carry-over effect also contributed to 
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the emotional Stroop – there were longer RTs to (neutral) words which were presented directly after emo-
tional (i. e., negative) words (e. g., Algom et al., 2004; Frings, Englert, Wentura,  & Bermeitinger, 2010; 
McKenna & Sharma, 2004). This slow effect was interpreted as a threat-driven generic slowdown (Algom 
et al., 2004). In EOP experiments with sequential presentations of stimuli, in which emotional and neutral 
stimuli are used, these fast and slow effects could also play a role.

There are also some similarities between EOP experiments and affective priming experiments. Affec-
tive priming (sometimes also referred to as evaluative or emotional priming; for reviews see e. g., Fazio, 
2001; Klauer & Musch, 2003; for a recent meta-analysis see Herring et al., 2013) is a form of sequential 
priming. Usually, in one trial, a prime stimulus is presented shortly before the target stimulus, to which 
a certain reaction is required. In the affective priming paradigm, the typical task is a classification of the 
target’s valence. When using this evaluation task, affective priming is structurally a version of response 
priming tasks (e. g., Rosenbaum & Kornblum, 1982; Schmidt, Haberkamp, & Schmidt, 2011).

In congruent trials, the prime’s valence would require the same response as the target’s valence (re-
sponses to prime and target are compatible), in incongruent trials the prime’s valence would require an-
other response than the target’s valence (responses to prime and target are incompatible). Thus, the ef-
fect is explained in terms of conflicting or non-conflicting responses based on the assumption that both 
primes and targets elicit response tendencies (e. g., Klauer, Roßnagel, & Musch, 1997; Wentura, 1999). De 
Houwer (2003) denoted this kind of compatibility as irrelevant stimulus-response compatibility (SRC).3

Affective priming effects are of considerable relevance for the EOP. For example, in tasks which require 
a classification of the stimuli’s valence upon each trial, the presentation of one standard stimulus could 
facilitate the response to the subsequent standard stimulus as a consequence of affective priming. Vice 
versa, the response to the deviant is not primed, which leads to the RT disadvantage. Thereby, a relatively 
slow RT to emotional deviant stimuli could be interpreted not as a result of the higher cognitive load or 
attentional processes (capture/disengagement etc.) through valence and/or arousal of the emotional de-
viant, but rather as a consequence of the missing affective – and therefore task-related response – link 
between the deviant and the preceding standard.

In the introduction, we state three major issues that researchers may try to address by the use of the 
EOP. The first question was: To what extent do emotional deviant stimuli (positive or negative) trigger 
orientation reactions? In EOP studies with pleasant (positive) and unpleasant (negative) stimuli, which are 
presented in the context of emotionally neutral stimuli, unpleasant stimuli lead to longer response times 
and sometimes even less accurate responses than pleasant stimuli. This negativity bias (i. e. allocating 
more cognitive resources to potentially harmful objects in negative scenes) seems to slow down response 
times in deviant detection tasks. However, with the affective evaluation of stimuli as experimental task 
(Kisley et al., 2011), this effect is reversed, leading to faster RTs on unpleasant deviant stimuli than on 
pleasant and neutral deviants.

For the comparison of EEG responses on pleasant and unpleasant stimuli, this picture is less clear. 
However, arousal seems to have an impact on N2 and P300/P3b, as highly arousing stimuli increase the 
amplitude of these ERP components.

The second main question, we identified, was: Which role does the emotional context play in the pro-
cessing of neutral or emotional deviant information? In the identified EOP experiments, emotional con-
text was solely created by the presentation of emotional facial expressions. Surprised deviant faces seem 
to be more an oddball in the context of happy faces than in the context of angry faces (Neta et al., 2011), 
with slower RTs on surprised deviants in “happy” blocks. In addition, emotional deviant faces lead to fast-
er RTs than neutral deviant faces, no matter if the context is positive, negative, or neutral (Sokhadze et al., 
2011). However, in this experiment faces displaying negative emotions evoke larger N2b amplitudes than 
neutral faces and faces displaying positive emotions. This is consistent with other EEG results indicating 

3 In contrast, affective priming might also be explained in terms of stimulus-stimulus similarities; stimulus-stim-
ulus compatibilities, SSC; De Houwer, 2003; see also Klauer & Musch, 2003, for a discussion. Due to valence 
similarity, a prime might facilitate processing of a congruent target.
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larger (v)MMN and LPC amplitudes in response to negative deviants in the context of positive standards 
than vice versa (Cacioppo et al., 1994; Kreegipuu et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2015; Schirmer et al., 2005).

The third question, we identified, concerns inter-individual differences: How does the processing of 
emotional deviant information differ between clinical and non-clinical populations (and between indi-
viduals in general)? This question is the most highlighted with regard to the EOP. There is a huge body 
of experiments in the “inter-individual differences” section. There, we draw tentative conclusions for the 
different sub-sections, whenever there is a sufficient amount of empirical evidence available.

Future directions

The EOP has been applied in various contexts and in a diverse manner. Unfortunately, relatively little con-
siderations have been made regarding the mechanisms and theoretical implications of different EOP var-
iants. For example, the presentation of emotional deviants within a stream of emotional standard stim-
uli could result in dramatically different brain responses or representations as compared with responses 
on emotional deviants intermingled in emotionally neutral standard items. We feel that the use of dif-
ferent EOP variants as well as the chosen tasks (i. e., stimulus classification, emotional target detection, 
non-emotional target detection, passive tasks) could be considered more carefully, both, in the planning of 
an experiment and in the interpretation of the results. A more systematic use of the different variants could 
contribute to a comparison of cognitive mechanisms underlying behavioral, EEG, and other neuro-imag-
ing data in EOP experiments. A systematic approach as well as replication attempts would allow to deep-
en our understanding of these mental processes. The search for underlying mechanisms of different EOP 
variants would also gain from comparisons between the EOP and other more or less related paradigms.

Another crucial issue in interpreting (brain) responses on (emotional) deviants is the differential contri-
bution of emotional arousal and semantic relationship of the stimuli of a sequence. While it is still not fully 
clear to which degree these factors impact the processing of standard and deviant stimuli, their impor-
tance was highlighted in some EOP studies (e. g., Bayer et al., 2012; Briggs & Martin, 2009; Smith & Bev-
ersdorf, 2008). Arousal level and valence of a given stimulus can both affect RTs and accuracies in an EOP. 
Smith and Beversdorf (2008) showed that presenting neutral standard information directly preceding a 
negative deviant, can lead to an enhanced recall of the neutral standard, but only if the neutral standard is 
semantically related to the negative deviant stimulus. This effect is comparable with semantic matching 
assumed to take place in studies on semantic priming (e. g. Hutchison, 2003; Neely, Keefe, & Ross, 1989). It 
is, thus, a prerequisite of an adequate EOP experiment to contain stimuli of either a norm-based database 
(with ratings of at least arousal) or to involve stimuli which have been rated on the important dimensions 
in a pre-study. Regrettably, in many EOP publications, it remains unclear which particular stimuli (of 
a database like the IAPS) were used, or even how the stimulus material was chosen altogether. If fine-
grained influences of stimulus quality on the processing of (emotional) deviant stimuli are to be assessed 
(like valence, arousal, semantic relationship, or even physical attributes like luminance and word length), 
it is definitely necessary to choose the stimulus material carefully.

Not unlike the general properties of the stimulus material, the kind of emotional content itself is di-
verse, with several important implications. By the use of facial expressions as stimuli, several discrete 
emotions can be displayed. It is important to bear in mind that these discrete emotions do not only indi-
cate the emotional state of a person (in experiments: through a face displayed on a screen) but also have 
functions with regard to the observer (in experiments: the participant). One of these functions might be of 
informational nature (van Kleef, 2009). For example, an angry facial expression might indicate aggression 
and elicit fear as well as a flight-or-fight reaction in the observer. On the other hand, in a social situa-
tion, people who display an angry facial expression can be perceived as dedicated (Van Kleef, De Dreu, & 
Manstead, 2010) and competent (Tiedens & Linton, 2001). This indicates that anger should not be seen 
as a negative emotion per se, but its perceived valence depends largely on the context. A disgusted facial 
expression, however, might signal either a warning in a food-intake context or an exclusion from a group 
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in a social stance. Also, whenever specific emotions are elicited in an observer, other functions of emotions 
need to be considered, like their self-regulating or activating functions.

Finally, EOP experiments are – to this point – limited for the auditory and visual modalities. Beside 
more cross-modal combinations of auditory and visual stimulus material, interesting research questions 
could be met by the use of other stimulus modalities. Do, for instance, olfactory stimuli produce similar 
oddball effects? Are these effects modulated by stimulus valence? And what can auditory/visual-olfactory 
combinations reveal about the special role of olfaction in the generation of emotions? By carefully ad-
dressing potential methodological caveats – like the slow diffusion of odorants after presentation – olfac-
tory EOPs could add a significant deal of evidence to the field of emotion research. The same might hold 
true for EOP experiments with tactile stimuli.

Conclusion

The EOP is an affective version of the oddball paradigm. Emotional material can be presented as standards 
or deviants or both. The EOP has been repeatedly used as a means to estimate attentional and perception-
al mechanisms underlying affective evaluation of visual scenes or auditory material, like voices, as well 
as a tool to investigate the processing of emotional facial expressions. The EOP’s simplicity is intrigu-
ing. Nonetheless, the different (emotional or non-emotional) stimuli, which are contrasted, need careful 
consideration. The interpretation of the results is strongly dependent on which standards and deviants 
are employed in the present case. However, the EOP is a paradigm which allows to contrast aversive and 
appetitive stimuli as well as different discrete emotions, and to compare them within one experiment. It 
also proves to be a useful tool in encoding tasks when investigating the interplay of emotions and memory 
(Schlüter, Hackländer, & Bermeitinger, subm.). Systematic application of the EOP could enable future re-
search to shed more light on the processing of emotion, especially when emotional content changes, and 
to understand more about what makes a stimulus relevant to the perceiver.
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Emotional Oddball: A review on memory effects1

Helge Schlüter, Ryan P. Hackländer & Christina Bermeitinger

Abstract

How do emotional stimuli influence perception, attention, and ultimately memory? This debate at the 
cross-section of emotion and cognition research has a long tradition. The emotional oddball paradigm (EOP) 
has frequently been applied to investigate the detection and processing of (emotional) change detection 
(Schlüter & Bermeitinger, 2017). However, the EOP has also been used to reveal the effects of emotional de-
viants on memory for serially presented stimuli. In this integrative article, we review the results of 29 experi-
ments published between the years 2000 and 2017. Based on these data, we provide an overview of how the 
EOP is applied in the context of memory research. We also review and integrate the empirical evidence for 
memory effects in the EOP (with a special focus on retrograde and anterograde emotion-induced effects) 
and present theories of emotional memory as well as their fit with the results obtained by the EOP. Directions 
for future research are presented that would help to address important issues of the current debate around 
emotion-induced memory effects.

1 This review article was published on August 20, 2019, and can be retrieved from Psychonomic Bulletin & Review, 
26(5), 1472–1502. doi:10.3758/s13423-019-01658-x
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Investigating effects of emotional deviation in sequences of words

The integration of evidence from previous experiments on emotion-induced memory effects in the EOP 
(Schlüter et al., 2019) highlighted a research gap: Thus far, there have not been any reports of the effects of 
positive deviant stimuli in an EOP with words. The investigation of the effects of positive deviant words 
is especially important, as there are findings on positive deviant picture/label combinations (e. g., Hurle-
mann et al., 2005), which are not in line with the general assumption that arousing stimuli lead to retro-
grade amnesia for neutral stimuli directly preceding the deviant (e. g., Mather & Sutherland, 2011).

I designed four experiments in order to test the influence of different types of deviant stimuli on mem-
ory. The procedures of Experiments 1 and 2 are mainly based on an experiment by Strange et al. (2003; 
Experiment 1). In each trial, the authors of this study serially presented 19 English nouns in the encoding 
stage, after which participants’ memory of these words was tested directly after the presentation in a 
free-recall task. Each trial contained semantically related nouns, three of which deviated from the oth-
erwise emotionally neutral nouns either in terms of emotion (negative deviant), or in terms of percep-
tual features (different font), or semantic relationship (noun from a different semantic category). Since 
semantic deviants did not influence memory rates in any way, Strange and colleagues only reported on 
the influences of emotional deviants as well as perceptual deviants. In short, negative deviants led to ret-
rograde amnesic effects (i. e., lower recall rate for stimuli preceding the deviant) as compared with control 
nouns, while perceptual deviants did not influence the recall rate of stimuli presented directly before a 
deviant. However, both types of deviants evoked higher memory rates for the deviants themselves as com-
pared with control nouns recall (also known as oddball effect; Schlüter et al., 2019).

As was shown in later studies that also employed the EOP (Hurlemann, Hawellek et al., 2007; Hurle-
mann et al., 2005; Hurlemann, Wagner et al., 2007), positive deviant pictures may evoke retrograde hy-
permnesia (higher recall of stimuli preceding a deviant). While there are no reports testing this effect with 
positive deviant words, retrograde amnesic effects have been shown with both words and pictorial stimulus 
material multiple times (e. g., Müller et al., 2009; Knight & Mather, 2009; Strange et al., 2008). The lack of 
published studies with positive deviant words (and the low number of studies with positive deviants in a 
standard EOP in general) is surprising.

Thus, I decided to include three deviant types that may tell us more about emotion-induced effects in 
our experiments with nouns as stimulus material: an emotionally negative, neutral, and positive deviant.

Furthermore, some researchers raised doubts about whether the semantic links between the 19 words 
used in each trial by Strange and colleagues (2003), were strong enough to be termed semantically related 
nouns (Smith & Beversdorf, 2008; Schlüter et al., 2019). The absence of strong semantic links could explain 
a) the lack of effects of semantic deviants found in that study and b) the divergence from evidence found 
by a study from Smith & Beversdorf (2008), who found retrograde hypermnesia if the stimulus preceding 
a deviant was semantically related to the deviant.

In order to shed more light on the influence of semantic relatedness within a list of words on the mem-
ory rates for stimuli neighboring deviant stimuli, Experiment 1 included semantically related words, and 
Experiment 2 comprised non-related words.

The main focus laid on the occurrence and the direction of emotion-induced memory effects. Thus, for 
Experiment 1, I first hypothesized that the presentation of emotional (i. e., negative and positive) deviants 
would lead to a higher recall probability of these deviants as compared with neutral standards (oddball 
effect). Given the evidence by Strange et al. (2003), neutral (semantic) deviants were not expected to evoke 
an oddball effect in memory.

Second, I expected to find the common amnesic retrograde effects of negative deviants (i. e., a lower 
recall probability for stimuli preceding negative deviants as compared with the recall probability for stim-
uli preceding neutral deviants), while expecting the opposite pattern in the case of positive deviants (i. e., 
retrograde hypermnesic effects). However, since there has not been any research on retrograde memory 
effects in the case of positive deviant words, this hypothesis was derived from studies with pictorial ma-
terial. One should keep in mind, though, that arousal-biased competition (ABC) theory (Mather & Suth-
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erland, 2011) would predict retrograde amnesic effects through positive emotion rather than hypermnesic 
effects.

Third, as significant emotion-induced anterograde amnesic effects are only sometimes found in EOP 
studies with words (Müller et al., 2009; Smith & Beversdorf, 2008), these effects were expected in Exper-
iment 1, knowing that they might not turn out significant. Thus, I hypothesized to find a slightly lower 
recall probability for stimuli following negative and positive deviants as compared with stimuli following 
neutral deviants.

Fourth, since there is little known about the effect of semantic deviants in the memory EOP, recall for 
stimuli surrounding a semantic deviant might not necessarily serve as a valid baseline for the emotional 
conditions. In order to safeguard the results against false conclusions in case of possibly distorted re-
call probabilities in the semantic deviant condition, the outcomes at the positions of interest (stimulus 
preceding a deviant, the deviant itself, and stimulus following the deviant) in all conditions will be also 
compared with control nouns recall. Control nouns are defined as words that do not neighbor any deviant, 
nor are presented within the first four nouns of a trial.

Fifth, I explored accuracies and reaction times (RTs) of the encoding phase. RT differences between 
deviants and standards might indicate how outstanding a deviant stimulus was perceived in the experi-
ment. Past studies that did not employ a memory task suggested that RTs on negative deviants differ from 
RTs on neutral neutral deviants (e. g., Bayer et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2009; Yamasaki et al., 2002). Using 
deviant detection or lexical-decision tasks, these studies found slower responses after negative deviants 
as compared with neutral deviants. As it is unclear from previous research what to expect regarding RT 
differences in this experiment, in which participants engage in a classification task that is unrelated to the 
emotionality of a given word, exploratory analyses will be performed to investigate possible RT effects of 
negative, neutral, and postive deviants. In addition, possible differences in response accuracies between 
the positions of interest will be explored.

Method Experiment 1

Participants

Thirty students from the University of Hildesheim took part in Experiment 1 (23  females, 7 males, age 
between 18 and 30 years, M = 23.17, SD = 3.60) in exchange for either partial course credit or a monetary 
incentive (8 €). All participants gave written informed consent. The present study was approved by the lo-
cal ethics committee and is in line with the current version of the Declaration of Helsinki approved by the 
World Medical Association in Fortaleza, Brazil (2013).

Stimuli

Stimuli were six semantically related lists of 18 di- or trisyllabic German nouns (108 nouns in total) from 
the Berlin Affective Word List – Reloaded (BAWL; Võ et al. 2009) database. Each experimental list contained 15 
emotionally neutral standard stimuli and three deviant stimuli (a semantically related negative deviant, a 
semantically related positive deviant, and a semantically unrelated neutral deviant, respectively). All types 
of deviants differed significantly from each other in terms of valence, while only neutral deviants had a 
significantly lower average arousal rating. Neutral deviants were also chosen not to differ significantly, 
in terms of valence and arousal, from the neutral standards used in the respective list. The themes (e. g. 
household), the actual nouns and their rating values (as obtained from BAWL-R) as well as the average 
ratings for each category of stimuli are shown in Tables B1 and B2 in the appendix.
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Procedure

Participants were tested in a dimly-lit room. Up to three participants took part in the experiment simul-
taneously. Work places were divided by heavy black curtains. All participants wore headphones in order 
to reduce the level of potential noises. An EOP was employed with each trial consisting of three stages 
(encoding task, distracter task, and free recall task; for a schematic depiction of a trial, see Figure 1).

Stimuli were presented electronically using the E-Prime 2.0 software (Psychology Software Tools, 2012) 
on a 16″ CRT screen. Eighteen nouns appeared serially in Arial font (size: 18 pt), black against a light grey 
background. Letter height of the nouns on the screen was approximately 2 cm. Each noun was either pre-
sented on the left or on the right from the center of the screen. Stimulus position was pseudo-randomly 
drawn, such that in half of the cases a stimulus was presented on one of the two sides, respectively. Partic-
ipants had to indicate by button press as fast and accurate as possible, whether the present noun appeared 
on the left or on the right side of the screen (shallow encoding task, Craik & Lockhart, 1972).

Each trial began with the presentation of a black fixation cross in the center of the screen for 1000 ms, 
which was then replaced by the first noun (presentation time: 2000 ms). A fixation cross appeared between 
each noun of the sequence. All standard stimuli of a list were drawn in a random order. Deviant stimuli 
were pseudo-randomly assigned to their positions, such that deviants were neither presented consec-
utively nor presented in a way that direct neighbors of the deviants overlapped between conditions. In 
addition, deviants never appeared on positions one to five or on position 18. Control nouns (i. e., stimuli 
that may serve as a source of comparison for the positions of interest, see Statistical Analyses section 
below) were defined as neutral standards that do not neighbor a deviant and that are not among the first 
four nouns of a trial. Thus, the location of control nouns may vary from trial to trial depending on deviant 
position.

There were a total of twelve trials per subject. Thus, each deviant was presented once in the first half 
of the experiment and was repeated once in the second half. This holds true for most of the standards as 
well. However, due to an idiosyncrasy in the programming of the experiment, a small number of neutral 
standards might have appeared only once or even not at all throughout one session.

After the presentation of 18 nouns, a three-digit number appeared on the screen. This prompted the 
participants to silently count back in steps of seven from this number. The distracter task was inserted to 
reduce possible recency effects from recall performances. No dependent variables were measured during 
this 30-seconds period.

The distracter task was directly followed by a self-paced free recall task. Participants used the keyboard 
to type in as many words as they remembered from the previous encoding stage. When finished, partici-
pants started the next trial.
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Figure 1: Schematic depiction of a trial in Experiment 1

Note. Abbreviations: Neu = neutral deviant, PT = presentation time, SOA = stimulus-onset asynchrony.

Statistical Analyses

Hereafter-defined statistical procedure applies to both Experiments 1 and 2. In the following analyses, 
the emotional conditions (negative and positive) were compared with the neutral condition (‘contrastive 
method’, see Schlüter et al., 2019). Furthermore, comparisons between control nouns recall and recall of 
the deviants and their neighboring stimuli were performed (‘compare with standards method’).

All repeated measures ANOVAs were accompanied by simple contrasts comparing each factor with the 
steps of the other factor(s). Pairwise comparisons for each factor were performed by Sidak post-hoc tests 
to correct for Type I error accumulation. Greenhouse-Geisser corrections applied if the assumption of 
sphericity was violated. All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS 26 software (IBM Corp., 2019).

Free Recall

Raw data needed to be preprocessed. I corrected all responses of participants in the recall task for typos 
and misspelling. This applies to all cases in which the meaning of the typed-in response was unmistaka-
ble.1 All recall data were quantified as the percentage of correctly recalled words.

1 Typically, errors that were corrected contained scrambled letters, simple misspelling (e. g., ‘Strase’ instead of 
‘Straße’), or plural instead of singular. Ambigious responses that lacked clarity with regard to the meaning (e. g., 
‘Wste’ could mean ‘Weste’ and ‘Wüste’) remained uncorrected.
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RT

Only RTs of correct responses in the encoding task were analyzed. For individual outlier correction, the in-
dividual interquartile range of mean RT of all stimuli of a sequence was calculated. A liberal threshold was 
used for identifying outliers (first quartile minus/third quartile plus three times the interquartile range; 
Tukey, 1977). All RT values below or above this threshold were defined as outliers. All individual outliers 
were removed from analyses before aggregation of data. RT is reported in milliseconds (ms).

Accuracy

Accuracy values represent the mean percentage of correct responses of participants during the encoding 
stage.

Results Experiment 1

Data from one participant, who did not press any key during the encoding task, were excluded. Thus, only 
data of the remaining 29 students (23 females, 6 males, mean age in years = 23.28, SD = 3.61) were entered 
into the analyses (Table B3 in the appendix contains an overview of mean recall, RT, and accuracies of 
Experiments 1 through 4).

Recall performance (contrastive method)

The percentage (%) of mean overall recall was at 46.15 (SD = 10.76). A global 2 Half of experiment (first half 
of the experiment, second half of the experiment) x 3 Valence (negative, neutral, positive) x 3 Position 
(stimulus preceding deviant, deviant, stimulus following deviant) repeated measures ANOVA revealed a 
main effect of Half of experiment, F(1,28) = 44.231, p < .001, η2

p = .612, with a worse mean recall of stimuli 
in the first half (M = 35.89, SD = 10.84) than in the second half of the experiment (M = 49.62, SD = 13.44). In 
addition, there was a significant main effect of Position (F(2,56) = 14.089, p < .001, η2

p = .335), which was 
qualified by a significant interaction between Valence and Position (F(4,112) = 6.161, p < .001, η2

p = .180). 
Pairwise comparisons indicated that negative deviants (M = 44.83, SD = 16.26) were overall recalled better 
than both neutral deviants (M = 31.32, SD = 14.88), p = .001, and positive deviants (M = 35.34, SD = 15.54), 
p = .006. Mean recall of neutral and positive deviants did not differ significantly, p = .436. Furthermore, 
pairwise comparisons revealed that there was no significant recall difference between the three positions 
of interest in the negative condition, p’s ≥ .506. However, neutral deviants were recalled worse than stim-
uli preceding (M  =  45.98, SD  =  16.31), p  <  .001, and following a neutral deviant (M  =  49.14, SD  =  18.55), 
p <  .001. The same pattern emerged in the positive condition, with deviants being recalled worse than 
stimuli preceding (M = 43.68, SD = 17.20), p = .019, and following a positive deviant (M = 48.56, SD = 16.83), 
p < .001 (please refer to Figure 2 for an overview of recall rates at the positions of interest).

Importantly, the ANOVA yielded a significant three-way interaction between Half, Valence, and Po-
sition, F(4,112) = 2.485, p = .048, η2

p = .082. Thus, separate ANOVAs were carried out for each half of the 
experiment.
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Figure 2: Overall free recall rates of Experiment 1
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Figure 2 
Overall free recall rates of Experiment 1  

 
Note. Recall rates in positive, neutral, and negative trials for stimuli preceding a 
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SEM. Dashed line indicates level of mean control nouns recall. 
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Note. Recall rates in positive, neutral, and negative trials for stimuli preceding a deviant (-1), deviant stimuli, and 
stimuli following a deviant (+1). Error bars represent SEM. Dashed line indicates level of mean control nouns recall.

Recall performance in the first half of the experiment

A 3 Valence (negative, neutral, positive) x 3 Position (stimulus preceding deviant, deviant, stimulus fol-
lowing deviant) repeated measures ANOVA that only included recall rates on stimuli of the first half of the 
experiment yielded a significant main effect of Position, F(2,56) = 6.119, p = .004, η2

p = .179. This main effect 
was qualified by a significant interaction between Valence and Position, F(4,122) = 7.015, p < .001, η2

p = .200 
(Figure 3 depicts recall rates at the positions of interest split for halves of Experiment 1).

Simple effects of Valence within a level of Position

Pairwise comparisons revealed that negative deviants (M  =  38.51, SD  =  21.87) were recalled better than 
neutral deviants (M = 22.99, SD = 18.05), p =  .008. There was no significant difference between the re-
call of neutral and positive deviants (M = 30.46, SD = 18.93), nor between negative and positive deviants, 
p’s ≥ .182. Noteworthy, there were no differences in the recall rates of stimuli preceding a deviant between 
the three valence conditions, p’s ≥ .830.

Facing stimuli following the deviant, pairwise comparisons revealed that stimuli following negative 
deviants (M = 29.89, SD = 18.57) were recalled worse than stimuli following neutral deviants (M = 46.55, 
SD = 22.87), p = .002, as well as stimuli following positive deviants (M = 45.40, SD = 19.36), p = .004. The dif-
ference between the recall of stimuli following neutral deviants and the recall of stimuli following positive 
deviants was not significant, p = .993.

Simple effects of Position within a level of Valence

In negative trials, no significant recall differences occurred between the three positions of interest, 
p’s ≥ .118. In neutral trials, stimuli preceding the deviant (M = 36.21, SD = 19.96) were recalled signifi-
cantly better than the deviants, p =  .021. Stimuli following a neutral deviant were also recalled better 
than neutral deviants, p  = 002. There was a trend towards a difference between the recall of stimuli 
preceding neutral deviants and stimuli following neutral deviants, with a slightly better recall of stimuli 
following a neutral deviant as compared with stimuli preceding a neutral deviant, p = .091. In positive 
trials, pairwise comparisons revealed a significant difference between the recall of positive deviants and 
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stimuli following the positive deviants, p = .003. All other comparisons in positive trials did not reach 
significance, p’s ≥ .127.

Figure 3: Free recall rates of Experiment 1 – split into first and second half of experiment
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Figure 3 
Free recall rates of Experiment 1 – split into first and second half of experiment 

 
Note. Error bars represent SEM. Abbreviations: Pos = positive deviant, Neu = neutral 
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Note. Error bars represent SEM. Abbreviations: Pos = positive deviant, Neu = neutral deviant, Neg = negative deviant, 
-1 = stimulus preceding a deviant, +1 = stimulus following a deviant

Recall performance in the second half of the experiment

A 3 Valence (negative, neutral, positive) x 3 Position (stimulus preceding deviant, deviant, stimulus fol-
lowing deviant) repeated measures ANOVA that only included recall rates on stimuli of the second half of 
the experiment yielded a significant main effect of Position, F(2,56) = 5.804, p = .005, η2

p = .172. Deviants 
(M = 43.68, SD = 15.90) were recalled worse than stimuli preceding the deviant (M = 53.07, SD = 18.34), 
p = .019, and stimuli following the deviant (M = 52.11, SD = 14.80), p = .007. The difference between mean 
recall of stimuli following and preceding a deviant was not significant, p = .989. The main effect of Valence 
was not significant, F(2,56) = .711, p = .496, η2

p = .025. Additionally, there was no significant interaction 
between Valence and Position in the second half of the experiment, F(4,112) = 1.751, p = .144, η2

p = .059.

Recall performance (compare with standards method)

A global 2 Half of experiment (first half, second half) x 10 Stimulus type (recall of control stimuli, stimulus 
preceding negative deviant, negative deviant, stimulus following negative deviant, stimulus preceding 
neutral deviant, neutral deviant, stimulus following neutral deviant, stimulus preceding positive devi-
ant, positive deviant, stimulus following positive deviant) repeated measures ANOVA yielded a signifi-
cant main effect of Half of experiment indicating a higher recall rate in the second half, F(1,28) = 46.690, 
p < .001, η2

p = .625. The main effect of Stimulus type was also significant, F(6.412,179.535) = 6.159, p < .001, 
η2

p = .180. Pairwise comparisons revealed that only neutral deviants recall (M = 31.32, SD = 14.88) was sig-
nificantly lower than control nouns recall (M = 44.77, SD = 12.69, p < .001). The two-way interaction between 
Half of experiment and Stimulus Type was not significant (p = .132).
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RT and accuracy

The outlier-corrected average RT in ms in response to all stimuli of a sequence was 504 (SD = 114). A global 
2 Half of experiment (first half, second half) x 3 Valence (negative, neutral, positive) x 3 Position (stimulus 
preceding deviant, deviant, stimulus following deviant) repeated measures ANOVA with RT as dependent 
variable yielded no significant main effects nor interactions, F’s ≤ 2.122, p’s ≥ .129, η2

p’s ≤ .070.
However, a one-factorial repeated measures ANOVA with four levels (Stimulus type: control nouns, 

negative deviants, neutral deviants, positive deviants) yielded a significant effect, F(3,84) = 5.663, p = .001, 
η2

p = .168. Pairwise comparisons indicated significantly faster responses on negative deviants (M = 461, 
SD  =  97) than on control nouns (M  =  491, SD  =  108), p  =  .001. While deviants RTs did not significantly 
differ from each other (p’s ≥ .991), there were marginally significant faster responses on neutral deviants 
(M = 465, SD = 99) than on control nouns, p = .053, as well as marginally significant faster responses on 
positive deviants (M = 466, SD = 105) than on control nouns, p = .059.

Percentage (%) of mean overall accuracy of responses in the encoding stage was 97.38 (SD = 4.25). A glob-
al 2 Half of experiment (first half, second half ) x 3 Valence (negative, neutral, positive) x 3 Position (stim-
ulus preceding deviant, deviant, stimulus following deviant) repeated measures ANOVA with accuracy as 
dependent variable did not yield any significant effects (F’s ≤ 2.242, p’s ≥ .125, η2

p’s ≤ .074).
Moreover, a one-factorial repeated measures ANOVA with four levels (Stimulus type: control nouns, 

negative deviants, neutral deviants, positive deviants) yielded no significant effect on response accuracies, 
F(1.862,52.128) = .889, p = .411, η2

p = .031.

Discussion Experiment 1

This experiment revealed an interesting pattern of results. First, no oddball effects (i. e., higher recall 
probability for deviants than for control nouns) were found. This indicates that there was no recall ad-
vantage for stimuli sticking out of the mass through their emotional valence or arousal. These kinds of 
stimuli were simply recalled as likely as standard stimuli that belonged to the same semantic category. By 
contrast, it was found that recall probability for neutral deviants was even worse as compared with control 
nouns recall.

However, using the contrastive method (i. e., a comparison between the emotional conditions and the 
neutral condition), the results indicated a recall advantage for negative deviants as compared with neutral 
deviants, but only in the first half of the experiment. This effect vanished in the second half of the experi-
ment. The repetition of stimuli led to a general increase in recall probabilities. While recall probabilities of 
stimuli surrounding deviants did not differ in the second half, the only effect that I observed was a weaker 
recall of deviants as compared with stimuli following and preceding deviants.

In Experiment 1, all of the nouns in the first six trials were repeated in the last six trials of a session. Re-
sults indicated that overall memory rates rose significantly in the second half. In addition, the repetition 
of stimuli seemingly erased the interaction between valence of a deviant stimulus and position of interest. 
This is a valuable finding for future experimental designs. As even repeating the words once may have 
an impact on the occurrence of emotion-induced memory effects, future EOP experiments investigating 
these effects should not contain stimulus repetitions.

Only in the first half of Experiment 1, stimuli following negative deviants were recalled worse than 
stimuli following neutral deviants (i. e., an anterograde amnesic effect). However, a complete lack of emo-
tion-induced effects in the second half may indicate that a repetition of stimuli in combination with the se-
mantic links between most of the words might have made it harder for emotion-induced effects to develop.

Importantly, there was no evidence for positive emotion-induced effects. Positive deviants recall never 
differed from neutral deviants recall – neither did stimuli preceding nor following the positive deviant.

More exploratory, I investigated RTs of the encoding phase in response to deviants. Negative deviants 
were reacted faster to than control nouns. However, there were also trends toward significantly faster re-
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actions on neutral as well as on positive deviants. While memory rates did not indicate clear distinctions 
between standards and deviants, the results of the RT analyses may be interpreted as evidence for a per-
ceivable difference between standards and deviants at encoding.

Summing up, there was not much evidence for oddball effects in recall. Only in the first half of Exper-
iment 1, a higher recall rate for negative deviants as compared with neutral deviants was found. Amne-
sic retrograde effects of negative deviants are reported in a relatively large number of publications (e. g., 
Hurlemann et al., 2005; Hurlemann, Hawellek et al., 2007; Knight & Mather, 2009; Strange et al., 2003, 
2008; but see Clewett et al., 2017). While in most of the EOP studies with words stimuli were semantically 
related (e. g., Müller et al., 2009; Strange et al., 2003, 2008), there is doubt whether these semantic links 
were really strong across the whole sequence (Schlüter et al., 2019).

However, I aimed at chosing semantically related nouns that participants, at encoding, likely associ-
ated with ease. It is likely that many participants used category-cued retrieval strategies. Thus, these se-
mantic networks provided cues so strong that any kind of deviant stimulus (even the negative deviant) did 
not stick out strongly enough to receive an encoding and/or recall bonus as compared with the standards 
that are cueing each other. This assumption is supported by the fact that neutral deviants (those stimuli 
in a list that are not linked semantically to the rest of the stimuli and are the least arousing) were recalled 
worst. Interestingly, this is in line with a previous study that employed semantic deviants in a memory 
EOP (worse recall for semantic deviants as compared with control nouns; Strange et al., 2000).

Turning to retrograde memory effects, there has not been a report of these effects in the absence of 
oddball effects so far. Thus, it may not be surprising that no retrograde memory effects were found.

Additionally, there was neither an oddball effect of positive words nor any kind of positive emotion-in-
duced effects on neighboring stimuli. This finding is in contrast with the results of Hurlemann et al. 
(2005), who found retrograde hypermnesic effects when using pleasant deviant pictures in a memory EOP. 
However, with the factor semantic relatedness in mind that may have obscured the results of Experiment 
1, one should not draw any premature conclusions on positive deviants in general.

In Experiment 2, I made an important change with regard to the stimulus material. Instead of inves-
tigating words that were semantically related within a sequence, all words were drawn randomly in order 
to minimize the semantic coherence of words within a sequence. With this change, Experiment 2 was 
expected to allow for a better gauge of the default influence that emotional deviants have on neighboring 
neutral information.

Apart from this, two more major changes were applied. Since it was found that repeating the words 
after a certain number of trials had an impact on emotion-induced effects, all words in Experiment 2 were 
only drawn once. In addition, I built the pseudo-random sequences in such a way that each trial contained 
only one emotional deviant. This was done to prevent one emotional condition to potentially influence the 
effects of the other emotional condition.

Method Experiment 2

Participants

Forty students from the University of Hildesheim took part in Experiment 2 (34 females, 6 males, aged 
between 18 and 33 years, M = 21.98, SD = 4.00) in exchange for either partial course credit or monetary 
remuneration (8 €). All participants gave written informed consent. The present study was approved by 
the local ethics committee and is in line with the current version of the Declaration of Helsinki approved 
by the World Medical Association in Fortaleza, Brazil (2013).
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Stimuli

As in Experiment 1, stimuli were taken from the BAWL-R (Võ et al., 2009) database. However, in Experi-
ment 2, 16 pseudo-random lists were generated that each contained two deviant stimuli. Each experimen-
tal list comprised twelve emotionally neutral standard stimuli that were drawn from the pool of standard 
stimuli completely at random. Thus, a high degree of semantic relatedness within a list was unlikely.

Each list contained one neutral deviant (a perceptual deviant that was written in italics) and either an 
emotionally negative or a positive deviant. All types of deviants differed significantly from each other in 
terms of valence, while only neutral deviants had a significantly lower average arousal rating. Neutral 
deviants’ valence/arousal ratings did not differ significantly from the respective ratings of neutral stand-
ards. The corresponding rating values (as obtained from BAWL-R) as well as the averaged ratings for each 
category of stimuli are shown in the appendix, Tables B4 and B5.

Procedure

The overall procedure was generally similar to Experiment 1, the main differences being: 1) Semantically 
unrelated words were used instead of semantically related words. 2) Each of the words in Experiment 2 
were only presented once. 3) Two instead of three deviant stimuli were used in order to avoid a ‘contam-
ination’ of emotion-induced effects by the presentation of the opposite condition in the same sequence.

Another change in the procedure pertained to the encoding task, which was a color discrimination task 
(blue versus yellow) instead of the location discrimination task (left versus right). I applied this change to 
make the procedure more comparable to past investigations (every memory EOP so far had used stimuli 
that appeared in the center of the screen). Figure 4 is a trial’s schematic depiction of Experiment 2.

Participants were tested in a dimly-lit room. Up to three participants took part in the experiment simul-
taneously. Work places were divided by heavy black curtains. All participants wore headphones in order to 
reduce the level of potential noises. Stimuli were presented electronically using the E-Prime 2.0 software 
(Psychology Software Tools, 2012) on a 16″ CRT screen. Fourteen nouns appeared serially in Courier new 
font (size: 18 pt) in the center of the screen with a light grey background. Letter height of the nouns on the 
screen was approximately 2 cm. Each noun was either colored in blue or yellow. Stimulus color was ran-
domly drawn, such that the probability for a blue word was 50 %. Participants had to indicate the color of a 
word by button-press as fast and accurate as possible (shallow encoding task, Craik & Lockhart, 1972). The 
assignment of response buttons to the repective responses was counterbalanced between all participants.

Each trial began with the presentation of the words ‘Neue Liste’ (German for ‘new list’) for 5000 ms. 
Then, black fixation crosses in the center of the screen (presentation time: 1000 ms) alternated with nouns 
(also presented centrally, but for 3000 ms each). All standard stimuli of a list were drawn in a random 
order. Deviant stimuli also appeared randomly, but were pseudo-randomly assigned to their positions. 
Deviants could appear on list positions five, six, ten, or eleven. Within a trial, deviant stimuli were never 
presented consecutively. Each trial contained one neutral (perceptual) and one emotional (negative or pos-
itive) deviant. The presentation of deviant stimuli was balanced such that each emotional condition was 
presented twice at each of the possible deviant positions. Since neutral deviants appeared in every trial, 
this type of deviant was drawn four times at each deviant position, within a session. Control nouns were 
definded as neutral standards that did not neighbor a deviant and were not drawn within the first four 
positions nor at positions 13 and 14.

One session comprised 16 trials. After the presentation of a list of 14 nouns, the free recall task started 
immediately. In order to reduce the duration of one session, the distracter task was relinquished in Ex-
periment 2. As there was no trial, in which a deviant neighbor or a control noun was amongst the last two 
stimuli in a sequence, the impact of potential recency effects, should be limited. In the free recall task, par-
ticipants were asked to write down all words they could remember from the encoding stage. When done, 
participants pressed a button to start a new trial. There was no time limit to the recall task.
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Figure 4: Schematic depiction of a trial in Experiment 2

Note. Abbreviations: Neg = negative deviant, PT = presentation time, ISI = inter-stimulus interval

Results Experiment 2

Recall performance (contrastive method)

Average overall recall in percentage correct (%) was at 51.35 (SD = 15.78; for an overview of descriptives, 
please refer to Table B3 in the appendix). A global 3 Valence (negative, neutral, positive) x 3 Position (stim-
ulus preceding deviant, deviant, stimulus following deviant) repeated measures ANOVA did not yield any 
significant main effects or interaction, F’s ≤ 1.522, p’s ≥ .225, η2

p’s ≤ .038 (Figure 5 contains an overview of 
mean recall rates at the positions of interest in Experiment 2).2

Recall performance (compare with standards method)

For comparison with control nouns recall, I analyzed negative and positive trials separately. A one-factori-
al repeated measures ANOVA with the factor Stimulus type (control stimuli, stimulus preceding negative 
deviant, negative deviant, stimulus following negative deviant, stimulus preceding neutral deviant, neu-
tral deviant, stimulus following neutral deviant) was only marginally significant, F(6,234) = 1.950, p = .074, 
η2  =  .048. None of the positions of interest differed significantly from control nouns recall (M  =  44.37, 
SD = 19.14), p’s ≥ .541.

2 In order to check for possible influences of primary and recency effects on our results, additional analyses were 
carried out, in which oddball positions 5 and 11 were left out. However, the overall result pattern did not differ 
from the results reported here. In addition, an ANOVA was conducted with the factors Valence, Position, and 
Stimulus color. There were no significant effects of or interactions with Stimulus color.
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For positive trials, a one-factorial repeated measures ANOVA with the factor Stimulus type (control 
stimuli, stimulus preceding positive deviant, positive deviant, stimulus following positive deviant, stim-
ulus preceding neutral deviant, neutral deviant, stimulus following neutral deviant) did not indicate any 
significant differences between control nouns recall (M = 42.19, SD = 17.81) and any other position of inter-
est, F(6,234) = .474, p = .827, η2 = .012.

Figure 5: Overall free recall rates of Experiment 2
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Figure 5 
Overall free recall rates of Experiment 2 

 
Note. Recall rates in positive, neutral, and negative trials for stimuli preceding a 

deviant (-1), deviant stimuli, and stimuli following a deviant (+1). Error bars represent 

SEM. Dashed line indicates level of mean control nouns recall. 
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Note. Recall rates in positive, neutral, and negative trials for stimuli preceding a deviant (-1), deviant stimuli, and 
stimuli following a deviant (+1). Error bars represent SEM. Dashed line indicates level of mean control nouns recall.

RT and accuracy

The outlier-corrected average RT in ms in response to all stimuli of a sequence was 908 (SD = 275). Inves-
tigating possible RT differences between the positions of interest, a global 3 Valence (negative, neutral, 
positive) x 3 Position (stimulus preceding deviant, deviant, stimulus following deviant) repeated measures 
ANOVA was performed. The analysis did not yield any significant main effects or interactions, F’s ≤ 1.737, 
p’s ≥ .145, η2

p’s ≤ .043.
To compare RTs of the positions of interest with control nouns RT, data were split into negative and 

positive trials. In negative trials, the one-factorial repeated measures ANOVA with the factor Stimulus 
type (control stimuli, stimulus preceding negative deviant, negative deviant, stimulus following negative 
deviant, stimulus preceding neutral deviant, neutral deviant, stimulus following neutral deviant) indicat-
ed at least one significant difference between the RTs, F(4.146,161.680) = 2.768, p = .028, η2 = .066. Pairwise 
comparisons revealed that stimuli following neutral deviants (M = 841, SD = 276) were reacted faster to as 
compared with control nouns (M = 916, SD = 304), p = .018.

In positive trials, the one-factorial repeated measures ANOVA with the factor Stimulus type (control 
stimuli, stimulus preceding positive deviant, positive deviant, stimulus following positive deviant, stim-
ulus preceding neutral deviant, neutral deviant, stimulus following neutral deviant) did not yield any sig-
nificant differences with respect to RTs, F(4.551,177.485) = .882, p = .487, η2 = .022.

Percentage (%) of mean response accuracy across all stimuli during the encoding stage was at 77.95 
(SD = 23.89). A global 3 Valence (negative, neutral, positive) x 3 Position (stimulus preceding deviant, de-
viant, stimulus following deviant) repeated measures ANOVA on accuracies did not yield any significant 
main effects or interaction, F’s ≤ .664, p’s ≥ .557, η2

p’s ≤ .017.
After splitting data into negative and positive trials, it was confirmed by one-factorial repeated meas-

ures ANOVAs that in each condition there were no differences in response accuracies between the stimu-
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lus types of interest (control stimuli, stimulus preceding negative/positive deviant, negative/positive de-
viant, stimulus following negative/positive deviant, stimulus preceding neutral deviant, neutral deviant, 
stimulus following neutral deviant), F’s ≤ .568, p’s ≥ .708, η2

p’s ≤ .014.

Discussion Experiment 2

Memory performances in Experiment 2 were not influenced by the type of deviant  – irrespective of 
deviant position. There were no oddball effects. The lack of oddball effects was accompanied by recall 
rates for stimuli surrounding the deviants that did not differ from each other as well as from control 
nouns recall. In line with these null effects, no difference was found between RTs on deviants and RTs 
on control nouns.

What is a likely reason for the complete absence of (emotion-induced) effects in Experiment 2? Nota-
bly, the overall recall rate was not bound by basement or ceiling effects. About half of the stimuli in each 
sequence were remembered, which is a magnitude that is similar to Experiment 1.

Since past studies that employed semantically unrelated pictures mostly have produced at least ret-
rograde amnesic effects of negative deviants (e. g., Hurlemann et al., 2005; Knight & Mather, 2009), it is 
unlikely that the lack of a strong semantic link between words in Experiment 2 was responsible for the null 
effects. However, in studies with words, the authors claimed to have used semantically related nouns (e. g., 
Müller et al., 2009; Strange et al., 2003, 2008). It remains possible that a certain degree of semantic relat-
edness is necessary in EOPs with words to produce emotion-induced memory effects. This would mean 
that there are different mechanisms underlying the memory effects in studies with words as compared 
with studies using pictorial material.

However, this explanation is rather unconvincing in the light of the results reported above. In Experi-
ment 1, words were strongly semantically related (and still no emotion-induced memory effects were ob-
served). This may indicate that there is a ‘perfect range’ of semantic relatedness between words in a mem-
ory EOP experiments that allows for emotion-induced effects to develop, which must have been exceeded 
in Experiment 1 and was undercut in Experiment 2.

A more probable reason for the lack of effects is that the stimulus material used for negative and posi-
tive deviants in Experiment 2 was just not emotional enough. By lowering the number of stimuli in future 
experiments, one could make sure that the words chosen are more extreme with regard to valence ratings. 
This should result in emotional deviants that are highly distinguishable from the rest of the randomly 
drawn nouns in a sequence.

Moreover, the difference in neutral deviants that should have stood out by being printed in italic might 
have been too subtle to be easily perceived as ‘odd’. Notably, previous studies with words usually employed 
completely different fonts for neutral (perceptual) deviants (e. g., Strange et al., 2003), which provides a 
stronger contrast to the other uniformly written words.

Conclusions from Experiments 1 and 2

In short, the results of Experiments 1 and 2 seem to be mainly at odds with the existing literature on 
emotion-induced memory effects in the EOP. In Experiment 1, no oddball effects were observed. While 
negative deviants were recalled better than both neutral and positive deviants, there was no recall ad-
vantage for negative deviants as compared with the stimuli directly neighboring the deviants, nor as 
compared with control nouns recall. The only sign of an emotion-induced memory effect in Experiment 
1 appeared in the first half (without stimulus repetition) at the position after negative deviants. This an-
terograde amnesic effect (as compared with the neutral as well as the positive condition) reflects a mod-
ulation by deviant emotion that sometimes appears in EOPs with words (Müller et al., 2009; Smith & 
Beversdorf, 2008).
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In Experiment 2, emotion-induced memory effects were completely absent. At this point, it remains 
unclear whether the reason is to be found in the weak semantic relatedness of words in Experiment 2 or 
whether the stimulus material was not suitable to evoke an emotional response in the participants.

However, the core of emotion-induced memory effects, namely, oddball effects and retrograde amnesic 
effects in the case of negative deviants, did not develop in both Experiments 1 and 2. While positive deviants 
have not yet been subject of investigations with words, there are reports of negative emotion-induced ret-
rograde amnesic effects in EOP studies with written words (Müller et al., 2009; Strange et al., 2003, 2008).

As the procedures of Experiments 1 and 2 failed to produce oddball effects in both experiments, general 
conclusions should not be drawn at this point. However, the first two experiments provided valuable in-
formation for future designs. I needed to make sure that the stimulus material used in future experiments 
was strongly valenced with respect to emotional deviants. Moreover, precautions had to be taken in order 
to get clear oddball effects not only for the emotional but also the neutral deviants.

Additionally, I aimed at reducing the number of deviants per sequence to one. This was similar to ex-
periments with pictures instead of words (e. g., Hurlemann et al., 2005) and was done to exclude any 
possibility of a spill-over of deviant effects to any other condition within a trial. In order to increase the 
number of observations per condition, two separate experiments were designed. Experiment 3 only in-
cluded negative and neutral deviants, while Experiment 4 was concerned with the effects of positive and 
neutral deviants. As, except for deviant types, the experimental procedure was identical, Experiments 3 
and 4 will be reported together.

Even though (based on previous findings) it is unlikely that the emotion-induced effects need a long 
retention interval to become measurable, a surprise cued recall task was inserted at the end of the proce-
dure. This additional dependent measure would allow for finding the effects if they indeed only developed 
after a certain amount of time (and not directly after the end of a trial).

Experiments 3 and 4

As in Experiments 1 and 2, I expected to find the typical emotion-induced effects. First, an enhanced 
memory rate for the deviants as compared with control nouns was expected (i. e., oddball effect). This 
oddball effect was anticipated to occur both in the free recall tasks that would start immediately after each 
encoding trial and in the cued recall task at the end of the experiment.

Second, a higher recall rate for emotional deviants than for neutral deviants was expected, but only if 
ceiling effects for deviant recall would not occur, both in the free and the cued recall tasks.

Third, when turning to retrograde memory effects of emotional deviants, I expected – based on the 
published literature on emotion-induced memory effects – a retrograde amnesic effect for negative de-
viants (Experiment 3) and a retrograde hypermnesic effect for positive deviants (Experiment 4) in both 
memory tasks.

Fourth, it was anticipated to find (weak) anterograde amnesia in trials with emotional deviants.
Fifth, as the encoding task comprised a 3-point valence rating for each word presented on the screen, 

this allowed for a verification if the valence of words was perceived as intended. The obtained valence 
ratings for each category of words will be used to check whether the ratings match the predefined valence 
categorizations. The mean valence ratings for neutral standards should not differ from the ratings for 
neutral deviants. Emotional deviants should be rated as significantly more negative (Experiment 3)/more 
positive (Experiment 4) than both neutral standards and neutral deviants. Exploratory analyses will be 
carried out on the RTs in the encoding task.
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Method

Participants

Forty students from the University of Hildesheim participated in Experiment 3 (34 females, 6 males, age 
between 18 and 47  years, M  =  21.50, SD  =  5.00). Another forty students from the same university took 
part in Experiment 4 (31 females, 9 males, age between 18 and 33 years, M = 22.42, SD = 3.63). Participants 
received either partial course credit or a monetary incentive (5 €). All participants gave written informed 
consent. The present study was approved by the local ethics committee and is in line with the current ver-
sion of the Declaration of Helsinki approved by the World Medical Association in Fortaleza, Brazil (2013).

Stimuli

Stimuli were 96 stem-unique German nouns written in Arial font, white in color, on a black background. 
Stimuli were taken from the BAWL-R dataset and selected for their valence ratings. In total, the sessions 
comprised of 90 emotionally neutral nouns and six emotional nouns. In Experiment 3, only negative 
nouns were used as emotional deviants. By contrast, in Experiment 4, only positive nouns were used as 
emotional deviants (for a list of all words used in Experiments 3 and 4 as well as the average ratings of each 
stimulus category, see Tables B6 and B7 in the appendix).

Procedure

Participants were seated individually in a dimly lit, sound-insulated cabin. The experiments consisted of 
twelve trials. Each trial began with the central, serial presentation of eight stimuli (seven standards and one 
perceptual deviant). Stimuli were presented electronically using the E-Prime 2.0 software (Psychology Soft-
ware Tools, 2012) on a 16″ CRT screen. Letter height of the nouns on the screen was approximately 1.5 cm. As 
opposed to standards, deviant stimuli were highlighted by a white frame around the noun (for a schematic 
depiction of a trial, see Figure 6). Additionally, the deviant stimuli were either neutral or emotional.

During the presentation of the nouns, one after the other, participants’ task was to indicate by button 
press as quickly and accurately as possible whether the given noun is a rather negative, neutral, or positive 
noun (deep encoding task, Craik & Lockhart, 1972). Participants used three fingers of the right hand to re-
spond with ‘4’ on the numeric keypad to negative nouns, and with ‘5’ and ‘6’ to neutral and positive nouns, 
respectively.

Presentation time of each noun was 2500 ms (nouns were followed by a grey fixation cross for 500 ms). 
When the participants pushed one of the response buttons, the given noun changed color from white to 
grey. Directly after the presentation of the sequence, a 30 seconds free recall task started. Participants 
were required to type in all nouns from the previous sequence that they remembered. After the free recall 
task, the cue ‘Neue Liste’ (German for ‘new list’) indicated the beginning of a new trial. All stimuli (stand-
ards, negative/positive deviants, neutral deviants) were presented in a random order. List position of de-
viants was pseudo-randomly assigned to positions four, five, or six.

When the presentation of all twelve trials had finished, a surprise cued recall task began. The first three 
letters of one of the 96 nouns were presented. Participants’ task was to complete the noun such that it 
matched one of the previously presented stimuli (i. e., stem completion task). All 96 cues were presented 
one at a time in a random order. Participants could either complete a noun in order to proceed to the next 
stimulus, or skip it and advance to the next noun stem. There was no time limit.
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Figure 6: Schematic depiction of a trial in Experiment 3

Note. The procedure was identical to Experiment 4, except for deviant valence. Abbreviations: Neg = negative deviant, 
PT = presentation time, ISI = inter-stimulus interval

Statistical Analyses

In the following analyses, the emotional conditions (negative and positive trials) will be compared with 
the neutral condition (‘contrastive method’, see Schlüter et al., 2019). Furthermore, comparisons between 
control nouns recall and recall of the deviants and their neighboring stimuli will be performed (‘compare 
with standard method’). Control nouns were defined as neutral standards that do not neighbor a deviant 
and that are not among the first four nouns of a trial. Thus, the location of control nouns may vary from 
trial to trial depending on deviant position.

All ANOVAs will be accompanied by simple contrasts comparing each factor with the steps of the other 
factor(s). Pairwise comparisons for each factor will be performed by Sidak post-hoc tests to correct for 
Type I error accumulation. Greenhouse-Geisser corrections apply if the assumption of sphericity is violat-
ed. All statistical analyses will be conducted using SPSS 26 software (IBM Corp., 2019). Please note that the 
experimental designs, the hypotheses, and the planned statistical analyses were preregistered in advance 
of testing (Experiment 3: https://osf.io/yqg89; Experiment 4: https://osf.io/xvda6).

Free Recall

The same preprocessing of responses as in Experiments 1 and 2 was applied. A global 2 Valence (neutral, 
negative/positive) x 3 Position (stimulus preceding deviant, deviant, stimulus following deviant) repeated 
measures ANOVA will be conducted to reveal a potential interaction between Valence and Position (con-
trastive method).

https://osf.io/yqg89
https://osf.io/xvda6
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A one-factorial repeated measures ANOVA with Stimulus type (recall of control nouns, stimulus preced-
ing neutral deviant, neutral deviant, stimulus following neutral deviant, stimulus preceding negative/pos-
itive deviant, negative/positive deviant, stimulus following negative/positive deviant) will be conducted in 
order to investigate differences between the positions and conditions of interest and control nouns recall 
(compare with standards method).

Cued Recall

Responses were corrected for typos. The mean percentage of correct recall served as the dependent variable 
(both incorrect responses as well as no responses counted as incorrect). A one-factorial repeated measures 
ANOVA with Stimulus type (recall of standard stimuli, neutral deviants, negative/positive deviants) will be 
performed in order to investigate oddball effects in cued recall. A 2 Valence (neutral, negative/positive) x 3 
Position (stimulus preceding deviant, deviant, stimulus following deviant) repeated measures ANOVA will 
be conducted, which allows to check for emotion-induced effects in a subsequent cued recall test.

A one-factorial repeated measures ANOVAs with Stimulus type (cued recall of control nouns, stimuli 
preceding a deviant, deviants, stimuli following a deviant) will be performed separately for neutral and 
emotional trials in order to investigate differences between the positions of interest and control nouns 
cued recall (compare with standards method).

RT

For individual outlier correction, the individual interquartile range of mean RT of all stimuli of a sequence 
was calculated. A liberal threshold for identifying outliers by multiplying this interquartile range with 
three (Tukey, 1977) was used. All RT values three times the interquartile range above or below the mean of 
a dependent variable were considered outliers. All individual outliers were removed from analyses before 
aggregation of data.

A global 2 Valence (neutral, negative/positive) x 3 Position (stimulus preceding deviant, deviant, stim-
ulus following deviant) repeated measures ANOVA will be conducted to reveal a potential interaction. 
Possible oddball effects on RTs will be investigated by a one-factorial repeated measures ANOVA (RTs in 
response to deviants will be compared with RTs in response to control nouns).

Responses

A one-factorial repeated measures ANOVA with Stimulus type (standards, neutral deviants, emotional 
deviants) will be conducted in order to verify that valence ratings at encoding (i. e., responses) match the 
actual category of stimuli.

Results Experiment 3

In the preregistration of this study, inclusion criteria were defined that aimed at preventing biases on our 
memory data by age (only data of students up to 30 years of age were analyzed), by doubtful commitment 
to the instructions (less than 80 % responses during the encoding stage), and by overall performance (data 
were excluded if participants’ performance was higher/lower than 1.5 SDs from the upper/lower bound of 
the interquartile range). Two participants’ free recall performances were more than 1.5 SDs better than the 
upper bound of the interquartile range, and another two participants were older than 30 years. Thus, the 
following analyses were carried out on the remaining 36 participants (30 females, 6 males, aged between 
18 and 26 years, M = 20.61, SD = 2.23).
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Free recall (contrastive method)

The mean percentage (%) of overall recall performance was at 56.89 (SD = 7.98).3 The mean memory rate 
for deviants was 60.19 (SD = 18.27; for an overview of descriptives, see Table B3 in the appendix). A global 
2 Valence (neutral, negative) x 3 Position (stimulus preceding deviant, deviant, stimulus following devi-
ant) repeated measures ANOVA revealed a marginally significant main effect of Valence, F(1,35) = 4.121, 
p = .050, η2p = .105 (for an overview of free recall rates at the positions of interest in Experiment 3, see Fig-
ure 7). There was a tendency towards a better memory performance in negative trials (M = 55.40, SD = 13.51) 
as compared with neutral trials (M = 50.00, SD = 15.37) across the positions of interest. A main effect of 
Position was significant, F(2,70) = 11.992, p < .001, η2

p = .255. Pairwise comparisons showed that stimuli 
preceding a deviant (M = 43.98, SD = 16.74) were recalled worse than deviant stimuli (M = 60.19, SD = 18.27), 
p < .001. Stimuli preceding a deviant were also recalled worse than stimuli following a deviant (M = 53.94, 
SD = 14.97), p = .015. There was no significant difference in free recall between deviant stimuli and stimuli 
following a deviant, p = .189. In addition, the ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between Valence 
and Position, F(2,70) = 9.954, p < .001, η2

p = .221. In order to break down the interaction, an analysis of 
simple effects was conducted.

Simple effects of Valence within a level of Position

Negative deviants (M = 70.37, SD = 19.96) were recalled better than neutral deviants (M = 50.00, SD = 23.23), 
p < .001. All other comparisons were not significant, p’s ≥ .238.

Simple effects of Position within a level of Valence

Negative deviants showed a higher recall rate than stimuli preceding a negative deviant (M  =  44.44, 
SD = 23.23) and following a negative deviant (M = 51.39, SD = 18.85), both p’s < .001. The difference between 
stimuli preceding and following a negative deviant was not significant, p = .433. In neutral trials, the only 
significant difference in free recall performance emerged between stimuli preceding a neutral deviant 
(M = 43.52, SD = 21.19) and stimuli following a neutral deviant (M = 56.48, SD = 20.42), p = .009.

Free recall (compare with standards method)

A one-factorial repeated measures ANOVA with Stimulus type (recall of control nouns, stimulus preced-
ing negative/neutral deviant, negative/neutral deviant, stimulus following negative/neutral deviant) was 
conducted separately for both types of trials.

In negative trials, it was confirmed that memory rates differed between stimulus types, F(3,105) = 12.732, 
p < .001, η2 = .267. Pairwise comparisons revealed that negative deviants were recalled better than control 
nouns in negative trials (M = 49.31, SD = 17.75), p < .001. None of the other positions of interest differed 
from control nouns memory rate in negative trials, p’s ≥ 819.

In neutral trials, the ANOVA revealed a main effect of Stimulus type, F(3,105) = 3.436, p = .020, η2 = .089. 
However, this main effect was not due to a significant difference between any of the positions of interest 
and control nouns in neutral trials (M = 54.63, SD = 14.01), p’s ≥ 115.

3 In order to rule out signficant influences of primacy and recency effects on our data, additional ANOVAs for each 
oddball position were conducted. Noteworthy, with regard to retrograde memory effects, there were no differ-
ences in comparison with the main result pattern observed in the overall analyses.
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Figure 7: Free recall performance in Experiment 3
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Figure 7 
Free recall performance in Experiment 3 

 
Note. Recall rates in neutral and negative trials for stimuli preceding a deviant (-1), 

deviant stimuli, and stimuli following a deviant (+1). Error bars indicate SEM. 
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Note. Recall rates in neutral and negative trials for stimuli preceding a deviant (-1), deviant stimuli, and stimuli follow-
ing a deviant (+1). Error bars indicate SEM.
** p < .001

Cued recall

The percentage (%) of overall cued recall was at 62.93 (SD = 11.40). A one-factorial repeated measures ANO-
VA with Stimulus type (cued recall of standards, cued recall of negative deviants, cued recall of neutral de-
viants) revealed a significant main effect, F(1.478,51.713) = 6.480, p = .007, η2 = .156. Pairwise comparisons 
showed that negative deviants (M = 69.91, SD = 21.38) were recalled better than standard stimuli (M = 57.31, 
SD = 11.09). However, there was no significant difference between the cued recall rates of standards and 
neutral deviants (M = 62.50 %, SD = 16.12), p = .188, or between negative and neutral deviants, p = .279 (for 
an overview of cued recall rates at the positions of interest in Experiment 3, see Figure 8).

A 2 Valence (negative, neutral) x 3 Position (stimuli preceding a deviant, deviant stimuli, stimuli fol-
lowing a deviant) revealed a main effect of Valence, F(1,35) = 4.720, p = .037, η2

p = .119. Stimuli in negative 
trials (M = 61.11, SD = 13.08) were recalled better than stimuli in neutral trials (M = 54.94, SD = 15.47) across 
all positions of interest. In addition, the main effect of Position was significant, F(2,70) = 10.849, p < .001, 
η2

p = .237. Pairwise comparisons revealed that recall rates for deviants (M = 66.20, SD = 13.50) were higher 
than recall rates for both stimuli preceding a deviant (M = 55.56, SD = 13.50), p = .001, and stimuli follow-
ing a deviant (M = 52.31, SD = 19.48), p < .001. Memory rates for stimuli preceding and following deviants 
did not differ significantly, p =  .749. The interaction between Valence and Position was not significant, 
F(2,70) = .238, p = .798, η2

p = .007.
A one-factorial repeated measures ANOVA with stimulus type (cued recall of control nouns in nega-

tive trials, stimuli preceding a negative deviant, negative deviants, stimuli following a negative deviant) 
reached significance, F(3,105) = 10.745, p < .001, η2 = .235. Pairwise comparisons revealed that control nouns 
cued recall in negative trials (M = 59.54, SD = 15.80) was significantly lower than both cued recall of stimuli 
preceding a negative deviant (M = 59.26, SD = 16.26), p = .024, and cued recall of negative deviants, p < .001. 
Cued recall of stimuli following a negative deviant did not differ from control nouns cued recall, p = .806.

Regarding neutral trials, a one-factorial repeated measures ANOVA with stimulus type (cued recall of 
control nouns in neutral trials, stimuli preceding a neutral deviant, neutral deviants, stimuli following a 
neutral deviant) revealed a significant effect, F(2.444,85.525) = 2.791, p = .044, η2 = .074. However, pairwise 
comparisons showed that this effect was not due to a difference between cued recall of control nouns in 
neutral trials (M = 54.17, SD = 10.45) and any other position, p’s ≥ .086.
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RT

Mean overall RT in ms was 1163 (SD = 223 ms). A global 2 Valence (negative, neutral) x 3 Position (stimuli 
preceding a deviant, deviant stimuli, stimuli following a deviant) revealed no significant main effects, 
F’s ≤ 2.569, p’s ≥ .118, η2

p ≤ .068. However, there was a significant interaction between Valence and Position, 
F(2,70) = 12.897, p < .001, η2

p ≤ .269.

Figure 8: Cued recall performance in Experiment 3
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Figure 8 
Cued recall performance in Experiment 3 

 
Note. Recall rates in neutral and negative trials for stimuli preceding a deviant (-1), 

deviant stimuli, and stimuli following a deviant (+1). Error bars indicate SEM. 
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Note. Recall rates in neutral and negative trials for stimuli preceding a deviant (-1), deviant stimuli, and stimuli follow-
ing a deviant (+1). Error bars indicate SEM.

Simple effects of Valence within a level of Position

Pairwise comparisons revealed that stimuli preceding a neutral deviant (M = 1105, SD = 255) were react-
ed faster to than stimuli preceding a negative deviant (M = 1163, SD = 285), p = .023. More importantly, 
negative deviants (M = 1050, SD = 215) were reacted significantly faster to than neutral deviants (M = 1211, 
SD = 321), p < .001. There was no difference in RT between stimuli following negative (M = 1171, SD = 270) 
and neutral deviants (M = 1161, SD = 269), p = .786.

Simple effects of Position within a level of Valence

Pairwise comparisons revealed that, in negative trials, RTs on stimuli preceding a negative deviant were 
longer than RTs on negative deviants, p = .012. Similarly, RTs on stimuli following a negative deviant were 
also longer than RTs on negative deviants, p < .001. There was no significant difference in RTs between 
stimuli preceding and following a negative deviant, p = .994. In neutral trials, by contrast, stimuli preced-
ing neutral deviants were reacted faster to than neutral deviants, p = .001. All other comparisons were not 
significant, p’s ≥ .096.

A one-factorial repeated measures ANOVA with Stimulus type (control nouns, stimuli preceding a devi-
ant, deviant stimuli, stimuli following a deviant) was conducted for negative and neutral trials separately. 
In negative trials, the ANOVA revealed a significant main effect, F(3,105) = 6.531, p < .001, η2 = .157. Pairwise 
comparisons showed that reactions on negative deviants were significantly faster than reaction on control 
nouns in negative trials (M = 1164, SD = 250), p = .007. The other positions of interest did not differ from 
control nouns RT, p’s ≥ .999.
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For neutral trials, the ANOVA also revealed a significant main effect, F(2,526,88,403) = 7.056, p = .001, 
η2 = .168. Pairwise comparisons showed that reactions on neutral deviants were slower than reactions on 
control nouns in neutral trials (M = 1110, SD = 245), p = .004. All other positions of interest did not differ 
from control nouns RT, p’s ≥ .310.

Valence rating at encoding

A one-factorial repeated measures ANOVA with Stimulus type (standards, negative deviants, neutral devi-
ants) revealed a significant main effect, F(1.352,47.335) = 279.598, p < .001, η2 = .889. Pairwise comparisons 
showed that negative deviants (M = 4.14, SD = .22) were rated as less pleasant than were both neutral stand-
ards (M = 5.09, SD = .14) and neutral deviants (M = 5.16, SD = .26), both p’s < .001. While neutral deviants 
were rated slightly more positive than were standards, this difference was not significant, p = .088.

Discussion Experiment 3

As was expected, in the free recall task, negative deviants were recalled better than surrounding stimuli as 
well as control nouns. This oddball effect, however, did not develop in neutral trials. Neutral deviants free 
recall performance did not differ from stimuli preceding and following the deviant, nor when compared 
with control nouns recall. This shows that the perceptual difference of deviants alone did not elevate recall 
probabilities.

When turning to negative emotion-induced effects on neighboring standards, contrary to the hypoth-
eses, there were no significant differences in free recall between the negative and the neutral condition. 
A comparison between control nouns recall in negative trials and the recall of stimuli surrounding the 
negative deviant did also not reveal significant differences.

In this experiment, the stem-unique words were also employed in a surprise cued recall task at the end 
of the procedure. Negative deviants were recalled better in this task than all other stimuli. While both 
negative and neutral deviants in this cued recall task were recalled better than their surrounding stimuli, 
only negative deviants were recalled better than standard stimuli. Interestingly, there was a general effect 
of trial type indicating that stimuli at the positions of interest were recalled more often in the cued recall 
task if they had been presented in a sequence with a negative deviant rather than a neutral deviant. As 
in free recall, no emotion-induced effects occurred that would affect cued recall of stimuli preceding or 
following a deviant.

The results of this experiment are largely at odds with most of the published EOP studies on emo-
tion-induced memory effects (e. g., Müller et al., 2009; Strange et al., 2003, 2008). While, in Experiment 3, 
there was a clear modulation of both free and cued recall by negative deviants, recall rates for the stimuli 
surrounding these negative deviants stayed unaffected.

However, as in Experiment 1, negative deviants were reacted faster to than were neutral deviants. This 
finding could be interpreted as an indicator that negative deviants were processed with a higher priori-
ty, speeding up the reaction-related processes. It is important to note, however, that the assignment of 
fingers to the response buttons was not counterbalanced in Experiment 3. Thus, it may as well be that 
RT differences rather reflect faster reactions of the participant’s right index finger as compared with the 
middle and the ring finger.

The analysis of valence ratings during encoding confirmed that negative stimuli were rated more nega-
tive than were both the neutral standards and the neutral deviants. Because the valence rating at encoding 
and (with the limitation regarding the finger-button assignment in mind) the modulation in RT, it is likely 
that the emotional manipulation was successful. Thus, the missing anterograde and retrograde effects in 
Experiment 3 cannot be attributed to a lack of differences in valence between the conditions.
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Results Experiment 4

The same inclusion criteria as in Experiment 3 were applied for this experiment. Data of one participant 
were not included in the analyses due to the age restriction (only data of students up to 30 years of age 
were analyzed). This resulted in a total number of 39 participants (30 females, 9 males, age between 18 and 
29 years, M = 22.15 years, SD = 3.24 years).

Free recall (contrastive method)

The mean percentage (%) of overall free recall was at 55.42 (SD = 8.42).4 The mean memory rate for deviants 
was 63.25 (SD = 13.07; for an overview of descriptive statistics see Table B3 in the appendix). A global 2 
Valence (neutral, negative) x 3 Position (stimulus preceding deviant, deviant, stimulus following deviant) 
repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of Valence, F(1,38) = 8.483, p = .006, η2p = .183 
(for an overview of free recall rates at the positions of interest in Experiment 4, see Figure 9). Stimuli in 
positive trials (M = 54.84, SD =  10.60) were recalled better than in neutral trials (M = 47.00, SD =  13.17) 
across the positions of interest. A main effect of Position was also significant, F(2,76) = 18.411, p < .001, 
η2

p = .326. Pairwise comparisons showed that the deviant stimuli recall rate was higher than both the recall 
rate for stimuli preceding a deviant (M = 42.31, SD = 17.03) and for stimuli following a deviant (M = 47.22, 
SD =  16.26), both p’s <  .001. Memory rates for stimuli preceding and following a deviant did not differ 
significantly, p = .563. In addition, the ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between Valence and Po-
sition, F(2,76) = 26.392, p < .001, η2

p = .410. An analysis of simple effects was conducted to break down the 
interaction effect.

Figure 9: Free recall performance in Experiment 4
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Figure 9 
Free recall performance in Experiment 4 

 
Note. Recall rates in neutral and positive trials for stimuli preceding a deviant (-1), 

deviant stimuli, and stimuli following a deviant (+1). Error bars indicate SEM. 
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Note. Recall rates in neutral and positive trials for stimuli preceding a deviant (-1), deviant stimuli, and stimuli follow-
ing a deviant (+1). Error bars indicate SEM.
* p < .05, ** p <.001

4 In order to rule out signficant influences of primacy and recency effects on our data, additional ANOVAs for each 
deviant position were conducted. Results can be obtained in the appendix (Figure B1). Notable differences to the 
main result pattern, with regard to retrograde memory effects, were only found on deviant position 4. While 
analyses revealed a retrograde hypermnesic effect on this position, this effect did not appear if deviants had been 
presented on position 5 or 6.
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Simple effects of Valence within a level of Position

Positive deviants (M = 79.06, SD = 18.22) were recalled better than neutral deviants (M = 47.44, SD = 21.81), 
p < .001. Stimuli following positive deviants (M = 42.74, SD = 19.79) were recalled worse than stimuli follow-
ing neutral deviants (M = 51.71, SD = 20.87), p = .027. However, there was no significant difference between 
stimuli preceding positive and neutral deviants, p = .834.

Simple effects of Position within a level of Valence

Positive deviants showed a higher recall rate than stimuli preceding a positive deviant (M  =  42.74, 
SD = 17.85) and following a positive deviant, both p’s < .001. The difference between stimuli preceding and 
following a positive deviant was not significant, p > .999. No significant differences between the positions 
of interest emerged in neutral trials, p’s ≥ .151.

Free recall (compare with standards method)

A one-factorial repeated measures ANOVA with Stimulus type (recall of control nouns, stimulus preceding 
positive/neutral deviant, positive/neutral deviant, stimulus following positive/neutral deviant) was con-
ducted separately for both types of trials.

In positive trials, the analysis revealed that memory rates in free recall differed between stimulus types, 
F(3,114) = 42.673, p < .001, η2 = .529. Pairwise comparisons showed that control nouns (M = 42.41, SD = 14.24) 
were recalled worse than positive deviants, p < .001. All other comparisons did not yield significant results, 
p’s > .999. In neutral trials, the ANOVA did not reveal any significant differences between free recall rates of 
control nouns (M = 42.52, SD = 18.12) and any other position of interest, F(3,114) = 1.960, p = .124, η2 = .049.

Cued Recall

The mean percentage (%) of overall cued recall was at 60.87 (SD = 12.44). A one-factorial repeated meas-
ures ANOVA with Stimulus type (cued recall of standards, cued recall of negative deviants, cued recall of 
neutral deviants) revealed a significant main effect, F(1.415,53.772) = 4.890, p = .020, η2 = .114 (for an over-
view of cued recall rates at the positions of interest in Experiment 4, see Figure 10). Pairwise comparisons 
showed that positive deviants (M = 69.66, SD = 23.84) were recalled better than standard stimuli (M = 59.68, 
SD = 12.39), p = .012. However, neutral deviants (M = 68.80, SD = 19.93) were also recalled better than stand-
ard stimuli, p = .003. There was no significant difference between positive and neutral deviants, p = .997.
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Figure 10: Cued recall performance in Experiment 4
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Figure 10 
Cued recall performance in Experiment 4 

 
Note. Recall rates in neutral and positive trials for stimuli preceding a deviant (-1), 

deviant stimuli, and stimuli following a deviant (+1). Error bars indicate SEM. 
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Note. Recall rates in neutral and positive trials for stimuli preceding a deviant (-1), deviant stimuli, and stimuli follow-
ing a deviant (+1). Error bars indicate SEM.

A 2 Valence (negative, neutral) x 3 Position (stimuli preceding a deviant, deviant stimuli, stimuli following 
a deviant) revealed a main effect of Position, F(2,76) = 12.896, p < .001, η2

p = .253. Pairwise comparisons 
revealed that recall rates for deviants (M = 69.23, SD = 16.90) were higher than recall rates for both stimuli 
preceding a deviant (M = 58.12, SD = 17.57), p < .001, and stimuli following a deviant (M = 57.91, SD = 16.55), 
p < .001. Memory rates for stimuli preceding and following deviants did not differ significantly, p > .999. 
Both the main effect of Valence as well as the interaction between Valence and Position were not signifi-
cant, F’s ≤ .192, p’s ≥ .825, η2

p’s ≤ .005.
A one-factorial repeated measures ANOVA with stimulus type (cued recall of control nouns in positive 

trials, stimuli preceding a positive deviant, positive deviants, stimuli following a positive deviant) reached 
significance, F(3,114) = 4.805, p = .003, η2 = .112. Pairwise comparisons revealed that control nouns cued 
recall in positive trials (M = 57.37, SD = 16.15) was significantly lower than cued recall of positive deviants, 
p = .020. All other comparisons with control nouns cued recall did not turn out significant, p’s ≥ .997.

Regarding neutral trials, a one-factorial repeated measures ANOVA with stimulus type (cued recall of 
control nouns in neutral trials, stimuli preceding a neutral deviant, neutral deviants, stimuli following 
a neutral deviant) revealed a significant effect, F(3,114) = 3.742, p = .13, η2 = .090. Pairwise comparisons 
showed that cued recall of control nouns in neutral trials (M = 57.26, SD = 18.94) was significantly lower 
than cued recall of neutral deviants, p = .015. Differences between all other positions and control nouns 
cued recall were not significant, p’s ≥ .999.

RT

Mean overall RT in ms was 1236 (SD  =  328). A global 2 Valence (negative, neutral) x 3 Position (stimuli 
preceding a deviant, deviant stimuli, stimuli following a deviant) revealed no significant main effects, 
F’s ≤ 1.276, p’s ≥ .266, η2

p ≤ .032. However, there was a trend towards an interaction between Valence and 
Position, F(2,76) = 2.554, p =  .084, η2

p =  .063. Pairwise comparisons revealed that this trend was due to 
a significant RT difference between positive and neutral deviants, p = .029. Positive deviants (M = 1196, 
SD = 256) were reacted faster to than were neutral deviants (M = 1267, SD = 294).

A one-factorial repeated measures ANOVA with Stimulus type (control nouns, stimuli preceding a de-
viant, deviant stimuli, stimuli following a deviant) was conducted for positive and neutral trials separate-
ly. For positive trials, the ANOVA did not reveal a significant main effect, F(2.571,95.138) = 1.713, p = .177, 
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η2 = .044. Similarly, for neutral trials, the ANOVA did not indicate a significant main effect, F(3,114) = 1.272, 
p = .287, η2 = .032.

Valence rating at encoding

A one-factorial repeated measures ANOVA with Stimulus type (standards, positive deviants, neutral devi-
ants) revealed a significant main effect, F(1.508,57.304) = 82.080, p < .001, η2 = .684. Pairwise comparisons 
showed that positive deviants (M = 5.70, SD =  .31) were rated as more pleasant than were both neutral 
standards (M = 5.15, SD = .21) and neutral deviants (M = 5.17, SD = .32), both p’s < .001. The ratings for neu-
tral deviants did not differ significantly from the ratings for standard stimuli, p = .970.

Discussion Experiment 4

As was expected, in the free recall task, positive deviants were recalled with a higher probability than were 
control nouns (oddball effect), However, similar to Experiment 3, neutral deviants did not evoke an oddball 
effect in free recall.

When comparing the neutral condition with the positive condition, positive deviants had a free recall 
advantage over neutral deviants, which was expected in the case of non-ceiling effects. More interestingly, 
stimuli following positive deviants were recalled with a lower probability than stimuli following neutral 
deviants (i. e., emotion-induced anterograde amnesia). However, contrary to the hypotheses, there were 
no differences in free recall of stimuli preceding a deviant between the two conditions.

There have not been any reports of emotion-induced memory effects of positive words in the EOP, yet. 
While ABC theory would predict similar effects of negative and positive deviants (if both types of stim-
uli are on the same arousal level), a couple of experiments by Hurlemann and colleagues (Hurlemann, 
Hawellek et al., 2007; Hurlemann et al., 2005; Hurlemann, Wagner et al., 2007) have shown that positive 
deviants lead to retrograde hypermnesic effects (if pictorial stimulus material is used). However, in Ex-
periment 4, no retrograde memory effects were found in positive trials. Instead, anterograde amnesia for 
stimuli presented directly after a positive deviant was found, which is in line with the Hurlemann results.

Memory rates in the surprise cued recall task at the end of the experiment were similar to the results of 
the free recall task. While in cued recall both conditions led to an oddball effect, there were no differences 
between neutral and positive trials on any of the positions of interest.

Unlike Experiment 3, RTs in Experiment 4 only showed a trend towards faster RTs to emotional (i. e., 
positive) deviants as compared with neutral deviants.5 Within neutral and positive trials, there were no 
RT effects. The valence rating during encoding matched the expectations. Positive deviants were rated as 
more positive than both neutral deviants and standard stimuli.

Conclusions from Experiments 3 and 4

I conducted Experiments 3 and 4 in order to approach emotion-induced memory effects in a more stand-
ardized way. The procedure in both experiments was identical with the exception being that in Experi-
ment 3 emotional trials involved negative deviants and in Experiment 4 positive deviants. Importantly, a 
single-oddball procedure was used that was similar to the procedure of Hurlemann and colleagues (2005), 
who were the only researches so far that have reported emotion-induced memory effects for positive devi-
ants in a standard EOP (Schlüter et al., 2019).

5 It is important to note that – like in Experiment 3 – RTs were confounded by the finger-button assignment, as 
this was not counter-balanced between participants.
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Even though the total number of words in a sequence was lowered to eight, recall rates both in free as 
well as in cued recall were far from ceiling. In addition, no ceiling effects were found in the case of devi-
ant stimuli, which some might expect due to the low overall number of stimuli in a sequence. However, 
in Experiments 3 and 4, deviants were perceptually different from standards only through a white frame 
around them. This deviance in perception is more alike the procedure in Strange et al. (2003), who used 
different fonts for neutral perceptual deviants. By contrast, Hurlemann et al. (2005) employed black and 
white drawings as standards and complex colored scenes as deviants. In the latter case, deviants were per-
ceptually much more outstanding than in Experiments 3 and 4, which may explain why Hurlemann and 
colleagues reported ceiling effects for all deviants, while the results of Experiments 3 and 4 did not show 
ceiling effects.

Most importantly, in both experiments, analyses did not reveal any retrograde memory effects (for an 
overview of emotion-induced memory effects in Experiments 3 and 4, see Table 1). While it is mildly surpris-
ing that a lower recall rate for stimuli preceding negative deviants was not found, to the best of my knowl-
edge, Experiment 4 is the first investigation of emotion-induced memory effects of positive deviant words.

Regarding retrograde effects of negative deviants, the results of Experiment 3 are not in line with most 
of the existing literature. It remains unclear why there was no modulation of recall rates of negative devi-
ants’ neighbors. However, negative deviants evoked an oddball effect. Negative deviants were also reacted 
faster to than other stimuli, and were rated as more negative than all other stimulus types. These three 
pieces of evidence let me conclude that negative deviants in Experiment 3 were perceived as distinct by 
their emotional deviance. Thus, it is rather unlikely that the absence of retrograde (and anterograde) emo-
tion-induced effects in Experiment 3 were due to the relevant properties of the chosen stimulus material.

In Experiment 4, positive deviants did not modulate the recall probability of stimuli preceding the devi-
ants, but affected stimuli following the deviant. This worse free recall performance for words that directly 
followed a positive deviant could be explained by an attentional capture through the emotional deviant 
word (e. g., Mather & Sutherland, 2011; Schmidt & Schmidt, 2017).

Table 1: Statistically significant emotion-induced effects in Experiments 3 and 4

Experiment 3 Experiment 4

Neg-1 Neg Neg+1 Pos-1 Pos Pos+1

Free recall (versus neutral 
condition)

- enhanced - - enhanced decreased

Free recall (versus control nouns) - enhanced - - enhanced -

Cued recall (versus neutral 
condition)

- enhanced - - - -

Cued recall (versus control nouns) enhanced enhanced - - enhanced -

RT (versus neutral condition) faster faster - - - -

RT (versus control nouns) - faster - - - -

General Discussion

To the best of my knowledge, there have been only twelve experiments that were designed specifically to 
test for the influence of emotional deviants on surrounding neutral stimuli in a memory EOP. Strange and 
colleagues (2003) conducted three experiments. In Experiment 1, they presented their participants with 
sequences of 19 semantically related nouns that each included a negative deviant, a neutral perceptual 
deviant, and a neutral semantical deviant. While the latter did not have any impact, in an immediate free 
recall task at the end of each sequence, negative deviants were remembered better than perceptual devi-
ants. However, both types of deviants were recalled at a higher rate than were control nouns.
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In addition, stimuli preceding a negative deviant were recalled worse than both stimuli preceding a 
neutral deviant and control nouns. This retrograde amnesic effect of negative deviants was replicated in 
the control group of Experiment 2 (Strange et al., 2003). In the treatment group of Experiment 2, the 
retrograde amnesic effects were abolished after the intake of propranolol, a drug that blocks β-adrenergic 
connections in the amygdala. Similarly, a patient with amygdala lesions did not show retrograde amnesic 
effects in Experiment 3. In conclusion, the ability to remember an item is not only determined by its own 
characteristics, but seems to be strongly dependent on the emotionality of a subsequent deviant item in a 
stream of information.

Later, amnesia for stimuli directly preceding a negative deviant has been reported in an experiment 
involving a recognition task instead of a free recall task (Müller et al., 2009), only in people with a certain 
genetical disposition (Strange et al., 2008), and in cued recall tasks, but only after at least one day of reten-
tion time (Strange et al., 2010). To this date, one could conclude that retrograde emotion-induced effects 
are evoked by emotional negative deviant words in a stream of neutral words, but may be modulated by 
drugs, lesions, gene expressions, as well as features of the recall test.

Stimuli following negative deviants were in some cases remembered worse than stimuli following neu-
tral deviants as well as control nouns (e. g., Miu et al., 2005; Strange et al., 2010), while other experiments 
did not show anterograde memory effects (e. g., Müller et al., 2009; Strange et al., 2003).

In similar EOP experiments that employed picture-word combinations as stimuli, memory effects usu-
ally were stronger than in words (for a review, see Schlüter et al., 2019). Retrograde amnesic effects of 
negative deviants were usually accompanied by anterograde amnesic effects (e. g., Hurlemann et al., 2005; 
Knight & Mather, 2009). In addition, one group of researchers reported retrograde hypermnesic effects of 
positive deviant stimuli (e. g., Hurlemann et al., 2005).

Since there were no reports on positive deviant stimuli in a memory EOP with words, Experiment 1 was 
designed using sequences of 18 semantically related nouns that each contained three deviant stimuli (a 
neutral semantic deviant, a negative deviant, and a positive deviant). Unexpectedly, results did not yield 
oddball effects. Neutral deviants were even remembered worse than control nouns. However, stimuli fol-
lowing negative deviants were recalled with a lower probability than stimuli following neutral and positive 
deviants. This anterograde effect was erased by stimuli repetition in the second half of Experiment 1. As 
stated above, it was assumed that the strong semantic links between the 18 words of a sequence had out-
weighed the expected emotion-induced effects.

Thus, in Experiment 2, a procedure was chosen, in which stimuli were drawn completely at random, 
leaving the words of a sequence with a lower semantic relatedness than in Experiment 1. Surprisingly, no 
emotion-induced effects occurred at all. While the overall recall rate had not dropped as compared with 
Experiment 1, there were no oddball effects nor any effects on the recall rates of the surrounding standards.

I decided to create two separate experiments that were identical in procedure  – Experiment 3 con-
tained neutral and negative deviants, Experiment 4 comprised of neutral and positive deviants. In both 
experiments, each single-oddball sequence consisted of eight nouns. In addition to the immediate free 
recall tasks at the end of each sequence, participants took part in a surprise cued recall task at the end of 
each experiment.

Analyses of Experiment 3 revealed that there were oddball effects for both types of deviants, both in 
free as well as in cued recall. In addition, negative deviants were recalled better than neutral deviants. 
However, there were no emotion-induced effects on the free and cued recall rates of stimuli preceding and 
following a negative deviant.

In Experiment 4, oddball effects were found in free recall that were stronger for positive deviants than 
for neutral deviants. While free recall rates did not show retrograde emotion-induced effects, stimuli fol-
lowing positive deviants were recalled worse than stimuli following neutral deviants. Both, the difference 
in recall between positive and neutral deviants and the anterograde amnesic effect of positive deviants 
vanished in the cued recall data.

In summary, no retrograde amnesic or hypermnesic effects of emotional deviants were found in four 
EOP experiments with words. Oddball effects only occurred in single-oddball paradigms (Experiments 3 
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and 4), and anterograde amnesic effects were detected in two out of four experiments (Experiment 1: after 
negative deviants, Experiment 4: after positive deviants). However, based on these data it cannot prema-
turely be concluded that retrograde amnesic/hypermnesic effects actually do not exist.

In Experiments 1 and 2, retrograde effects were not found. However, there were also no oddball effects. 
According to the influential ABC theory (Mather & Sutherland, 2011), all stimuli of a given sequence in the 
EOP compete for attention. Some stimuli are more salient than others are and, thus, win the race for at-
tentional resources. This gap between less salient and more salient stimuli can be enhanced by emotional 
arousal. The theory states that in the case of the presentation of a negative deviant word in a sequence of 
neutral words, the negative deviant catches the attention of a participant because of its (biological) sig-
nificance. In turn, those words presented in proximity of the negative word receive even less attention of 
the limited cognitive resources. This, according to the theory, leads to the typically found retrograde and 
anterograde amnesia in subsequent memory tasks.

As I did not find oddball effects for negative deviants in Experiments 1 and 2, in light of ABC theory, it 
is rather not surprising that emotion-induced memory did not occur either (with the exception of antero-
grade amnesia in the first half of Experiment 1).

However, strong oddball effects were evoked for negative (Experiment 3) and positive deviants (Exper-
iment 4). Emotional deviants were chosen to yield stronger ratings for emotional valence and arousal. In 
addition, each deviant type (i. e., emotional and neutral deviants) was made perceptually salient by add-
ing a thick white frame around the word. This frame alone was insufficient to evoke an oddball effect (as 
can be seen in neutral deviants recall). Both Experiment 3 and 4 showed mnemonic benefits in free recall 
for negative and positive deviants that can be attributed to the emotionality of the words. With this clear 
emotional oddball effect in mind, according to ABC theory, both stimuli preceding and following negative/
positive deviants should have been recalled worse than control nouns in the respective trials. This was not 
the case in Experiments 3 and 4. In addition, this lack of emotion-induced effects on stimuli preceding 
and – in Experiment 3 – following emotional deviants also held true in the surprise cued recall tasks of 
both experiments.

What is the reason for the discrepancy between these results and the existing literature on the topic? As 
no close replication of any of the studies that found retrograde amnesia through negative deviant words 
was conducted, it is potentially possible that differences in the design between the above reported exper-
iments and – for example – the experiments by Strange et al. (2003) were responsible for the differences 
regarding retrograde emotion-induced memory effects.

When designing Experiment 1, the focus lied on strong semantic relationships between the words used. 
However, this restriction limited the choice of words from the database. Thus, in the following experi-
ments I decided to use semantically unrelated words. However, Experiment 1 (semantically related words) 
and Experiments 2, 3, and 4 (semantically unrelated words) did not yield any retrograde emotion-induced 
effects. Notably, in EOPs with pictorial material, sequences were designed to contain only unrelated stim-
uli (e. g., Hurlemann et al., 2005; Knight & Mather, 2009). Nonetheless, in these experiments, retrograde 
emotion-induced effects were reported. It seems implausible that semantic relatedness should play a cru-
cial role in the occurrence of emotion-induced memory effects, but only when words are used.

The second obvious difference in the design of Experiments 1 through 4 in comparison with the Strange 
et al. (2003) experiments is the number of stimuli as well as the number of deviant stimuli presented in a 
sequence. Strange and colleagues used 19 nouns (three deviants) in a sequence. I, however, employed 18 
nouns (three deviants) per sequence in Experiment 1, 14 nouns (two deviants) in Experiment 2, and eight 
nouns (one deviant) in Experiments 3 and 4. While the reduced number of stimuli per sequence bore the 
potential for ceiling effects that would obscure emotion-induced effects, this was not the case in Experi-
ments 1 through 4. Control nouns recall in all the experiments left enough ‘space’ for retrograde amnesic 
or hypermnesic effects to develop. In addition, the fact that single-oddball sequences were used (Experi-
ments 3 and 4) is unlikely to have erased emotion-induced effects. The same procedure – but with picture/
label combinations – was applied in the studies by Hurlemann and colleagues (Hurlemann, Hawellek et 
al., 2007; Hurlemann et al., 2005; Hurlemann, Wagner, et al., 2007). It is questionable if the perception 
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and processing of words is so different from perception and processing of picture/label combinations that 
emotion-induced effects only occur in the latter.

The way that memory performances were assessed in other experiments using a free recall procedure 
was either simply described as verbal recall (Strange et al., 2003) or not explicitly stated (Strange et al., 
2008). In Experiments 1 through 4, participants typed in their responses in order to keep the outcomes 
unbiased by an experimenter/participant interaction. However, on the downside, after data collection, 
I needed to spell-check the responses for further data analyses. While this correction might have led to 
recall alterations in single cases, it is virtually impossible that this procedure selectively affected stimuli 
preceding negative deviants and, thus, eliminated retrograde effects.

If one or more of the above stated differences would cause retrograde memory effects to disappear in 
the EOP, this would implicate that the effect is very specific and only develops in a certain experimental 
environment. However, even if these differences in procedure actually do not have a crucial influence, ret-
rograde memory effects might still have gone undetected because the true effect size is very small. None 
of the studies using words in a memory EOP has reported effect sizes so far.

One might argue that there was not enough power to detect the emotion-induced effects. However, 
descriptive analyses in all Experiments 1 through 4 revealed that recall rates of stimuli preceding negative 
deviants were even higher than those of neutral standards. While this difference was not significant, it still 
is clearly contrary to previous reports of retrograde amnesic effects.

An additional reason for the discrepancies between the above reported results and results that can be 
found in publications on emotion-induced effects in the EOP may be based on more general issues of the 
scientific system. For decades, manuscripts that report statistically significant effects have been preferred 
for publication, a problem known as publication bias (e. g., Ioannidis et al., 2014). This bias leads to a prior-
itization of false-positive results (Simmons et al., 2011; Ulrich et al., 2016). It might also encourage scien-
tists to employ questionable research practices (such as HARKing, or p-hacking, e. g., Fiedler & Schwarz, 
2015). Publication bias has contributed to the so-called ‘replication crisis’ in psychology (e. g., Yong, 2012).

A powerful tool to increase trust in empirical evidence is a (close) replication study. This type of repli-
cation aims at reestablishing the found effects by employing the exact same or very similar experimental 
procedure as in the original investigation. Without conducting a replication study, it cannot be ruled out 
that there is an element in the experimental procedure of Experiments 1 through 4 that prevents emo-
tion-induced memory effects from being observed. For this reason, it would be beneficial to replicate the 
study by Strange and colleagues (2003) in order to establish – if possible – the basic retrograde amnesic ef-
fect of negative deviant words. In a second step, one should expand the findings to positive deviant words, 
as there is no report of retrograde effects of positive deviant words in the EOP.

Another possibility to shed more light on emotion-induced memory effects would be turning to pictori-
al stimulus material. The memory effects in these studies have shown to be more robust than in studies us-
ing words (Schlüter et al., 2019) and the experiments by Hurlemann and colleagues (Hurlemann, Hawellek 
et al., 2007; Hurlemann et al., 2005; Hurlemann, Wagner, et al., 2007) have already provided evidence for 
a retrograde hypermnesic effect of positive deviants. Since this effect is of high theoretical interest (as ABC 
theory would predict opposite effects for stimuli preceding positive deviants), a replication attempt seems 
even more important.
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Revisiting emotion-induced effects in the EOP – a replication study

The modulating impact of emotional stimulus material has been the scope of a growing body of publi-
cations (for an overview of EOP studies on memory, see Schlüter et al., 2019). Most EOP experiments on 
memory employ an immediate free recall task that occurs either directly after the serial presentation of 
to-be-remembered stimuli (encoding phase) or after a short distraction task that immediately follows the 
encoding phase (Hurlemann, Hawellek et al., 2007; Hurlemann et al., 2005; Hurlemann, Wagner, et al., 
2007, Knight & Mather, 2009; Strange et al., 2003, 2008). Some of the EOP experiments have also used 
recognition tests, with the recognition phase occurring after a couple of sequences in the same session 
(Clewett et al., 2017; Müller et al., 2009).

The vast majority of these recall/recognition experiments have one general result pattern in common. 
Standard stimuli that have been presented directly before an aversive/negative deviant stimulus are re-
membered less frequently than standard stimuli preceding an emotionally neutral deviant. This emo-
tion-induced effect is known as a retrograde amnesic effect.

Less consistently, but still in a large number of experiments (e. g., Hurlemann et al., 2005; Knight & 
Mather, 2009; Müller et al., 2009), authors reported emotionally induced anterograde amnesic effects (i. e. 
worse recall/recognition of stimuli directly following a negative deviant in comparison with the neutral 
condition).

Both retrograde and anterograde amnesic effects can be explained by the arousal-biased competition 
(ABC) theory (e. g., Mather & Sutherland, 2011). The theory claims that in an environment full of stimuli, 
which compete for access to attentional processing, the most salient stimuli will win the race. However, 
this advantage for more salient events can be biased by arousal, in that it enhances the difference be-
tween more and less salient stimuli. With regard to the EOP, this means that negative deviant stimuli 
attract attention more than neutral deviants do. The stimuli surrounding the deviant directly compete 
with it for cognitive resources. Consequently, the allocation of attentional processes (and finally processes 
more closely related to memory performance) turns out in favor of the negative deviant, leaving fewer 
capacities for the processing of temporally adjacent information. Negative deviants are associated with 
a higher arousal than emotionally neutral deviants. According to ABC theory, in the case of a negative 
(highly arousing) deviant, the attentional processing advantage is even enhanced. Thus, standard stimuli 
preceding and following a negative deviant stimulus are less likely remembered than standard stimuli 
neighboring an emotionally neutral deviant.

While ABC theory can explain a variety of attentional and memory effects (for a review, see Mather & 
Sutherland, 2011), there is one important caveat in regard to emotion-induced memory effects that has 
been somewhat disregarded in the past. One group of researchers showed in three studies that retrograde 
emotion-induced memory effects cannot solely be explained by the arousal level of negative deviant stim-
uli (Hurlemann, Hawellek et al., 2007; Hurlemann et al., 2005; Hurlemann, Wagner, et al., 2007, for an 
overview, see Hurlemann, 2008; Schlüter et al., 2019).

In Experiment 1 of their first study, Hurlemann and colleagues (2005) presented participants with se-
quences of picture/label combinations. Each sequence contained seven standard stimuli (black and white 
drawings with the corresponding verbal label written underneath) and one deviant stimulus (a realistic 
color photograph with the corresponding label). Deviant stimuli differed with regard to emotional va-
lence. In contrast to other related studies, Hurlemann and colleagues did not only employ negative and 
neutral deviant stimuli, but also positive deviants. Importantly, they reported that the positive stimuli 
used as deviants did not differ in terms of emotional arousal from negative deviants. During the presenta-
tion of the sequence, participants were engaged in a classification task. After the encoding stage and a 
short distraction task, participants had to recall freely the verbal labels of the just seen sequence.

Given that the arousal level of the emotional deviants (i. e., negative and positive stimuli) did not differ, 
ABC theory would predict retrograde amnesic effects in both the negative and positive condition. How-
ever, results by Hurlemann and colleagues (2005) showed retrograde hypermnesic, rather than amnesic, 
effects. This means that the presentation of a positive deviant enhanced the recall probability of standard 
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stimuli that had been presented directly before the deviant. However, the usually reported retrograde am-
nesic effects of negative deviants were also found. In addition, anterograde amnesic effects were reported 
for both emotional conditions.

The results of Experiment 1 (Hurlemann et al., 2005) were later replicated in five instances (Hurlemann, 
Hawellek et al., 2007; Hurlemann et al. 2005, Experiments 2 and 3; Hurlemann, Wagner et al., 2007). 
Again, it is important to note that ABC theory cannot explain this valence/arousal interaction for stimuli 
preceding a deviant, leading to better recall in the positive than in the neutral condition and worse recall 
in the negative as compared with the neutral condition.

If emotional arousal (alone) is not the driving factor in EOP studies showing emotion-induced memory 
effects, could emotional valence be the key to understand the influence of emotion on temporally adjacent 
information? Past research has shown that positive events are generally recalled about as well as negative 
events. However, the level of detail in reports of negative events is substantially higher as compared with 
reports of positive events (Kensinger, 2009; Kensinger & Shacter, 2006). This might suggest that positive 
events leave more capacity for the processing of surrounding information (i. e., which is not central to the 
event itself) than negative events. With regard to the EOP in memory research, this evidence might explain 
why there is probably no retrograde amnesic effects in positive deviant trials. However, it cannot explain 
the emergence of hypermnesic effects.

To the best of my knowledge, no study has yet used positive deviants in a classic EOP (i. e., without 
specific instructions affecting ‘goal relevance’ as was done by Sakaki et al., 2014) in order to investigate 
(retrograde) emotion-induced memory effects outside the Hurlemann research group. If the retrograde 
hypermnesic effects using positive deviants are reliable, a theory different from ABC theory or an exten-
sion of ABC theory is needed to explain the results. In addition, further research is necessary to shed light 
on the size of the effect as well as on its limitations.

Given the low number of experiments involving positive deviants in EOPs on memory, one may won-
der why this is the case. First, the selection of positive and negative stimuli that are equated in terms of 
arousal is challenging. If researchers fail to create a very accurate stimulus set with regard to arousal 
and valence (and other factors important for memory like semantic relatedness, length of words, word 
frequency, etc.), these confounds may make it hard to interpret the results as general effects and finally 
publish them. Second, there has been growing concern about publication bias in (psychological) research 
(e. g., Ioannidis et al., 2014). While an increasing number of journals are willing to publish non-significant 
results of methodologically flawless, preregistered studies, this had not been the case in the past. This 
could have led to a substantial number of EOP experiments with positive deviants that has never been 
accessible for the public.

Preregistered replication studies help to increase trust in empirical evidence. They are a tool to either 
verify the existence of effects published in the past or explore the size and the limits of an effect. In the 
present replication attempt, a procedure is used that is as similar as possible to the original study (also 
known as direct replication, Pashler & Harris, 2012). The aim of this experiment is to replicate the major 
findings of Experiment 1 in Hurlemann and colleagues (2005). First, it is expected to find a larger recall 
rate for deviant stimuli than for standard stimuli, irrespective of deviant valence. Second, the recall rate 
of standards directly preceding a deviant should depend on valence, with pre-deviant stimuli in negative 
deviant trials being recalled with a lower probability than pre-deviant stimuli in neutral deviant trials. In 
addition, in positive deviant trials, pre-deviant stimuli should be recalled with a higher probability than 
stimuli preceding neutral deviants. Third, it is hypothesized that stimuli following a deviant in neutral 
deviant trials are recalled with a higher probability than stimuli following both negative and positive devi-
ants. The replication is defined as completely successful if all three hypotheses are confirmed (the prereg-
istration of this study is available at https://osf.io/3wgrm).

https://osf.io/3wgrm
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Method

Participants

Sixty students from the University of Hildesheim took part in the experiment (30 females, 30 males, age 
between 18 and 30 years, M = 23.07, SD = 2.86) in exchange for either partial course credit or monetary re-
muneration (12.50 €). All participants gave written informed consent. The present study was approved by 
the local ethics committee and is in line with the current version of the Declaration of Helsinki approved 
by the World Medical Association in Fortaleza, Brazil (2013).

The original study’s sample size was 24 (12 females, 12 males). As proposed by Simonsohn (2015), 2.5 
more participants were recruited than in the original study. This was done because, first, the original 
study did not provide effect sizes, and second, the effect sizes in the original literature generally tend to be 
inflated (Simonsohn et al., 2014). Thus, for a replication attempt, a substantially larger sample size than in 
the original study is needed to detect an effect.

Stimuli

Pictorial stimuli with verbal labels were used. All verbal labels were German nouns (number of syllables 
between one and three). Standard pictures were 252 black-and- white drawings (Snodgrass  & Vander-
wart, 1980). For deviant picture selection, I first created a set of 75 pictures taken from the International 
Affective Picture System (IAPS; Lang et al., 1999) and two stimuli from the Internet. In a pre-study (N = 12 
volunteers), ratings were obtained on the valence (1 = very negative through 9 = very positive), the arousal (1 = 
not arousing at all through 9 = extremely arousing), and the fit of verbal label and picture (1 = very poor through 
9 = very good) for each stimulus.

Based on the ratings, a final set of 36 deviant stimuli was created (for an overview of valence and arous-
al, see Figure C1 in the appendix), including 35 IAPS pictures and one picture from the internet (i. e., a 
photograph of a staircase). The mean deviant picture ratings (see Tables 2a and 2b) were sent to three 
one-factorial ANOVAs. Post-hoc comparisons indicated that mean valence was different between all de-
viant types (all p’s < .001). Arousal ratings were significantly lower in neutral stimuli than in both negative 
and positive stimuli (negative and positive vs. neutral: p’s < .001; negative vs positive: p = .557), there was 
no significant difference in arousal between negative and positive stimuli. The ANOVA with semantic fit 
as a dependent variable yielded no significant differences. Thus, semantic fit was equally good (close to 8 
from 9) in all three types of deviants.

The final 36 deviants were assigned to match one of 18 semantic categories (e. g. traffic). Thirty-six pseu-
do-random sequences with eight stimuli each were created (see Table C1 in the appendix for a list of cat-
egories and labels).

Table 2a: Mean deviant picture ratings of the pre-study (SD)

Deviant Type (n) Valence Arousal Semantic Fit

Positive (12) 7.14 (.40) 5.35 (1.06) 7.97 (.64)

Neutral (12) 5.22 (.96) 3.04 (.72) 8.03 (.46)

Negative (12) 2.30 (.86) 5.96 (1.40) 7.76 (.44)
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Table 2b: Mean deviant picture ratings (SD) as reported by Hurlemann et al. (2005)

Deviant Type (n) Valence Arousal Semantic Fit

Positive (12) 7.92 (.79) 5.08 (.52) across all types: 
M = 8.44 

(range = 8–9)
Neutral (12) 5.25 (.75) 2.92 (.67)

Negative (12) 2.33 (.49) 5.33 (.65)

Procedure

Participants were tested in a dimly-lit room. Up to three participants took part in the experiment simul-
taneously. Work places were divided by heavy black curtains. All participants wore headphones in order 
to reduce potential noise level. Stimuli were presented electronically using the E-Prime 2.0 software (Psy-
chology Software Tools, 2012) on a 16″ CRT screen.

An emotional oddball paradigm (EOP) was employed, in which eight stimuli were presented one at a 
time. Seven stimuli of a sequence were standards, with one deviant being presented either at position 3, 
4, 5, or 6. The first two and the last two positions were non-deviant positions in order to lower influences 
of primacy and recency effects on deviant recall probability. In each of the sequences, the same semantic 
category was never presented twice. This ensured that semantic links between stimuli were rather weak.

Each list began with the words ‘Neue Liste’ (German for ‘new list’; duration = 2000 ms). Each picture/
label combination was presented centrally for 2000  ms, with a blank screen between two stimuli (in-
ter-stimulus interval = 3000 ms). During the presentation of each stimulus, participants had to press one 
of two response buttons as quickly as possible. They were instructed to decide whether the given stimulus 
was rather ‘artificial’ or rather ‘natural’ (classification task).

After the presentation of eight stimuli, a three-digit number appeared on the screen. Participants were 
instructed to silently count down from this number in steps of seven. The aim of this arithmetic distrac-
tion task was to prevent recency effects in free recall.

After 30 seconds, the free recall phase began. ‘Bitte erinnern’ (‘Please remember’) was presented on top 
of the screen, while participants wrote down all the verbal labels they could remember from the encod-
ing phase. Participants used the keyboard and saw their responses in the center of the screen. After an-
other 30 seconds, the recall phase ended and a new trial began (for an example of an experimental trial, 
see Figure 11). The experiment consisted of three blocks of twelve trials. Between the blocks, there were 
three-minute breaks.

Differences between the Original and the Replication Study

The exact same materials of the study by Hurlemann et al. (2005) were not available for the replication 
attempt. However, deviant stimuli were chosen carefully. The selected stimuli did have the desired proper-
ties with regard to valence, arousal, and semantic fit between label and picture, as confirmed by a pretest. 
Negative, neutral, and positive stimuli all differed significantly from each other in terms of valence, while 
the emotional stimuli yielded higher ratings of arousal than neutral stimuli (negative and positive pictures 
do not differ from each other). The exact same pattern and very similar means and standard deviations 
are reported in the original study (see see Tables 2a and 2b). Standard stimuli were taken from the same 
database as in the original study (Snodgrass & Vanderwart, 1980). This database includes 260 black-and-
white drawings of objects. 252 stimuli were needed for this study. Thus, there was a substantial overlap of 
the standards used in the replication with those used in the original study.

One difference concerns the creation of sequences. In contrast to the original study, in which each cat-
egory included two deviants and 14 standard stimuli, there were categories in this replication without 
deviants, while other categories included more than two deviant stimuli. It is not expected to have an 
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impact on the results since sequences were drawn such that only stimuli of different categories appeared 
in the final sequences. In addition, the categories had only been created in order to acquire sequences with 
clearly unrelated stimuli. As this was still guaranteed, it is unlikely that the slight imbalance in deviant 
stimuli numbers between the semantic categories affected results in any way.

None of the minor differences listed above are expected to alter the direction of the predicted effects. 
The size of the effects is also unlikely to be influenced by any of the minor differences listed between the 
original study and our replication.

However, one potential influence on the size of the effect could be that it was not controlled for human 
presence in the stimuli. It could be that this makes deviant pictures that do not involve humans less likely 
to be recalled. While this could influence deviant/overall recall rates, the expected pattern of results or the 
expected size of differences based on deviant valence should not be affected. For more detailed informa-
tion on (potential) differences between original and replication study, please see the preregistration on the 
Open Science Framework website (OSF; https://osf.io/3wgrm).

Figure 11: Trial example

Note. One trial could include either a positive, or a neutral, or a negative deviant stimulus at either list position 3, 4, 
5, or 6. Three-digit numbers at encoding stage: Snodgrass & Vanderwart (1980) pictures, four-digit numbers: IAPS 
pictures (Lang et al., 1999). Abbreviations: PT = presentation time, SOA = stimulus-onset asynchrony.

Statistical analyses

Aggregated recall performances are used for each participant. Data of all participants whose performance 
at encoding is above chance level and whose individual performance across all types of stimuli is within 
three times the standard deviation of the grand mean across participants enter the analyses. A dependent 
t-test will be conducted in order to compare the recall rate for deviants with the recall rate for standard 
stimuli. In addition, a 3 (Deviant condition: positive, neutral, negative) x 3 (Position: stimulus preceding 

https://osf.io/3wgrm
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the deviant, deviant, stimulus following the deviant) repeated measures ANOVA will be performed that al-
lows for direct comparisons of recall for the positions of interest in neutral trials and negative and positive 
trials. Bonferroni corrected post-hoc tests will be used to identify significant differences within a factor as 
well as to break down a possible interaction between the factors.

Results

One participant did not press a button in more than 50 percent of the cases. Thus, data of the remaining 
59 participants were analyzed (29 females, 30 males, age between 18 and 30 years, M= 23.05, SD = 2.89).6 
The following analyses are preregistered. Additional exploratory analyses are not included in the prereg-
istration.

Recall performance (preregistered analyses)

The mean percentage (%) of overall recall in this study was at 60.10 (SD = 16.85). Mean recall of standards 
(i. e., all non-deviant stimuli) was at 57.14 (SD = 18.19), while deviant stimuli were recalled significantly 
better (M = 80.84, SD = 12.46), t(58) = -11.977, p < .001 (for a direct comparison of descriptive data between 
the original and the replication study, see Table 3). While this effect is sometimes called the von-Restorff 
effect (e. g., Hurlemann et al., 2005), it will be referred to this recall advantage for deviant stimuli as the 
oddball effect (see e. g., Schlüter et al., 2019).

A 3 (Condition: positive, neutral, negative) x 3 (Position: stimulus preceding the deviant, deviant, stim-
ulus following the deviant) repeated measures ANOVA yielded a significant main effect of Position, Green-
house-Geisser corrected F(1.793, 104.019) = 114.741, p < .001, η2

p = .664. Bonferroni corrected post-hoc tests 
revealed that deviant stimuli (M = 80.84, SD = 12.46) led to a higher recall rate than standards preceding 
(M = 56.64, SD = 19.45), p < .001, and following a deviant (M = 50.94, SD = 18.98), p < .001. Stimuli preceding 
and following a deviant did also differ, p = .005. Moreover, a significant interaction between Condition 
and Position was observed, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected F(3.524,204,375) = 14.647, p < .001, η2

p = .202. 
Bonferroni corrected post-hoc test revealed simple effects of Condition on a deviant as well as stimuli 
preceding a deviant, but not following a deviant.

Recall for stimuli preceding a negative deviant (M = 51.69, SD = 23.25) was lower than recall of both stim-
uli preceding neutral deviants (M = 59.60, SD = 19.99), p = .005, and stimuli preceding positive deviants 
(M = 58.62, SD = 22.26), p = .010. Recall performance for stimuli preceding neutral deviants and for stimuli 
preceding positive deviants did not differ, p > .999.

Neutral deviants (M  =  72.46, SD  =  19.47) were recalled worse than both positive deviants (M  =  83.19, 
SD = 11.21), p < .001, and negative deviants (M = 86.86, SD = 14.12), p < .001. Recall performance for deviants 
did not differ between the negative and the positive condition, p = .087.

An additional 3 (Block: 1, 2, 3) x 3 (Condition: positive, neutral, negative) x 3 (Position: stimulus preced-
ing the deviant, deviant, stimulus following the deviant) repeated measures ANOVA did not reveal a sig-
nificant three-fold interaction, F(8,464) = .945, p = .479, η2

p = .016. Thus, memory performances remained 
unchanged throughout the experiment.

In summary, oddball effects were replicated for all types of deviants (i. e., higher recall for deviants as 
compared with standard stimuli). Unlike in the original study, significant differences of deviant recall 
between the neutral and the emotional conditions were found, with neutral deviants recalled worse than 
negative and positive deviants.

6 Note that mean age of participants in the original study was 24.6 years (SD = 1.9 years).
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Table 3: Comparison of descriptive recall data between original study and replication study

Hurlemann et al. (2005, Exp. 1) Replication study

Absolute values 
M (SD)

Relative 
to neutral 
condition

Absolute values 
M (SD)

Relative 
to neutral 
condition

Deviant 95.37 (6.84) 80.84 (16.85)

Positive 83.19 (11.21) +10.55

Neutral 72.46 (19.47)

Negative 86.86 (14.12) +14.40

Standard 57.59 (10.09) 57.14 (18.19)

Positive 58.13 (19.00) +.81

Neutral 57.32 (18.71)

Negative 55.97 (18.32) -1.35

Deviant-1 56.64 (19.45)

Positive +12.85 58.62 (22.26) -.98

Neutral 59.60 (19.99)

Negative –11.46 51.69 (23.25) –7.91

Deviant+1 50.94 (19.98)

Positive –9.38 50.71 (23.64) -1.55

Neutral 52.26 (22.89)

Negative –11.81 49.86 (21.08) –2.40

Note. Values represent mean recall in percentage correct. Hurlemann et al. (2005) reported absolute values only for 
deviants and standards, collapsed across conditions (deviant-1 = stimuli preceding a deviant, deviant+1 = stimuli fol-
lowing a deviant).
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Figure 12: Recall probability
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Figure 12 
Recall probability 

 
Note. Compares the results of the original study (Hurlemann et al., 2005, Experiment 

1) and the present replication1. Error bars indicate SEM. Abbreviations: Pos = 

positive deviant, Neu = neutral deviant, Neg = negative deviant, -1 = stimulus 

preceding a deviant, +1 = stimulus following a deviant 

  

                                                 

1 Please note that Hurlemann and colleagues (2005) did not report absolute values for the 
recall probability at the positions of interest. Thus, data were inferred from a figure of the original 
study. 
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Note. Compares the results of the original study (Hurlemann et al., 2005, Experiment 1) and the present replication.7 
Error bars indicate SEM. Abbreviations: Pos = positive deviant, Neu = neutral deviant, Neg = negative deviant, -1 = 
stimulus preceding a deviant, +1 = stimulus following a deviant

Importantly, between the conditions, differences in recall of stimuli neighboring a deviant were only found 
for stimuli preceding a deviant. More specifically, there was a lower recall probability for stimuli preceding 
negative deviants as compared with stimuli preceding neutral deviants (i. e., retrograde amnesic effect). 
No such difference was found when comparing stimuli preceding positive deviants and stimuli preceding 
neutral deviants. Moreover, analyses yielded no anterograde emotion-induced memory effects. Thus, only 
a small proportion of the effects found in the original study could be replicated (for a comparison of recall 
probabilities between the original study and this replication study, see Figure 12).

Recall performance (exploratory analyses)

Follow-up analyses were performed to further break down the pattern of results. In the original study 
(Hurlemann et al., 2005), authors found no significant influence of participants’ sex. However, using an 
EOP with words, Strange et al. (2003) detected effects of sex in two of their experiment, with women 
showing stronger retrograde amnesic effects in negative deviant trials than men.

Sex

A 2 (Sex: female, male) x 3 (Condition: positive, neutral, negative) x 3 (Position: stimulus preceding a devi-
ant, deviant, stimulus following a deviant) mixed ANOVA was performed. This analysis revealed a main ef-
fect of Sex, F(1,57) = 10.006, p = .003, η2

p = .149. Women’s recall performance for the stimuli at the positions 
of interest (M = 68.65, SD = 14.00) was generally better than that of men (M = 57.16, SD = 13.69). However, 
none of the two-way and three-way interactions with Sex were significant, p’s ≥ .165.

Thus, recall in female participants was higher than recall in males on the respective positions of interest. 
Thus, while finding influences of sex in this study, retrograde (amnesic) effects were not stronger in female 
than in male participants (for an overview of recall in females and males, see Table C2 in the appendix).

7 Please note that Hurlemann and colleagues (2005) did not report absolute values for the recall probability at the 
positions of interest. Thus, data were inferred from a figure of the original study.
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Deviant recall

One concern about the results reported above is the difference in recall for neutral deviants as compared 
with emotional deviants. In order to examine the nature of these recall differences, a regression analysis 
was performed with recall probability of a deviant stimulus as the criterion (as measured in the actual 
study) and deviant arousal as well as deviant valence and the semantic fit of deviant picture and caption 
as the predictor variables (as measured in the pre-study). It was hypothesized that recall is dependent on 
deviant arousal, but not on deviant valence, or semantic fit.

A stepwise regression (backward method) was conducted. The most economic model, which only in-
cluded arousal as a predictor, significantly predicted recall probability, F(1,34)  =  9.334, p  =  .004. Thus, 
arousal alone was sufficient to predict recall probability of deviants (R2 = .215). An increased arousal rat-
ing by one unit resulted in an increase of recall probability by 3.23 percentage points (β = .464). Both the 
valence rating (β = -.052, p = .750) and the rating of semantic fit (β = -.199, p = .211) did not significantly 
predict recall probability.

Discussion

Summing up, the replication of the original findings by Hurlemann and colleagues (2005; Experiment 1) 
was only partly successful. Unsurprisingly, the finding was replicated that deviants were better recalled 
than standard stimuli.

However, in contrast to the original publication, the magnitude of the oddball effect differed as a func-
tion of deviant valence (or better: deviant arousal) in the replication attempt. Negative and positive devi-
ants were recalled better than neutral deviants, while the emotional deviants’ recall did not differ. The av-
erage deviant recall was also lower than in the original study, in which Hurlemann and colleagues reported 
ceiling effects for all types of deviants.

A finding successfully replicated was a lower recall probability for stimuli presented directly before a 
negative deviant. This finding has been reported in several EOP experiments on memory by now, includ-
ing experiments that used recall tasks (e. g., Knight & Mather, 2009) and recognition tasks (Müller et al., 
2009). This is in line with ABC theory that states that arousal can amplify differences in salience between 
stimuli that compete for attentional resources (Mather & Sutherland, 2011). Thus, in the case of negative 
(highly arousing) deviants, one would expect a lower recall probability of stimuli preceding these deviants 
either because of a less efficient encoding process for these stimuli or an inhibition of activation at the 
recall stage.

Crucially, I did not find an effect of positive deviants on the recall performance for neutral standard 
stimuli directly preceding the deviant. This in contrast to the original study by Hurlemann and colleagues 
(2005), who found an increased recall probability for stimuli preceding a positive deviant (i. e., retrograde 
hypermnesia). However, in this replication study, the recall probability for stimuli preceding neutral devi-
ants and those preceding positive deviants was almost identical.

While this finding differs from the original study, it is also not in line with ABC theory. As this theo-
ry assumes that deviant arousal is the driving factor in the modulation of recall performance of stimuli 
preceding a deviant, one would expect – just like in the case of negative deviants – a lower recall proba-
bility for stimuli preceding positive deviants. The results of this replication study, however, only indicate 
a slightly lower recall for stimuli preceding positive deviants as compared with stimuli preceding neutral 
deviants, a difference that is not statistically significant.

Turning to stimuli following the deviants, in the replication study, there were no significant differ-
ences between the conditions. While recall of standard stimuli following positive and negative deviants 
was numerically lower than recall of standards following neutral deviants, these differences were not sig-
nificant. In contrast to these results, the authors of the original study reported significantly lower recall 
performances for the emotional conditions as compared with the neutral condition (Hurlemann et al., 
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2005). Generally, however, there is a mixed pattern of results with regard to anterograde amnesic effects 
(Schlüter et al., 2019). While some researchers reported significant effects, others did not. Thus, emo-
tion-induced anterograde effects are apparently less robust than retrograde effects. Further research is 
needed to get a clearer picture of the (experimental) conditions that are necessary to evoke robust anter-
ograde memory effects.

Additional exploratory analyses revealed that females performed better at the memory task than males, 
but there was no effect of sex on emotion-induced memory effects. Strange et al. (2003) found differences 
in retrograde memory effects between the sexes. In their study, females showed a retrograde amnesic 
effect of negative deviants that was about twice as large as men’s was. However, Hurlemann et al. (2005; 
Experiment 1) did not discover differences in recall rates between females and males.

Given the few differences between the orginal study and this replication attempt, what is the reason 
for the failure to replicate large proportions of the original effects? Since the replications was rigorously 
planned and executed, one can be confident that these differences are not due to differences in the exper-
imental design. However, it is important to emphasize that there was not enough information available 
about the procedure of the original study (Hurlemann et al., 2005; Experiment 1) in order to claim to have 
conducted a replication study that followed exactly the original protocol.

These (potential) differences between the original and the replication study were pointed out earlier 
(see the above subsection ‘Differences between the Original and the Replication Study’). The most obvious 
reason of some of the differences is that I had no access to the original stimulus material. Thus, it is likely 
that other picture/label pairs had been selected from the IAPS for the original study as compared to our 
stimuli. The second possibility of a major difference lies in the way recall was tested. It was not stated in 
the original study how responses were collected in the original study. Therefore, it is possible that partic-
ipants in the original study gave their responses orally, while in the replication study, participants wrote 
down their responses by the use of a keyboard. This difference bore the risk that responding took longer 
in the present study and that participants could not recall enough information within the time limit. This 
being said, it is still unlikely that results (especially the expected emotion-induced effects) were affected 
by the time limit in a significant manner, as overall recall was almost identical between the original and 
the replication study.

Another minor difference is that the positive deviants used in the replication study were rated as slight-
ly more positive than the positive deviants used in the original study. This could influence the size of the 
predicted effects. As mentioned above, the semantic fit of picture/label combinations was rated at seven 
or above on a 9-point Likert scale, while the original study included only combinations with eight or above. 
While this could influence overall recall rates, it is not predicted to influence the pattern or size of predict-
ed effects. Summing up, the stimulus material employed in this study should be very similar to that of the 
original study and should therefore lead to similar memory effects.

While, in the original study, participants underwent a neuropsychology screening (that was presum-
ably mainly done to ensure that the medication delivered in Experiment 2 of the study was processed as 
intended), it was refrained from this in the present study as it was unlikely that severe neuropsychological 
impairments would affect the results in the student sample. Overall recall was free of outliers. Thus, one 
can be confident that results were not biased by single neurologically impaired participants.

With all these differences between the original study and the replication study in mind, it still is im-
plausible that these differences selectively affected only recall performances for stimuli directly preceding 
positive deviants. This non-significant retrograde memory effect of positive deviants is the most striking 
finding. It is also relevant for theorising as it does not support the notion of a retrograde enhancement in 
the case of positive deviants.

Importantly, this enhancement (in the standard EOP setting, without specific instructions with regard 
to priorization of certain stimuli; e. g., Sakaki et al., 2014) has only been reported by Hurlemann and col-
leagues (Hurlemann, Hawellek et al., 2007; Hurlemann et al., 2005; Hurlemann, Wagner et al., 2007). To 
the best of my knowledge there have been no reports of retrograde hypermnesia through the presentation 
of positive deviants outside this research group. The lack of EOP studies investigating emotion-induced 
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memory effects using positive deviants may also indicate that this kind of stimuli does not robustly affect 
recall of stimuli directly preceding the deviants.

As mentioned earlier, the non-significant difference between the recall of standards preceding posi-
tive and those preceding neutral deviants is also relevant in the light of ABC theory. While findings with 
negative deviants in the standard EOP nicely fit with ABC theory, the arousal hypothesis has never been 
explicitly tested with positive deviants. Since positive deviants in the present replication study have been 
carefully chosen to be as arousing as negative deviants, ABC theory would predict retrograde impair-
ments for the recall of standards preceding positive deviants that are about equally strong as for standards 
preceding negative deviants. This is not the case in the present investigation. It might raise doubt about 
the assumption that the arousal level is the (only) cause for emotion-induced memory effects in the EOP.

The lack of retrograde amnesic effects in the case of positive deviants could be explained based on find-
ings indicating worse memory performances for information surrounding negative as compared with 
positive events (e. g., Kensinger, 2009). From this point of view, the capacity for processing stimuli pre-
sented before positive deviants could be more or less equal to the capacity for processing stimuli preceding 
neutral deviants, resulting in similar recall performances for these kinds of stimuli. Presumably, as neg-
ative deviants might have been encoded in a more detailed way than positive and neutral deviants, there 
were less capacities available for the processing of standard stimuli presented directly before the deviant 
as compared with the neutral and the positive condition. Thus, if negative deviants were in fact assigned 
more cognitive resources to than positive deviants, this might also explain the better recall performance 
for negative as compared with positive deviants in this experiment. However, more research is required in 
order to confirm these assumptions.

As the analyses showed that recall rates between all types of deviants differed in the replication study, 
it was further investigated whether the levels of arousal, valence, or semantic relatedness of picture and 
label influenced recall likelihood the most. It was found that arousal alone was sufficient to predict wheth-
er a deviant would be recalled or not. However, it remains unclear why deviant recall in the replication 
attempt is not at ceiling, as it is in the original study.

It is needed to address, though, that deviant picture/label combinations of the positive and negative 
conditions were chosen to induce the same level of arousal based on the picture ratings in the pre-study. 
However, the labels themselves were not rated in terms of emotional arousal and were, thus, potentially 
not equally high in arousal between the conditions. As it was actually not necessary to attend to the pic-
tures in order to recall the stimulus labels correctly, it is possible that a difference in arousal of the stimulus 
labels influenced the results in a way that would not be predicted by ABC theory if only picture arousal is 
taken into account. Please note that this potential confound might also have influenced the results of the 
original study as well as other experiments on emotion-induced memory effects (Hurlemann, Hawellek et 
al., 2007; Hurlemann et al., 2005; Hurlemann, Wagner et al., 2007).

Replication studies are a necessary tool for the validation of effects, but rely on open and comprehensive 
reports of procedures and data of the original studies. The case of the Hurlemann et al. (2005) study is an 
example of improvable scientific communication that restrains (exact) replications from being conducted.

In accordance with standard practice at the time, the experiment by Hurlemann et al. (2005; Exper-
iment 1) was not preregistered. The datasets, which the results are based on, are not openly accessible. 
Upon request, the first author was not able to provide the requested details, neither with regard to (raw) 
data nor with regard to the missing information on the procedure.

Future Directions

The results of the present study show that – using a sample size that is 2.5 times larger than in the original 
study – retrograde amnesic effects of negative deviants are a replicable finding. However, there was no 
evidence for a modulation of recall performance for standards preceding positive deviants in either way 
(i. e., neither retrograde amnesic effect nor hypermnesic effect). This replication study is preregistered 
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and data are openly accessible at the OSF homepage (https://osf.io/drshd/). Maximizing transparency is 
required for designing highly informative (replication) studies. Thus, future studies may build up on this 
replication attempt. It is necessary to further investigate the circumstances under which highly arousing 
deviant stimuli lead to retrograde (and anterograde) memory effects. Especially the influence of positive 
emotion has been somewhat disregarded in past EOP studies and needs to be addressed further.

https://osf.io/drshd/
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Can reports of negative results be beneficial to research 
(on emotion-induced memory effects)?

The results of Experiments 1 through 4 are not supportive of previously reported emotion-induced effects 
in the EOP. These experiments were designed to close a research gap by including only words, allowing 
for a comparison between the effects of negative, neutral, and positive deviants on surrounding standard 
stimuli. However, clear oddball effects only occurred in two of these experiments (Experiments 3 and 4). 
In addition, I found no significant retrograde or anterograde emotion-induced memory effects (except 
for an anterograde amnesic effect in Experiment 4), which is in contrast to the published studies on the 
matter.

As emotion-induced memory effects in EOPs with words generally tend to be less pronounced, a rep-
lication study was conducted in order to investigate emotion-induced effects in an experiment with pic-
ture/label combinations instead of words. In addition, this study followed the original procedure as closely 
as possible. Thus, even if the emotion-induced memory effects were strongly task-specific, they should 
have been observed in the replication. As stated above, the replication attempt was only partly successful 
regarding retrograde and anterograde emotion-induced memory effects.

Taken together, the results of many of my experiments were null-effects with regard to retrograde and, 
in part, anterograde emotion-induced memory effects in the EOP. However, can we still learn anything 
from the above reported investigations?

I have already discussed the differences in the specific experimental details of the above reported exper-
iments to the original literature that may be responsible for the lack of emotion-induced memory effects 
on stimuli neighboring deviant stimuli. Beside these differences, there are issues that affect the outcomes 
of replication studies in general.1

Replication is a core principle of science to reproduce effects in order to verify empirical findings. How-
ever, performing a replication study has been an unpopular task, as it used to be largely unrewarded by the 
scientific system (Yong, 2012). Recent investigations have shown that a lack of reproducibility is a severe 
problem in many disciplines, including medicine (Begley & Ellis, 2012), economics (Ioannidis et al., 2017), 
and psychology (e. g., Ulrich et al., 2016).

Replication crisis in psychological science

Psychological science is particularly affected by what is known as ‘replication crisis’ (for a review of meth-
odological, systemic, and philosophical issues leading to the crisis, see Wiggins & Christopherson, 2019). 
A large replication study that attracted much attention was conducted by the Open Science Collaboration 
(2015), in which 100 experimental and correlational studies of different fields of psychology were rerun. 
Only 36 % of the replication studies yielded statistically significant results. Replication effect sizes were 
only half as large as those reported in the original literature.

There are several aspects of (psychological) science that have contributed to the problem of low repro-
ducibility of empirical findings. First, questionable research practices that may have been applied rou-
tinely (either consciously or unconsciously) affect the validity of empirical findings. Anonymous question-
naire-based surveys show that many scientists have used at least one questionable research practice in 
their careers (Fiedler & Schwarz, 2016).

In a study by John et al. (2012), 78 % of the participating scientists admitted to have at least ones failed to 
report all of a study’s dependent measures. Self-admission rates were also high for practices like collecting 

1 Please note that even Experiments 1 through 4 can be considered replication studies in a broad sense. While in 
these experiments the procedure of an orginal study was not copied, they may still count as conceptual replica-
tions with regard to investigations of retrograde and anterograde memory effects in emotional deviant trials.
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more data after checking whether results were significant (72 %) and for selectively reporting studies that 
support the hypotheses (67 %).

Second, the scientific system as a whole contributes to the replication crisis in psychology. Selective re-
porting of data and conditions and even hiding the results of whole experiments leads to a biased picture 
of nun-null effects (also known as publication bias; e. g., Francis, 2012; Ioannidis, 2014; Sterling, 1959). 
This tendency towards false-positive results has long been supported by false incentives in the scientific 
system. For decades, the mere number of publications in (high-ranking) scientific journals has been an 
important criterion for a successful scientific career. Unfortunately, scientific journals have long preferred 
to publish studies that deliver not only significant effects, but also results that are novel and – even ‘bet-
ter’ – counterintuitive and surprising, which has aggravated the reproducibility issue (Yong, 2012).

Psychology research has one of the highest rates of positive results in comparison with other areas of 
research. Fanelli (2012) found that on average 92 % of all published psychology/psychiatry studies con-
firm the respective hypotheses. In addition, the preference of significant over non-significant results has 
rewarded other questionable research practices, like p-hacking, that affect statistical analyses (Fiedler & 
Schwarz, 2016; Simmons et al., 2011).

Third, underpowered studies are a problem for the validity of empirical findings. Many studies lack the 
sufficient statistical power to detect small- to medium-sized effects (e. g., Button et al., 2013; Simonsohn, 
2015). While it is harder to detect true effects with a small sample, those underpowered experiments that, 
by chance, reveal significant results have a higher likelihood to report inflated effect sizes. This is not only 
a genuine problem of the original studies. Researchers trying to replicate a finding need to be aware of the 
high possibility of inflated effect sizes and consequently choose much larger sample sizes than in the orig-
inal study (Simonsohn, 2015). However, even if an original experiment used a perfect design (and meas-
ured a true effect size), the likelihood of getting a successful replication is only 50 %, if the same sample 
size is used in the replication study (Button et al., 2015).

While all of these findings and issues around replicability in psychology paint a dark picture, there is 
light at the end of the tunnel after all. The scientific community has now largely acknowledged the prob-
lem. Moreover, strategies are increasingly embraced that aim at reducing the likelihood of false-positive 
findings and at increasing transparency regarding data acquisition, processing, and analyses (see, e. g., 
Abele-Brehm et al., 2019; Schönbrodt, 2019; Schönbrodt et al., 2017).

Transparency is a key element of reliable research

Open science initiatives offer ways out of intransparent research. Platforms like the Open Science Frame-
work (OSF) enable researchers to securely store and share data and analysis plans with the scientific com-
munity. These platforms may also enhance visibility of (unpublished) null-effects that are necessary to 
gauge the real importance of a given effect in psychological science. In addition, public preregistrations on 
a platform like the OSF may contribute to decrease the amount of questionable research practices.

Progress has been made on the side of scientific journals as well. Many journals have promoted open 
access to literature in return of a fee paid by the author. Additionally, a variety of pure open access journals 
have developed in recent years (e. g., PsychOpen initiative, https://www.psychopen.eu). Other journals 
now provide the opportunity for registered reports. These reports usually include a detailed description of 
the study, its hypotheses, and the planned statistical analyses (e. g., Chambers et al., 2014). Journals may 
decide about the acceptance of a submission based on scientific criteria like significance of the research 
question, plausibility of the proposed hypotheses, and soundness of the reported methods and statistical 
designs – thus, independent of whether the results confirm the apriori hypotheses.

The impact of all of these means, however, largely depends on the willingness of individual scientists to 
conduct research in an increasingly transparent way. In the line of research that deals with emotion-in-
duced memory effects in the EOP, open science could be crucial for learning more about the effects that 
were reported in the past. Are emotional deviants able to cause retrograde and anterograde amnesic ef-

https://www.psychopen.eu
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fects? Is emotional arousal the base of these effects (as proposed by ABC theory; Mather & Sutherland, 
2011)? Are there valent-dependent mechanisms that decrease the possibility to remember items presented 
directly before a negative deviant, but increase the chance to remember items preceding a positive deviant 
(e. g., Hurlemann et al., 2005)? And, in the case of mixed results, what are the (experimental) boundaries, 
in which these effects may reliably occur?

With the results of the above reported experiments on emotion-induced memory effects in mind, I 
believe that these questions have not been finally answered. More research is needed to achieve a better 
understanding of emotion-induced memory effects in the EOP.

Importantly, null-effects and unsuccessful replications need to be made as visible as positive results. If 
this is the case, results (on emotion-induced memory effects in the EOP) that do not support the apriori 
formulated hypotheses may substantially contribute to a holistic view of effects and their true effect sizes.
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Table A1: List of identified EOP literature (sorted by standard valence and name)

# Study # Exp. Modality Stimuli
Valence 
standard Valence Deviant

discrete 
emotions N/groups Task(s) Measures

Investigated 
Modulators

1
Bayer, Sommer, & 
Schacht (2012)

1 visual words neutral

negative (high 
arousal), negative 
(low), neutral (high), 
neutral (low), 
positive (high), 
positive (low)

no 29 lexical decision

EEG (ERP 
time 
segments: 
100–130,  
190–260, 
280–380, 
420–630 ms), 
behavior

valence vs. arousal

2 Briggs & Martin (2009) 1 visual pictures neutral

negative (high 
arousal), negative 
(low), sexual (high), 
sexual (low), neutral 
(high), neutral (low), 
positive (high), 
positive (low)

no 34

passive; after 
presentation: 
categorization of 
all stimuli

EEG (P3b)
valence, arousal, 
motivational 
relevance

3
Bunzeck & Düzel 
(2006)

1 visual
faces, 
pictures

neutral neutral, negative no 14
non-emotional 
target detection

fMRI, 
behavior

novelty vs. other 
forms of stimulus 
salience

4

Campanella, 
Bourguignon, 
Peigneux, Metens, 
Nouali, Goldman, 
Verbanck, & De Tiège 
(2013)

1 visual faces neutral
neutral, happy, 
fearful

yes 18 (female)
emotional 
deviant detection

combined 
fMRI/EEG 
(P300), 
behavior

facial expressions 
processing
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# Study # Exp. Modality Stimuli
Valence 
standard Valence Deviant

discrete 
emotions N/groups Task(s) Measures

Investigated 
Modulators

5

Campanella, Bruyer, 
Froidbise, Rossignol, 
Joassin, Kornreich, 
Noël, & Verbanck 
(2010)

1
visual/
auditory

faces, 
voices

neutral happy, sad yes

30: healthy 
controls (15) 
vs. students 

with a tendency 
towards 
anxiety/

depression (15)

emotional 
deviant detection

EEG (P3b)
anxiety/depression 
tendency

6

Campanella, Falbo, 
Rossignol, Grynberg, 
Balconi, Verbanck, & 
Maurage (2012)

1 visual faces neutral
neutral, fearful, 
happy

yes
30: men (15) vs. 

women (15)
emotional 
deviant detection

EEG (N2, P3b), 
behavior

gender (controlled 
for alexithymia and 
depression)

7

Campanella, 
Montedoro, Streel, 
Verbanck, & Rosier 
(2006)

1 visual faces neutral
fearful, happy, sad, 
neutral

yes

21: healthy 
controls (7) vs. 
schizo-phrenia 

high (7) vs. 
schizo-phrenia 

low (7)

emotional 
deviant detection

EEG (P100, 
N170, P300, 
N400)

schizophrenia

8

Campanella, 
Rossignol, Mejias, 
Joassin, Maurage, 
Debatisse, Bruyer, 
Crommelinck, & 
Guérit (2004)

1 visual faces neutral fearful, happy yes
20: men (10) vs. 

women (10)
emotional 
deviant detection

EEG (N2b, 
P3b), behavior

gender (matched 
for depression and 
anxiety)

9
Campanella, 
Vanhoolandt, & 
Philippot (2005)

1 visual faces neutral fearful, sad, happy yes

20: low tendency 
towards 

psychopathy 
(10) vs. high 

tendency (10); 
all male

emotional 
deviant detection

EEG (N2b, 
P3a, P3b, 
N300), 
behavior

psychopathy 
tendencies 
(matched for 
depression and 
anxiety)
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# Study # Exp. Modality Stimuli
Valence 
standard Valence Deviant

discrete 
emotions N/groups Task(s) Measures

Investigated 
Modulators

10

Carretié, Hinojosa, 
Martín-Loeches, 
Mercado, & Tapia 
(2004)

1 visual pictures neutral
positive, negative, 
neutral

no 37
silent counting of 
non-emotional 
targets

EEG (P1, P2, 
N2)

negativity bias

11
Chai, Chen, Zhu, 
Xu, Lou, Yang, He, & 
Wang (2012)

1 visual
faces, 
pictures

neutral
angry, happy, sad, 
neutral

yes 36
emotional 
deviant detection

EEG (N1,
P2, N2, P3a, 
P3b), behavior

trait psychopathy

12
De Bellis & Hooper 
(2012)

1 visual faces neutral sad, neutral yes

16: healthy 
adolescents (11) 
vs. maltreated 
adolescents (5)

target detection
fMRI, 
behavior

history of 
maltreatment in 
childhood

13

Delle-Vigne, 
Kornreich, 
Verbanck, & 
Campanella (2014)

1
visual/
auditory

1. cond.: 
faces, 
voices

1. condition: 
neutral

1. condition: sad yes

50: alexithymia 
low (25) vs. 
alexithymia 

high (25)

emotional 
deviant detection

EEG (P100, 
N100, P300), 
behavior

alexithymia

14
Delplanque, Lavoie, 
Hot, Silvert, & 
Sequeira (2004)

1 visual pictures neutral
positive, negative, 
neutral

no 12
emotional 
deviant detection

EEG (P1, P2, 
P3a, P3b), 
behavior

valence

15
Delplanque, Silvert, 
Hot, & Sequeira (2005)

1 visual pictures neutral
positive, negative, 
neutral

no 17
stimulus 
classification

EEG (P1, P2, 
N2, P3a, P3b), 
behavior

implicit 
categorization

16

Fichtenholtz, Dean, 
Dillon, Yamasaki, 
McCarthy, & LaBar 
(2004)

1 visual pictures neutral negative, neutral no
group 1: 10, 
group 2: 12

group 1: non-
emotional target 
detection, silent 
counting; group 
2: emotional 
target detection, 
silent counting

fMRI, 
behavior

attention and 
emotion
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# Study # Exp. Modality Stimuli
Valence 
standard Valence Deviant

discrete 
emotions N/groups Task(s) Measures

Investigated 
Modulators

17
Froeliger, Gilbert, & 
McClernon (2009)

1 visual words neutral
positive, negative, 
neutral

no
48: smokers 
(24) vs. non-
smokers (24)

(non-)emotional 
deviant detection; 
recognition task

behavior nicotine

18
Froeliger, Modlin, 
Kozink, Wang, & 
McClernon (2012)

1 visual pictures neutral negative, neutral no
32: smokers 
(16) vs. non-
smokers (16)

non-emotional 
target detection

fMRI, 
behavior

smoking abstinence

19

Guillery-Girard, 
Clochon, Giffard, 
Viard, Egler, Baleyte, 
Eustache, & Davan 
(2013)

1 visual pictures neutral negative, neutral no

50: healthy 
adolescents (25) 
vs. adolescents 
with PTSD (25)

emotional 
deviant detection

behavior PTSD in adolescents

20

Hirata, Matsuda, 
Ueno, Fukushima, 
Fuwa, Sugama 
Kusunoki, Tomonaga, 
Hiraki, & Hasegawa 
(2013)

1 visual pictures neutral negative no
One 

chimpanzee
passive

EEG (P150, 
N250, SNW)

oddball effects in 
chimpanzee

21
Hurlemann, 
Hawellek, Maier, & 
Dolan (2007)

1 visual pictures neutral
positive, negative, 
neutral

no
32: healthy 

controls (16) vs. 
borderline (16)

encoding: 
classification; 
distraction: math 
task; free-recall

behavior
Borderline and 
memory

22

Hurlemann, 
Hawellek, Matusch, 
Kulsch, Wollersen, 
Madea, Vogeley, 
Maier, & Dolan (2005)

1 visual pictures neutral
positive, negative, 
neutral

no 24

encoding: 
classification; 
distraction: math 
task; free-recall

behavior
emotion and 
memory
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# Study # Exp. Modality Stimuli
Valence 
standard Valence Deviant

discrete 
emotions N/groups Task(s) Measures

Investigated 
Modulators

23

Hurlemann, 
Hawellek, Matusch, 
Kulsch, Wollersen, 
Madea, Vogeley, 
Maier, & Dolan (2005)

2 visual pictures neutral
positive, negative, 
neutral

no

54: placebo (18) 
vs. reboxetine 

(18) vs. 
propranolol (18)

encoding: 
classification; 
distraction: math 
task; free-recall

behavior

emotion and 
memory (reboxetine 
and propanolol 
influences)

24

Hurlemann, Wagner, 
Hawellek, Reich, 
Pieperhoff, Amunts, 
Oros-Peusquens, 
Shah, Maier, & Dolan 
(2007)

1 visual pictures neutral
positive, negative, 
neutral

no

18: healthy 
controls (16) vs. 
Urbach-Wiethe 

disease (2)

encoding: 
classification; 
distraction: math 
task; free-recall

behavior
amygdala activity 
and memory

25
Ito, Larsen, Smith, & 
Cacciopo (1998)

1 visual pictures neutral positive, negative no 24 (male)
target 
classification

EEG (LPC), 
behavior

evaluative 
categorization

26
Ito, Larsen, Smith & 
Cacciopo (1998)

2 visual pictures neutral positive, negative no 21
target 
classification

EEG (LPC), 
behavior

evaluative 
categorization

27

Jianwen, Zhengzhi, 
Chengju, Juan, & 
Xiaoxia (2011)

Note: Chinese paper, 
only abstract available 
in English

1 ? ?

very positive, 
moderately positive, 
neutral, moderately 
negative, very 
negative

no
healthy controls 
vs. depression

emotional 
deviant detection

behavior depression

28

Kisley, Campbell, 
Larson, Naftz, 
Regnier, & Davalos 
(2011)

1 visual pictures neutral
positive, negative, 
neutral

no 108
evaluative 
categorization

EEG (LPC), 
behavior

emotional priming 
(framing)
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# Study # Exp. Modality Stimuli
Valence 
standard Valence Deviant

discrete 
emotions N/groups Task(s) Measures

Investigated 
Modulators

29
Knight & Mather 
(2009)

1 visual pictures neutral negative, neutral no 52

encoding: 
classification; 
distraction: 
math task; 
free-recall; one 
half: immediate 
recognition 
task, other half: 
7 days delayed 
recognition task

behavior
emotion and effects 
of immediate and 
delayed recognition

30
Knight & Mather 
(2009)

2 visual pictures neutral negative, neutral no
63: recall group 
(30), no-recall 

group (33)

encoding: 
classification; 
distraction: 
math task; recall 
group: free-recall; 
7 days delayed 
recognition task

behavior

effects of arousal 
and salience in a 
delayed recognition 
test

31
Mardaga & Hansenne 
(2009)

1 visual pictures neutral
positive, negative, 
neutral

no 46
emotional target 
detection

EEG (P100,
N100, P200, 
N200, P300), 
behavior

personality traits 
(harm avoidance, 
reward dependency, 
persistence, 
self-directedness, 
cooperation, self-
transcendence)

32
Marques-Teixeira & 
Barbosa (2005)

1
visual/
auditory

tones, 
pictures

tones: neutral, 
pictures: 
positive, 
negative, 
neutral

tones: neutral 
(targets),

26: male heroin-
dependent (15), 

male healthy 
controls (11)

silent counting of 
non-emotional 
targets

EEG (P300) heroin addiction
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# Study # Exp. Modality Stimuli
Valence 
standard Valence Deviant

discrete 
emotions N/groups Task(s) Measures

Investigated 
Modulators

33

Maurage, Philippot, 
Verbanck, Noel, 
Kornreich, Hanak, & 
Campanella (2007)

1 visual faces neutral
happy, fearful, sad, 
neutral

yes
20: healthy 

controls (10) vs. 
alcoholics (10)

emotional 
deviant detection

EEG (P100, 
N170, P3a, 
P3b), behavior

alcohol addiction

34

Mejias, Rossignol, 
Debatisse, Streel, 
Servais, Guérit, 
Philippot, & 
Campanella (2005)

1 visual faces neutral happy, fearful yes

28: healthy 
controls (14) vs. 

ecstasy addicted 
(14)

emotional 
deviant detection

EEG (P100, 
N100, N170, 
N2/P3a, N300 
P3b)

ecstasy addiction

35
Miu, Heilman, 
Opre, & Miclea (2005)

1 visual words neutral
positive, negative, 
neutral

no 33

classification: 
task 1: shallow 
encoding: task 2: 
deep encoding

anxiety and 
memory

36

Mullette-Gilman, 
Detwiler, Winecoff, 
Dobbins, & Huettel 
(2011)

1 visual figures neutral
neutral (targets), 
positive, negative

no 29
non-emotional 
target detection

fMRI, 
behavior

prefrontal cortex 
activation in the 
processing of 
affective stimuli

37

Pakarinen, Sokka, 
Leinikka, Henelius, 
Korpela, & 
Huotilainen (2014)

1 auditory words neutral
happy, sad, angry, 
neutral

yes 26 passive
EEG (MMN, 
P3a)

alternative EOP 
design

38
Pang, Xu, Chang, 
Tang, Zheng Liu, & 
Sun (2014)

1 auditory voices neutral happy, sad, angry yes
40: healthy 

controls (22) vs. 
depression (18)

passive EEG (MMN) depression

39
Pannu Hayes, LaBar, 
Petty, McCarthy, & 
Morey (2009)

1 visual pictures neutral negative, neutral no

26: PTSD low 
veterans (12) 

vs. PTSD high 
veterans (14)

target/non-target 
discrimination

fMRI and 
behavior

PTSD
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# Study # Exp. Modality Stimuli
Valence 
standard Valence Deviant

discrete 
emotions N/groups Task(s) Measures

Investigated 
Modulators

40
Perlman, Hein, & 
Stepp (2014)

1 visual
faces, 
pictures

neutral
positive, negative, 
neutral

no 23 (adolescents)

emotional 
deviant detection 
and silent 
counting

fMRI and 
behavior

attention and 
emotion interaction 
in adolescents

41
Pouga & Berthoz 
(2015)

1 visual
video 
clips

neutral
neutral (targets), 
neutral-anger-
morphs

yes

21: alexithymia 
high (10) vs. 

alexithymia low 
(11)

non-emotional 
detection

fMRI
alexithymia 
and self/other 
differentiation

42

Robertson, Wang, 
Diaz, Aiello, Gersing, 
Beyer, Mukundan, 
McCarthy, & 
Doraiswamy (2007)

1 visual pictures neutral negative, neutral no

Major 
Depression 

with and 
without drug 

administration 
(bupropion XL)

non-emotional 
target detection

fMRI Depression

43

Rossignol, 
Campanella, Maurage, 
Heeren, Falbo, & 
Philippot (2012)

1 visual faces neutral
happy, angry, 
disgusted, fearful

yes
24: low anxiety 

(12) vs. high 
anxiety (12)

emotional 
deviant detection

EEG (P1, 
N170, P3b), 
behavior

social anxiety

44
Rossignol, Philippot, 
Crommelinck, & 
Campanella (2008)

1 visual faces neutral happy, sad, neutral yes

36: healthy 
controls (12) vs. 
anxiety (12) vs. 
mixed anxious-
depressive state 

tendency (12)

emotional 
deviant detection

EEG (P100, 
N100, N170, 
N2b/P3a, P3b), 
behavior

mixed anxious-
depressed state 
(MAD)

45

Rossignol, 
Philippot, Douilliez, 
Crommelinck, & 
Campanella (2005)

1 visual faces neutral happy, fearful yes
20: low anxiety 

(10) vs. high 
anxiety (10)

emotional 
deviant detection

EEG (P100, 
N100, N170, 
VPP, N300; 
N2b, P3a), 
behavior

anxiety
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# Study # Exp. Modality Stimuli
Valence 
standard Valence Deviant

discrete 
emotions N/groups Task(s) Measures

Investigated 
Modulators

46
Rozenkrants, 
Olofsson, & Polich 
(2008)

1 visual pictures neutral

negative (low 
arousal), negative 
(high), positive (low), 
positive (high)

no 32
emotional target 
detection

EEG (N1, P2, 
N2, P3, early 
slow wave, late 
slow wave), 
behavioral

valence vs. arousal 
and repetition

47
Rozenkrants & Polich 
(2008)

1 visual pictures neutral

negative (low 
arousal), negative 
(high), positive (low), 
positive (high)

no 32
emotional target 
detection

EEG (N1, P2, 
N2, P3, early 
slow wave, late 
slow wave), 
behavioral

valence vs. arousal

48
Sakaki, Fryer, & 
Mather (2014)

1 visual pictures neutral negative, neutral no 139

encoding: 
memorize all 
stimuli (special 
focus on deviant 
or deviant-1); 
recognition task

behavioral
top-down goal 
relevance and 
memory

49
Sakaki, Fryer, & 
Mather (2014)

2 visual pictures neutral positive, neutral no 205

encoding: 
memorize 
all stimuli 
(special focus 
on deviant+1 
or deviant-1); 
recognition task

behavioral
top-down goal 
relevance and 
memory
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# Study # Exp. Modality Stimuli
Valence 
standard Valence Deviant

discrete 
emotions N/groups Task(s) Measures

Investigated 
Modulators

50
Sakaki, Fryer, & 
Mather (2014)

3 visual pictures neutral
positive, negative, 
neutral

no 64

encoding: 
memorize 
all stimuli 
(special focus 
on deviant+1 
or deviant-1); 
recognition task

behavioral
top-down goal 
relevance and 
memory

51
Smith, Cacioppo, 
Larsen, & Chartrand 
(2003; exp. 2)

1 visual pictures neutral negative, positive no 24
stimulus 
classification

EEG (P1) negativity bias

52

Sokka, Huotilainen, 
Leinikka, Korpela, 
Henelius, Alain, 
Müller, & Pakarinen 
(2014)

1 auditory voices neutral
happy, angry, sad, 
neutral

yes
67: job burnout 
(41) vs. healthy 

controls (26)
passive

EEG (MMN, 
P3a)

burnout

53
Strange & Dolan 
(2001)

1 visual words neutral negative, neutral no 12

encoding: 
classification; 
distraction: math 
task; free-recall

fMRI, 
behavior

amygdala activation

54
Strange & Dolan 
(2004)

1 visual words neutral negative, neutral no
24: placebo (12) 
vs. propranolol 

(12)

encoding: 
classification; 
cued recall after 
10 hours

fMRI, 
behavior

emotion and 
memory 
(propanolol 
influences)

55
Strange, Henson, 
Friston, & Dolan 
(2000)

1 visual words neutral negative, neutral no
24: fMRI (12), 
behavior (12)

encoding: 
classification; 
distraction: math 
task; free-recall

fMRI, 
behavior

emotion and 
memory
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# Study # Exp. Modality Stimuli
Valence 
standard Valence Deviant

discrete 
emotions N/groups Task(s) Measures

Investigated 
Modulators

56
Strange, 
Hurlemann, & Dolan 
(2003)

1 visual words neutral negative, neutral no 10

encoding: 
classification; 
distraction: math 
task; free-recall

behavior
emotion and 
memory

57
Strange, 
Hurlemann, & Dolan 
(2003)

2 visual words neutral negative, neutral no
24: placebo (12) 
vs. propranolol 

(12)

encoding: 
classification; 
distraction: 
distraction: math 
task; free-recall

behavior

emotion and 
memory 
(propanolol 
influences)

58
Strange, 
Hurlemann, & Dolan 
(2003)

3 visual words neutral negative, neutral no

13: healthy 
controls (12) vs. 
Urbach-Wiethe 

disease (1)

encoding: 
classification; 
distraction: math 
task; free-recall

behavior

emotion and 
memory and 
Urbach-Wiethe 
disease

59
Strange, Kroes, Fan, & 
Dolan (2010)

1 visual
words, 
faces

neutral fearful, neutral yes 20

stimulus 
classification, 
emotional 
deviant detection

behavior
reconsolidation 
of memory and 
negative emotion

60
Strange, Kroes, Fan, & 
Dolan (2010)

2 visual
words, 
faces

neutral fearful, neutral yes 14

stimulus 
classification, 
emotional 
deviant detection

behavior
reconsolidation 
of memory and 
negative emotion

61
Strange, Kroes, Fan, & 
Dolan (2010)

3 visual
words, 
faces

neutral fearful, neutral yes 16

stimulus 
classification, 
emotional 
deviant detection

behavior
reconsolidation 
of memory and 
negative emotion
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# Study # Exp. Modality Stimuli
Valence 
standard Valence Deviant

discrete 
emotions N/groups Task(s) Measures

Investigated 
Modulators

62
Strange, Kroes, Fan, & 
Dolan (2010)

4 visual
words, 
faces

neutral fearful, neutral yes 11

stimulus 
classification, 
emotional 
deviant detection

behavior
reconsolidation 
of memory and 
negative emotion

63
Strange, Kroes, Fan, & 
Dolan (2010)

5 visual
words, 
faces

neutral
fearful/negative, 
neutral

yes 14

stimulus 
classification, 
emotional 
deviant detection

behavior
reconsolidation 
of memory and 
negative emotion

64

Thönnessen, Boers, 
Dammers, Chen, 
Norra, & Mathiak 
(2010)

1 auditory voices neutral happy, angry, sad yes 14
emotional 
deviant detection

MEG (time 
segments: 
180–280 ms, 
250–350 ms)

categorical 
representations of 
emotional prosody

65
Wang, Ashley-Koch, 
Steffens, Krishnan, & 
Taylor (2012)

1 visual pictures neutral negative, neutral no

38: healthy 
controls (20) 
vs. remitted 

depression (18); 
all > 60 years old

non-emotional 
target detection

fMRI
depression, age, 
genotypes

66
Wang, Huettel, & De 
Bellis (2008)

1 visual pictures neutral negative, neutral no 10 (adolescents)
non-emotional 
target detection

fMRI, 
behavioral

adolescence

67

Wang, Krishnan, 
Steffens, Potter, 
Dolcos, & McCarthy 
(2008)

1 visual pictures neutral negative, neutral no

47: healthy 
controls (20) 
vs. remitted 

depression (15) 
vs. depression 

(12); all > 
60 years old

non-emotional 
target detection

fMRI, 
behavioral

depression, age

68
Wang, LaBar, & 
McCarthy (2006)

1 visual pictures neutral negative, neutral no
20: women (10) 

vs. men (10)
non-emotional 
target detection

fMRI, 
behavior

gender-dependent 
amygdala activation
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# Study # Exp. Modality Stimuli
Valence 
standard Valence Deviant

discrete 
emotions N/groups Task(s) Measures

Investigated 
Modulators

69

Wang, LaBar, Smoski, 
Rosenthal, Dolcos, 
Lynch, Krishnan, & 
McCarthy (2008)

1 visual pictures neutral negative, neutral no
39: healthy 

controls (20) vs. 
depression (19)

non-emotional 
target detection

fMRI, 
behavior

depression

70
Wang, McCarthy, 
Song, & LaBar (2005)

1 visual pictures neutral negative, neutral no 14
non-emotional 
target detection

fMRI amygdala activation

71

Wang, Mullette-
Gillman, Gadde, 
Kuhn, McCarthy, & 
Huettel (2009)

1 visual pictures neutral negative, neutral no
13 (within 
subjects)

target/non-target 
discrimination; 
cued recall after 
one hour

fMRI, 
behavior

tryptophane 
administration

72

West Saxvig, Johansen 
Lundervold, Gronli, 
Ursin, Bjorvatn, & 
Portas (2008)

1 visual words neutral negative, neutral no 24
encoding: 
classification; 
free-recall

behavior
REM sleep and 
memory

73
Yamasaki, LaBar, & 
McCarthy (2002)

1 visual pictures neutral negative, neutral no 10

target/non-target 
discrimination 
and silent 
counting

fMRI, 
behavior

attention/emotion 
interaction

74
Zhang, Guo, Zhang, 
Luo, & Ding (2015)

1 visual pictures neutral
disgusted (core 
disgust, moral 
disgust), neutral

yes 18
stimulus 
classification

EEG (N1, 
P2, P3, LPC), 
behavior

core and moral 
disgust

75
Zheng, Xu, Jia, Tan, 
Chang, Zhou, Shen, & 
Qu (2011)

1 visual
figures, 
pictures

neutral

positive (high 
arousal), positive 
(low), negative 
(high), negative (low)

no

32: high 
sensation-

seeking (16) vs. 
low sensation-

seeking (16)

emotional 
deviant detection

EEG (N2, P3, 
LPC), behavior

sensation seeking
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# Study # Exp. Modality Stimuli
Valence 
standard Valence Deviant

discrete 
emotions N/groups Task(s) Measures

Investigated 
Modulators

76

Campanella, Gaspard, 
Debatisse, Bruyer, 
Commelinck, & 
Guerit (2002)

1 visual faces

rather sad 
(35 % fear), 
rather fearful 
(65 % fear)

sad (5 % fear), rather 
sad (35 % fear), 
rather fearful (65 % 
fear), fearful (95 % 
fear)

yes 12
emotional 
deviant detection

EEG (N2/P3a, 
P3b, P300), 
behavior

categorical 
perception of fear 
and sadness

77

Maurage, Campanella, 
Philippot, Vermeulen, 
Constant, Luminet, & 
de Timary (2008)

1 visual faces

rather angry 
(35 % disgust), 
rather 
disgusted 
(65 % disgust)

angry (5 % disgust), 
rather angry (35 % 
disgust), rather 
disgusted (65 % 
disgust), disgusted 
(95 % disgust)

yes
30: healthy 

controls (15) vs. 
alcoholics (15)

emotional 
deviant detection

EEG (P100, 
N170, N2b, 
P3a, P3b), 
behavior

alcohol addiction

78

Rossignol, Anselme, 
Vermeulen, 
Philippot, & 
Campanella (2007)

1 visual faces

rather angry 
(35 % disgust), 
rather 
disgusted 
(65 % disgust)

angry (5 % disgust), 
rather angry (35 % 
disgust), rather 
disgusted (65 % 
disgust), disgusted 
(95 % disgust)

yes

20: healthy 
controls (10) vs. 
social anxiety 

(10)

emotional 
deviant detection

EEG (N2b, 
P3a, P3b), 
behavior

subclinical social 
anxiety

79
Vermeulen, Luminet, 
Cordovil, de Sousa, & 
Campanella (2008)

1 visual faces

rather angry 
(35 % disgust), 
rather 
disgusted 
(65 % disgust)

angry (5 % disgust), 
rather angry (35 % 
disgust), rather 
disgusted (65 % 
disgust), disgusted 
(95 % disgust)

yes

20: alexithymia 
low (10) vs. 
alexithymia 

high (10)

emotional 
deviant detection

EEG (N2b, 
P3a, P3b), 
behavior

alexithymia

80
Bostanov & 
Kotchoubey (2004)

1 auditory voices happy sad yes 19 passive
EEG (N300, 
N600, P1000)

emotional 
exclamations 
processing

81
Cacioppo, Crites, 
Berntson, & Coles 
(1993)

1 visual words
positive, 
negative

positive, negative no 14 silent counting EEG (LPC)
evaluative 
consistency
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Valence 
standard Valence Deviant

discrete 
emotions N/groups Task(s) Measures

Investigated 
Modulators

82
Cacioppo, Crites, 
Berntson, & Coles 
(1993)

2 visual words
positive, 
negative

positive, negative no 23
silent counting 
of emotional 
deviants

EEG (LPC)
evaluative 
consistency

83
Cacioppo, Crites, 
Gardner, & Berntson 
(1994)

1 visual words

very positive, 
moderately 
positive, 
moderately 
negative, very 
negative

very positive, 
moderately positive, 
moderately negative, 
very negative

no 30
silent counting 
of emotional 
deviants

EEG (LPC)
evaluative 
categorization

84
Dichter, Felder, & 
Smoski (2009)

1 visual pictures sad, neutral neutral (target) yes
29: healthy 

controls (15) vs. 
depression (14)

emotional 
deviant detection

fMRI, 
behavior

cognitive control in 
depressed patients 
influenced by 
emotional context

85
Fraedrich, Lakatos, & 
Spangler (2010)

1 visual
faces, 
pictures

positive, 
negative, 
neutral

positive, negative no

16: secure-
autonomous 
mothers (7) 

vs. insecure-
dismissing 
mothers (9)

emotional 
deviant detection

EEG (N170, 
N200, P300)

attachment 
representation

86
Goerlich, Aleman, & 
Martens (2012)

1 auditory voices

sad (low 
and high 
intensity), 
neutral

task 1: happy, angry, 
sad, disgusted (all 
low intensity); task 
2: happy, angry, 
disgusted (all low 
and high intensity)

yes

60: alexithymia 
low (20) vs. 
alexithymia 

moderate (20) 
vs. alexithymia 

high (20)

task 1: passive; 
task 2: emotional 
deviant detection

EEG (task 1: 
MMN; task 2: 
N1, P2, P3), 
behavior

alexithymia
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# Study # Exp. Modality Stimuli
Valence 
standard Valence Deviant

discrete 
emotions N/groups Task(s) Measures

Investigated 
Modulators

87

Grèzes, Philip, 
Chadwick, Dezecache, 
Soussignan, & Conty 
(2013)

1 visual
video 
clips

mildly angry, 
moderately 
angry, 
intensely 
angry, neutral

neutral yes 44
Non-emotional 
target detection

EMG
perception of body 
language

88
Trilla Gros, Panasiti, & 
Chakrabarti (2015)

1 visual
faces, 
video 
clips

happy happy yes 40

emotional 
deviant detection 
(for the first 
presentation of 
deviant)

EEG (alpha-
mu band, 
beta-mu 
band), 
behavior

reward 
conditioning

89
Kreegipuu, Kuldkepp, 
Sibolt, Toom, Allik, & 
Näätänen (2013)

1 visual faces
angry, happy, 
neutral

angry, happy, 
neutral

yes 11
non-emotional 
target detection

EEG (vMMN), 
behavior

alternative EOP 
design

90
Liu, Rigoulot, & Pell 
(2015)

1
visual/
auditory

faces, 
voices

sad, fearful sad, fearful, neutral yes

39: English-
speaking US-

americans (20) 
vs. mandarine-

speaking 
Chinese (19)

non-emotional 
target detection

EEG (vMMN) culture

91
Neta, Davis, & 
Whalen (2011)

1 visual faces angry, happy surprised yes 34 classification behavior
contextual 
influences

92
Neta, Davis, & 
Whalen (2011)

2 visual faces angry, happy surprised yes 30 classification behavior
contextual 
influences

93
Neta, Davis, & 
Whalen (2011)

3 visual faces surprised angry, happy yes 12 classification behavior
contextual 
influences

94
Neumann & 
Kotchoubey (2004)

1 auditory voices happy sad yes
98 severely 

brain-damaged 
patients

passive EEG (P300)
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Valence 
standard Valence Deviant

discrete 
emotions N/groups Task(s) Measures

Investigated 
Modulators

95
Ousdal, Andreassen, 
Server, & Jensen (2014)

1 visual faces fearful happy, sad, angry yes 32
gender 
classification

fMRI and 
behavior

novelty

96
Schirmer, Striano, & 
Friederici (2005)

1 auditory voices
happy, angry, 
neutral

happy, angry, 
neutral

yes
80: women (40) 

vs. men (40)
passive

EEG (MMN), 
behavior

gender

97
Smith & Beversdorf 
(2008)

1 visual words
positive, 
negative, 
neutral

negative, neutral no 28
free-recall after 
each list

behavior
arousal/relatedness 
effects on memory

98
Sokhadze, Tasman, 
Tamas, & El-Mallakh 
(2011)

1 visual faces

sad, 
disgusted, 
content, 
happy, neutral

sad, disgusted, 
content, happy, 
neutral

yes

19: healthy 
controls (10) 
vs. bipolar 

depression (9)

gender detection

EEG (N170, 
P200, P2a, 
N2a, N2b, P3a, 
P3b), behavior

bipolar depression

99
Susac, Ilmoniemi, 
Pikho, & Supek (2004)

1 visual faces happy, neutral neutral yes 8 (male)
silent counting of 
non-emotional 
targets

MEG, EEG 
(MMN, P120, 
N170, P300)

facial expressions 
and face inversion
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Table A2: Behavioral effects of emotion and emotion-related interactions in identified EOP experiments.

# Experiment Behavioral effects
SOA between two stimuli 

(duration of one stimulus) in ms Stimulus material Task

1
Bayer, Sommer, & Schacht 
(2012)

RT: deviant neutral, deviant positive < deviant negative; IA valence/
arousal: deviant negative (low arousal) < deviant negative (high), 
deviant neutral (low), deviant positive (low)

ACC: deviant negative < deviant positive, deviant neutral; IA valence/
arousal: deviant negative (low arousal) < deviant negative (high), 
deviant neutral (low), deviant positive (low)

2000 (1500)

Disyllabic pseudo-words 
as standards, German 
words from the BAWL-R 
(Võ et al., 2009) as 
deviants

Lexical decision for 
each stimulus

2

Campanella, Bourguignon, 
Peigneux, Metens, Nouali, 
Goldman, Verbanck, & De 
Tiège (2013)

RT: deviant fearful, deviant happy < deviant novel identity 1500–2000 (500)
Faces (Pictures of Facial 
Affect; Ekman & Friesen, 
1976)

Emotional and non-
emotional deviant 
detection

3

Campanella, Bruyer, 
Froidbise, Rossignol, 
Joassin, Kornreich, Noël, & 
Verbanck (2010)

RT: deviant happy < deviant sad; IA modality/valence: difference 
between RT of deviant happy and deviant sad greater in auditory 
condition than in the other conditions

500–1000 (700)

Faces (Pictures of Facial 
Affect; Ekman & Friesen, 
1976), voices (from 
Maurage, Joassin et al., 
2007), and face-voice 
combinations

Emotional deviant 
detection

4

Campanella, Falbo, 
Rossignol, Grynberg, 
Balconi, Verbanck, & 
Maurage (2012)

RT: neutral/fear morphs < neutral/happy morphs; emotional 
deviants < neutral standards

800–1100 (700)

Morphed Faces (faces 
from Pictures of Facial 
Affect; Ekman & Friesen, 
1976)

Emotional and non-
emotional deviant 
detection

5

Campanella, Gaspard, 
Debatisse, Bruyer, 
Commelinck, & Guerit 
(2002)

RT: deviant (morphs from different valences) < deviant (morphs from 
same valence)

ACC: deviant (same valence) < deviant (different valence)

1300–3100 (500)
Sadness/fear morphs 
(Pictures of Facial Affect; 
Ekman & Friesen, 1976)

Emotional deviant 
detection
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# Experiment Behavioral effects
SOA between two stimuli 

(duration of one stimulus) in ms Stimulus material Task

6
Chai, Chen, Zhu, Xu, Lou, 
Yang, He, & Wang (2012)

RT: deviant happy, deviant sad, deviant neutral < deviant angry 1200 (400)

Faces (Japanese and 
Caucasian FEE and 
neutral faces; Ekman & 
Matsumoto, 1992)

Emotional and non-
emotional deviant 
detection

7
Delle-Vigne, Kornreich, 
Verbanck, & Campanella 
(2014)

RT: deviant neutral condition < deviant animal condition < deviant 
human emotional condition

1300–1900 (700)

Figure-tone, animal 
picture-animal sound, 
face-voice (audio-visual; 
faces from Ekman & 
Friesen, 1976, voices from 
Maurage, Joassin et al., 
2007)

Emotional and non-
emotional deviant 
detection

8
Fraedrich, Lakatos, & 
Spangler (2010)

RT: IA condition/group/valence: in “flower as standard” condition: 
secure mothers < insecure mothers (in response to negative 
deviants); in “faces as standard” condition: insecure mothers < secure 
mothers (in response to negative deviants)

800–1200 (500)
Infant pictures (positive, 
negative, neutral), flower 
picture

Emotional deviant 
detection

9
Froeliger, Gilbert, & 
McClernon (2009)

Smokers:
RT: nicotine < placebo

Non-smokers:
ACC: placebo < nicotine

Memory: placebo < nicotine

Overall:
RT (task): perceptual task < semantic task < emotional task

ACC (task): emotional task < semantic task < perceptual task

Memory (task): perceptual task < emotional task < semantic task

1600 (1000)
Words (ANEW; Bradley & 
Lang, 1999)

Emotional and non-
emotional deviant 
detection
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# Experiment Behavioral effects
SOA between two stimuli 

(duration of one stimulus) in ms Stimulus material Task

10
Froeliger, Modlin, Kozink, 
Wang, & McClernon (2012)

No significant behavioral effects 1200 (1000)

Geometric figures, 
emotional scenes 
(IAPS; Lang, Bradley, & 
Cuthbert, 1999)

Non-emotional rare 
target detection

11

Guillery-Girard, Clochon, 
Giffard, Viard, Egler, 
Baleyte, Eustache, & Davan 
(2013)

HC vs PTSD:
RT: HC < PTSD (low); IA group/stimulus: neutral (PTSD high) < 
neutral (PTSD low), neutral (HC)

PTSD:
RT: negative (conceptual; PTSD high) < negative (conceptual; PTSD 
low), negative (conceptual; HC)

3500 (1500)

Geometric figures, 
IAPS pictures (Lang, 
Bradley, & Cuthbert, 
1999): emotional 
(conceptual vs 
perceptual) and neutral 
scenes

Stimulus type 
classification 
(figures versus 
scenes)

12
Kisley, Campbell, Larson, 
Naftz, Regnier, & Davalos 
(2011)

RT: negative < positive (irrespective of framing condition)

ACC: no main effects of valence or frame
2200 (1000)

IAPS scenes (Lang, 
Bradley, & Cuthbert, 
1999)

Evaluative 
categorization of 
each stimulus

13
Mardaga & Hansenne 
(2009)

RT: IA novelty seeking/harm avoidance: low harm avoidance (low 
novelty seeking) < high harm avoidance (low novelty seeking)

1750–1850 (1000)
Checkerboard, IAPS 
scenes

Emotional deviant 
detection

14

Maurage, Campanella, 
Philippot, Vermeulen, 
Constant, Luminet, & de 
Timary (2008)

HC:
RT: deviant (morphs from different valences) < deviant (morphs from 
same valence)

Alcoholics:
RT: for disgust only: deviant (different valence) < deviant (same 
valence)

Overall:
RT: HC < alcoholics

ACC: deviant (same valence) < deviant (different valence)

1800–2100 (500)
Disgust/anger morphs 
(Pictures of Facial Affect; 
Ekman & Friesen, 1976)

Emotional deviant 
detection
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# Experiment Behavioral effects
SOA between two stimuli 

(duration of one stimulus) in ms Stimulus material Task

15

Maurage, Philippot, 
Verbanck, Noel, Kornreich, 
Hanak, & Campanella 
(2007)

HC:
RT: deviant fearful < deviant sad, deviant happy, deviant neutral

Alcoholics:
RT: deviant fearful < deviant happy, deviant neutral; deviant happy, 
deviant neutral < deviant sad

Overall:
RT: HC < alcoholics

ACC: no group differences

1800–2100 (500)
Faces (Pictures of Facial 
Affect; Ekman & Friesen, 
1976)

Emotional or non-
emotional deviant 
detection

16
Neta, Davis, & Whalen 
(2011; exp. 1)

RT: standard happy, standard angry < deviant surprised; surprised in 
happy < surprised in angry

Valence rating: negativity: happy < surprised < angry; surprised in 
happy < surprised in angry; difference between “surprised in happy” 
and happy is larger than the difference between “surprised in angry” 
and angry

1500 (500)
Faces (Pictures of Facial 
Affect; Ekman & Friesen, 
1976)

Valence 
classification of each 
stimulus

17
Neta, Davis, & Whalen 
(2011; exp. 2)

RT: standard happy < standard angry < deviant surprised; surprised 
in happy < surprised in angry

ACC: deviant surprised < standard angry, standard happy

1500 (500)
Faces (Pictures of Facial 
Affect; Ekman & Friesen, 
1976)

Valence 
classification of 
standard stimuli, 
emotional deviant 
detection

18
Neta, Davis, & Whalen 
(2011; exp. 3)

RT: standard surprised < deviant happy < deviant angry

ACC: standard angry < standard happy
1500 (500)

Faces (Pictures of Facial 
Affect; Ekman & Friesen, 
1976)

Valence 
classification of 
standard stimuli, 
emotional deviant 
detection
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# Experiment Behavioral effects
SOA between two stimuli 

(duration of one stimulus) in ms Stimulus material Task

19
Ousdal, Andreassen, 
Server, & Jensen

No significant behavioral effects 4500–6500 (2000)

Faces (from the NimStim 
set of facial expressions; 
Tottenham, Tanaka, 
Leon, McCarry, Nurse, et 
al., 2009)

Gender classification 
of each stimulus

20
Pannu Hayes, LaBar, Petty, 
McCarthy, & Morey (2009)

PTSD:
IA PTSD scores/target detection: “PTSD high” less accurate at target 
detection compared with detection of other deviants than “PTSD 
low”

Overall:
RT: neutral (rare target), deviant neutral (scene) < deviant negative

ACC: neutral (rare target) < deviant negative < deviant neutral (scene)

2000 (1500)
Geometric figures, IAPS 
scenes (Lang, Bradley, & 
Cuthbert, 1999)

Stimulus type 
classification (target 
versus other)

21
Perlman, Hein, & Stepp 
(2014)

RT: deviant happy, deviant fear < neutral

ACC: no significant effects
3000 (2000)

Grids with products and 
positive/negative faces

Emotional deviant 
detection

22
Rossignol, Anselme, 
Vermeulen, Philippot, & 
Campanella (2007)

HC:
RT: deviant (morphs from different valences) < deviant (morphs from 
same valence); IA valence/valence parity: deviant disgusted (different 
valence) < deviant angry (different valence)

Social anxiety:
RT: deviant disgusted < deviant angry

1800–2100 (500)
Anger/disgust morphs 
(faces from Beaupré & 
Hess, 2005)

Emotional deviant 
detection

23
Rossignol, Campanella, 
Maurage, Heeren, Falbo, & 
Philippot (2012)

RT: deviant disgusted, deviant happy < deviant fearful, deviant angry 1800–2100 (500)
Faces (MSFDE, as used in 
Beaupré & Hess, 2005)

Emotional deviant 
detection

24
Rossignol, Philippot, 
Crommelinck, & 
Campanella (2008)

RT: anxious group, anxious-depressive group < HC 2000 (500)
Faces: Pictures of Facial 
Affect (Ekman & Friesen, 
1976)

Emotional deviant 
detection
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# Experiment Behavioral effects
SOA between two stimuli 

(duration of one stimulus) in ms Stimulus material Task

25
Rozenkrants, Olofsson, & 
Polich (2008)

RT: on second repetition < on first repetition; deviant scrambled < 
deviant normal; IA repetition/stimulus type: repetition (normal) < 
repetition (scrambled); scrambled scenes: stronger decrease for 
negative stimuli with longer RT and less of a decrease for positive 
stimuli to produce (arousal/valence/stimulus type IA)

3000 (1000)

Checkerboard, IAPS 
scenes (normal and 
scrambled; Lang, 
Bradley, & Cuthbert, 
1999)

Emotional and non-
emotional deviant 
detection

26
Rozenkrants & Polich 
(2008)

No behavioral effects 3000 (1000)
Checkerboard, IAPS 
scenes (Lang, Bradley, & 
Cuthbert, 1999)

Emotional deviant 
detection

27
Sokhadze, Tasman, 
Tamas, & El-Mallakh (2011)

RT: sad target, disgusted target, contempt target, happy target < 
neutral target; IA group/valence: for emotional stimuli only: HC < 
Bipolar patients

ACC: neutral target < sad target, disgusted target5, contempt target, 
happy target

1150–1650 (150)

Faces (JACFEE and 
JACNeuF, as used in 
Matsumoto & Ekman, 
2004)

Target detection 
(gender as target; 
involving emotional 
and neutral facial 
expressions)

28
Vermeulen, Luminet, 
Cordovil, de Sousa, & 
Campanella (2008)

RT: deviant (morphs from different valences) < deviant (morphs from 
same valence), IA valence/valence parity: difference between disgust 
(same valence) and disgust (different valence) larger than difference 
between anger (same valence) and anger (different valence)

1800–2100 (500)
Anger/disgust morphs 
(faces from Beaupré & 
Hess, 2005)

Emotional deviant 
detection

29

Wang, LaBar, Smoski, 
Rosenthal, Dolcos, Lynch, 
Krishnan, & McCarthy 
(2008)

RT: HC < depression; target after neutral distracter < target after sad 
distracter, IA group/valence: after-sad (HC) < after-sad (depression)

3500 (1500)

Phase-scrambled 
photos, scenes (images 
from Wang, McCarthy, 
Song, & LaBar, 2005)

Non-emotional rare 
target detection

30
Wang, Mullette-Gillman, 
Gadde, Kuhn, McCarthy, & 
Huettel (2009)

RT: standard (neutral) < rare target (neutral) < deviant neutral < 
deviant negative

d’: IA group/valence: better discrimination for negative scenes as 
compared with neutral scenes after amino acid administration (AA) 
as compared with the placebo condition

Memory: AA: better recognition performance and enhanced 
discrimination of negative stimuli

3500 (1500)
Geometric figures, IAPS 
scenes (Lang, Bradley, & 
Cuthbert, 1999)

Classification of 
each stimulus as 
target or non-target, 
old/new recognition 
task
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# Experiment Behavioral effects
SOA between two stimuli 

(duration of one stimulus) in ms Stimulus material Task

31
Yamasaki, LaBar, & 
McCarthy (2002)

RT: standards < deviants; deviant neutral, rare targets (neutral) < 
deviant negative

3000 (2000)
Geometric figures, IAPS 
scenes (Lang, Bradley, & 
Cuthbert, 1999)

Classification of 
each stimulus as 
target or non-target

32
Zhang, Guo, Zhang, Luo, & 
Ding (2015)

RT: deviant core disgust < deviant moral disgust < deviant neutral

ACC: deviant neutral < deviant moral disgust < deviant core disgust
2300–2800 (1000)

Picture of a chair; scenes 
(core disgust, moral 
disgust, neutral)

Classification of 
each stimulus as 
standard or deviant

33
Zheng, Xu, Jia, Tan, 
Chang, Zhou, Shen, & Qu 
(2011)

RT: no differential effects of emotion or arousal 1200–1500 (1000)
Chinese Affective Picture 
System (CAPS; Bai, Ma, 
Huang, & Luo, 2005)

Emotional deviant 
detection

Note. All behavioral results listed here are exclusive of EOP experiments, which only or mainly report results on memory performance. Results from EOP studies employing a memory task can be 
obtained from Schlüter, Hackländer, & Bermeitinger (2019). Abbreviations: ACC – accuracy, RT – reaction time, HC – healthy controls, IA – interaction
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Table A3: List of selected EEG results of identified EOP literature.

a. Visual ERP components

Stimuli Task Component (site) Effect of emotion Effect of group Study

morphed faces 
(std), morphed 
faces (dev)

emotional 
deviant 
detection

N2b/P3a (occipito-frontal 
electrodes) latency

deviant fearful, happy < deviant neutral (novel 
identity)

-
Campanella et 
al., 2002

P3b (Pz electrode) latency
deviant happy, fearful < deviant neutral (novel 
identity)

-

faces (std), faces 
(dev)

emotional 
deviant 
detection

N2b (Oz) amplitude deviant fearful > deviant happy no effect of group

Campanella et 
al., 2004

N2b (Oz) latency deviant fearful < deviant happy emotion effect on latency in males only

P3b (Pz) amplitude deviant fearful > deviant happy no effect of group

P3b (Pz) latency deviant fearful < deviant happy no effect of group

faces (std), faces 
(dev)

emotional 
deviant 
detection

N2b (Oz) latency deviant fearful < deviant happy, sad no effect of group

Campanella, 
Vanhoolandt, & 
Philippot, 2005

N300 (Cz) amplitude no main effect of emotion psychopathy tendency (PT; low) > PT (high)

N300 (Cz) latency deviant fearful < deviant happy, sad no effect of group

P3a (Fz) latency deviant fearful < deviant happy, sad
deviant happy, sad, fearful in PT (high) < 
deviant happy, sad, fearful in PT (low)

P3b (Pz) latency deviant fearful < deviant happy, sad
deviant happy, sad, fearful in psychopathy 
tendency (PT; high) < deviant happy, sad, 
fearful in PT (low)

faces (std), faces 
(dev)

emotional 
deviant 
detection

P100 (Oz) amplitude - HC, schizophrenia (low) > schizophrenia (high)

Campanella et 
al., 2006

N170 (T5, T6) amplitude deviant fearful > deviant happy, sad emotion effect in HC only

P300 (Pz) amplitude - HC, schizophrenia (low) > schizophrenia (high)

P300 (Pz) latency - HC < schizophrenia (low), schizophrenia (high)

N400 (T5, Oz, T6) amplitude - HC > schizophrenia (high)
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Stimuli Task Component (site) Effect of emotion Effect of group Study

faces/voices (std), 
faces/voices (dev)

emotional 
deviant 
detection

P3b (Pz) amplitude -
in audio-visual task: HC > anxious-depressive 
tendency group

Campanella et 
al., 2010

P3b (Pz) latency deviant happy < deviant sad
deviant happy, sad in HC < deviant happy, 
sad in anxious-depressive tendency group (in 
audio-visual task only)

morphed faces 
(std), morphed 
faces (dev)

emotional 
deviant 
detection

N2 (P7, P8) amplitude deviant fearful > deviant happy no effect of group

Campanella et 
al., 2012

N2 (P7, P8) latency deviant happy, fearful < deviant neutral no effect of group

P3b (Pz) amplitude deviant fearful > deviant happy no effect of group

P3b (Pz) latency deviant happy, fearful < deviant neutral no effect of group

faces (std), faces 
(dev)

emotional 
deviant 
detection

P300 (Pz) latency
deviant fearful, happy < deviant neutral (novel 
identity)

-
Campanella et 
al., 2013

landscape picture 
(std), faces (dev)

emotional 
deviant 
detection

N1 (Fz, Cz, Pz) no effect of emotion -

Chai et al., 2012

P2 (Fz, Cz, Pz) latency deviant angry < deviant happy -

N2 (Fz, Cz, Pz) amplitude deviant neutral > deviant angry -

P3a (Fz, Cz, Pz) no effect of emotion -

P3b (Fz, Cz, Pz) amplitude deviant happy, angry > deviant neutral -

P3b (Fz, Cz, Pz) latency deviant happy < deviant angry -

faces/voices (std), 
faces/voices (dev)

emotional 
deviant 
detection

P100 (O1, Oz, O2) amplitude
human emotional deviant > animal deviant > 
neutral deviant

no effect of group

Delle-Vigne et 
al., 2014N100 (C3, Cz, C4) amplitude

human emotional deviant > neutral deviant; 
animal deviant > neutral deviant

only for alexithymia (high): human emotional 
deviant > animal deviant > neutral deviant

P300 (P3, Pz, P4) no effect of emotion no effect of group
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Stimuli Task Component (site) Effect of emotion Effect of group Study

faces/picture (std), 
faces/picture (dev)

emotional 
deviant 
detection

N170 (O1, O2) amplitude -
deviant positive, negative, neutral in insecure-
dismissing mothers > deviant positive, 
negative, neutral in securely attached mothers

Fraedrich, 
Lakatos, & 
Spangler, 2010

N200 (O1, O2) amplitude -
deviant positive, negative, neutral in securely 
attached mothers > deviant positive, negative, 
neutral in insecure-dismissing mothers

P300 (Fz, Cz, Pz) amplitude
targets in flower condition > targets in negative 
infants’ faces condition

emotion effect for securely attached mothers 
only

schematic faces 
(std), schematic 
faces (dev)

non-emotional 
target detection

vMMN (F, P, O; 140–180 ms) angry > happy -
Kreegipuu et 
al., 2013

faces/voices/tones 
(std), faces/voices/
tones (dev)

non-emotional 
target detection

vMMN (parieto-occipital) 
amplitude

emotional deviants > emotional standards
in Chinese only: face/voice condition > face/
tone condition, face-only condition

Liu, Rigoulot, & 
Pell, 2015

faces (std), faces 
(dev)

emotional 
deviant 
detection

P100 (O1, Oz, O2, T5, T6) 
latency

no effect of emotion HC < alcoholics

Maurage, 
Philippot et al., 
2007

N170 (O1, Oz, O2, T5, T6) 
latency

no effect of emotion
HC < alcoholics; in alcoholics only: deviant 
happy, neutral (novel identity) < deviant 
fearful, sad

P3a (Fz, Cz) no effect of emotion no effect of group

P3b (Pz, Oz) amplitude
deviant neutral (novel identity) > emotional 
deviants

HC > alcoholics

P3b (Pz, Oz) latency deviant happy, fearful < deviant sad HC < alcoholics
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Stimuli Task Component (site) Effect of emotion Effect of group Study

morphed faces 
(std), morphed 
faces (dev)

emotional 
deviant 
detection

P100 (Oz, O1, O2,
T5, T6)

no effect of emotion no effect of group

Maurage et al., 
2008

N170 (T5, T6) no effect of emotion no effect of group

N2b (Oz, O1, O2) latency no effect of emotion HC < alcoholics

P3a (Fz, F3, F4) latency no effect of emotion
HC < alcoholics; in HC: deviant angry < deviant 
disgust; in alcoholics: deviant disgust < deviant 
angry

P3b (Pz, P3, P4) amplitude no effect of emotion
in HC: disgust between > disgust between; in 
alcoholics: anger between > anger within

P3b (Pz, P3, P4) latency no effect of emotion HC < alcoholics

faces (std), faces 
(dev)

emotional 
deviant 
detection

P100 (Oz) no effect of emotion no effect of group

Mejias et al., 
2005

N100 (Cz) no effect of emotion no effect of group

N170 (P7, P8) no effect of emotion no effect of group

N200 (O1, O2) latency deviant fearful < deviant happy emotion effect for HC only

P3a (F3, F4) no effect of emotion no effect of group

P3b (P3, P4) latency deviant fearful < deviant happy HC < MDMA users

faces (std), faces 
(dev)

emotional 
deviant 
detection

P100 (Oz) no effect of emotion no effect of group

Rossignol et al., 
2005

N100 (Cz) no effect of emotion no effect of group

N170 (P7, P8) amplitude deviant fearful > deviant happy no effect of group

N2b (O1, O2) latency deviant fearful < deviant happy no effect of group

N300 (C3, C4) amplitude deviant fearful > deviant happy no effect of group

P3b (P3, P4) amplitude deviant fearful > deviant happy no effect of group

P3b (P3, P4) latency deviant fearful < deviant happy anxiety (high) < anxiety (low)
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Stimuli Task Component (site) Effect of emotion Effect of group Study

morphed faces 
(std), morphed 
faces (dev)

emotional 
deviant 
detection

N2b (occipital) amplitude disgust between > anger between emotion effect only for HC

Rossignol et al., 
2007

N2b (occipital) latency between categories < within categories no effect of group

P3a (frontal) latency between categories < within categories
in social anxiety only: deviant disgusted < 
deviant angry

P3b (parietal) amplitude
between categories > within categories; in 
between categories only: deviant disgusted > 
deviant angry

no effect of group

P3b (parietal) latency between categories < within categories no effect of group

faces (std), faces 
(dev)

emotional 
deviant 
detection

P100 (Oz) no effect of emotion no effect of group

Rossignol et al., 
2008

N100 (Cz) no effect of emotion no effect of group

N170 (TP7, TP8) no effect of emotion no effect of group

N2b (Oz) amplitude no effect of emotion
mixed anxious depressive (MAD) > anxiety 
(high), HC

N2b (Oz) latency
deviant happy, neutral (novel identity) < deviant 
sad

no effect of group

P3a (Fz) amplitude
emotional deviants > neutral deviants (novel 
identity)

MAD > anxiety (high), HC

P3a (Fz) latency
deviant happy, neutral (novel identity) < deviant 
sad

no effect of group

P3b (Pz) amplitude
deviant sad > deviant happy, neutral (novel 
identity)

no effect of group

P3b (Pz) latency no effect of emotion anxiety (high) < HC
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Stimuli Task Component (site) Effect of emotion Effect of group Study

faces (std), faces 
(dev)

emotional 
deviant 
detection

P1 (O1, O2) amplitude deviant happy, angry > deviant neutral
high social anxiety (HSA) > low social anxiety 
(LSA)

Rossignol et al., 
2012

N170 (P7, P8) amplitude
deviant happy, disgusted > deviant fearful, 
neutral, angry

no effect of group

N170 (P7, P8) latency deviant neutral < deviant fearful no effect of group

P3b (P3, P4) latency
deviant disgusted < deviant angry; deviant 
disgusted < deviant fearful; deviant disgusted, 
happy, fearful < deviant angry

no effect of group

faces (std), faces 
(dev)

gender 
detection

N170 (centro-parietal) 
amplitude

no effect of emotion
HC > bipolar; deviant positive-deviant neutral 
(in HC) > deviant positive-deviant neutral (in 
bipolar)

Sokhadze et al., 
2011

N170 (centro-parietal) 
latency

no effect of emotion
neutral, negative targets (bipolar) < neutral, 
negative targets (HC)

P200 (centro-parietal) 
amplitude

no effect of emotion neutral targets (HC) > neutral targets (bipolar)

P2a (frontal) amplitude no effect of emotion bipolar > HC; in HC only: target > non-target

N2a (frontal) latency negative stimuli < positive stimuli no effect of group

N2b (centro-parietal) 
amplitude

negative stimuli > neutral, positive stimuli no effect of group

P3a (frontal) amplitude no effect of emotion neutral targets (HC) > neutral targets (bipolar)

P3a (frontal) latency no effect of emotion
in bipolar only: neutral, positive stimuli < 
negative stimuli

P3b (centro-parietal) 
amplitude

no effect of emotion neutral targets (HC) > neutral targets (bipolar)
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Stimuli Task Component (site) Effect of emotion Effect of group Study

faces (std), faces 
(dev)

silent counting 
of rare non-
emotional 
target stimuli

N170, P120, P300 amplitudes no effect of emotion -
Susac et al., 
2004

morphed faces 
(std), morphed 
faces (dev)

emotional 
deviant 
detection

N2b (Oz) amplitude no effect of emotion
alexithymia (low): within categories > between 
categories; alexithymia (high): between 
categories > within categories

Vermeulen et 
al., 2008N2b (Oz) latency deviant between < deviant within alexithymia (low) < alexithymia (high)

P3a (Fz) latency deviant between < deviant within alexithymia (low) < alexithymia (high)

P3b (Pz) latency deviant between < deviant within no effect of group

picture (std), 
pictures (dev)

non-/emotional 
deviant 
detection

P3b (centro-parietal) 
amplitude

deviant pleasant, unpleasant > deviant neutral; 
deviant sexual (high arousal) > deviant sexual 
(low); deviant unpleasant (high) > deviant 
unpleasant (low)

- Briggs & 
Martin, 2009

P3b (centro-parietal) latency deviant sexual, unpleasant < deviant neutral -

pictures (std), 
pictures (dev)

silent counting 
of non-
emotional 
targets

P1 (frontal) amplitude deviant unpleasant > deviant pleasant -
Carretié et al., 
2004

P2 (frontal) amplitude deviant unpleasant, pleasant > deviant neutral -

N2 (frontal) amplitude deviant pleasant > deviant unpleasant -

picture (std), 
pictures (dev)

emotional 
deviant 
detection

P1 (P3, P4, Pz, O1, O2) 
amplitude

deviant unpleasant > deviant pleasant -

Delplanque et 
al., 2004

P2 (P4, Pz, O1, O2) 
amplitude

deviant unpleasant > deviant pleasant -

P2 (C4, CP3,
CP4, P3, P4, Pz, T7, T8, TP7 
TP8, P7, P8) amplitude

deviant pleasant > deviant neutral -

P3b (Fp1, Fp2, F3, Fz, Cz) 
amplitude

deviant pleasant > deviant unpleasant -
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Stimuli Task Component (site) Effect of emotion Effect of group Study

picture (std), 
pictures (dev)

non-emotional 
target detection

P100 no effect of emotion -

Delplanque et 
al., 2005

P200 no effect of emotion -

N200 no effect of emotion -

P3a no effect of emotion -

P3b (CP3/4, O1/2, Oz, 
P3/4, P8, Pz, T7/8, TP7/8) 
amplitude

deviant unpleasant > deviant pleasant; deviant 
unpleasant, pleasant > deviant neutral

-

pictures (std), 
pictures (dev)

evaluative 
categorization

LPC (Pz, Cz) amplitude evaluative inconsistent > evaluative consistent - Ito et al., 1998

pictures (std), 
pictures (dev)

evaluative 
categorization

LPC (Pz) amplitude
negative stimuli > positive stimuli > neutral 
stimuli

negative frame > positive frame
Kisley et al., 
2011

picture (std), 
pictures (dev)

non-/emotional 
deviant 
detection

P100 (O2, P2) amplitude deviant neutral > deviant unpleasant -

Mardaga & 
Hansenne, 2009

P100 (O2, P2) latency deviant pleasant < deviant neutral -

P200 (fronto-central) 
amplitude

deviant pleasant > deviant neutral, unpleasant -

P200 (occipital) amplitude deviant unpleasant, neutral > deviant pleasant -

P200 (C3) latency no effect of emotion
in anxiety (low): deviant pleasant < deviant 
unpleasant

N200 (fronto-central) 
amplitude

deviant unpleasant, neutral > deviant pleasant -

N200 (fronto-central) latency deviant pleasant < deviant unpleasant, neutral anxiety (low) < anxiety (high)

P300 (fronto-central) 
amplitude

deviant pleasant > deviant unpleasant, neutral -

picture (std), 
pictures (dev)

non-/emotional 
deviant 
detection

LPC (parietal sites) 
amplitude

high arousal deviant > low arousal deviant -
Rozenkrants, 
Olofsson, & 
Polich, 2008
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Stimuli Task Component (site) Effect of emotion Effect of group Study

picture (std), 
pictures (dev)

emotional 
deviant 
detection

N2 (frontal sites) amplitude high arousal deviant > low arousal deviant -

Rozenkrants & 
Polich, 2008

P3 amplitude high arousal deviant > low arousal deviant -

Early slow wave (550–
700 ms) amplitude

high arousal deviant > low arousal deviant
gender x electrode interaction: more frontal in 
females than in males

Late slow wave (700–850 ms; 
frontal sites) amplitude

high arousal deviant > low arousal deviant
gender x electrode interaction: more frontal in 
females than in males

pictures (std), 
pictures (dev)

evaluative 
categorization

P1 (occipital) amplitude negative deviants > positive deviants -
Smith et al., 
2003 (exp. 2)

picture (std), 
pictures (dev)

stimulus 
classification

N1 (fronto-central) 
amplitude

core disgust deviant > moral disgust deviant > 
neutral deviant

-

Zhang et al., 
2015

P2 amplitude
core disgust deviant > moral disgust deviant, 
neutral deviant

-

P2 latency moral disgust deviant < neutral deviant -

N2 amplitude
moral disgust deviant > core disgust, neutral 
deviant

-

P3 (centro-parietal) 
amplitude

core disgust deviant > moral disgust deviant > 
neutral deviant

-

LPC (600–900 ms; fronto-
central) amplitude

core disgust deviant > moral disgust deviant > 
neutral deviant

-

picture (std), 
pictures (dev)

emotional 
deviant 
detection

N2 (fronto-central) 
amplitude

negative deviant > positive deviant

low sensation seeking > high sensation 
seeking; group x valence interaction: larger N2 
in low sensation seeking group for negative 
deviants as compared with high sensation 
seeking group

Zheng et al., 
2012

P3 (fronto-central) 
amplitude

positive deviant > negative deviant high sensation seeking > low sensation seeking

LPC (central) amplitude high arousal deviant > low arousal deviant -
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Stimuli Task Component (site) Effect of emotion Effect of group Study

written words (std), 
written words (dev)

speeded lexical 
decision task

Posterior electrodes 
(100–130 ms; 190–260 ms) 
amplitude

positive words > negative words -

Bayer, 
Sommer, & 
Schacht, 2012

Posterior electrodes 
(280–380 ms) amplitude

high arousal > low arousal -

Centroparietal electrodes 
(420–630 ms) amplitude

positive words > negative words -

written words (std), 
written words (dev)

silent counting LPC (Pz) amplitude evaluatively inconsistent > evaluatively consistent -
Cacioppo, 
Crites, & 
Berntson, 1993

written words (std), 
written words (dev)

speeded 
evaluative 
categorization

LPC (Pz) amplitude
negative deviant in positive context > positive 
deviant in negative context

no effects of gender
Cacioppo et al., 
1994evaluatively inconsistent > evaluatively consistent -

LPC (Pz) latency positive stimuli < negative stimuli -
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b. Auditory ERP components

Stimuli Task Component (site) Effect of emotion Effect of group Study

voices (std), 
voice (dev)

passive

N300 (Cz) amplitude sad deviant > happy standard -
Bostanov & 
Kotchoubey, 2004

N600 (frontal) amplitude sad deviant > happy standard -

P1000 (frontal) amplitude sad deviant > happy standard -

voices (std), 
voices (dev)

passive early MMN (50–130 ms) latency -
for disgusted deviants: eMMN delayed with increasing 
“difficulty identifying feelings” score (TAS-20 subscale)

Goerlich, 
Aleman & 
Martens, 2012 
(task 1)

voices (std), 
voices (dev)

emotional 
deviant 
detection

N1 (centro-parietal) amplitude -
enhanced N1 amplitudes with increasing scores on the 
cognitive alexithymia dimension (analyzing; BVAQ subscale)

Goerlich, 
Aleman, & 
Martens, 2012 
(task 2)

P2 (frontal) amplitude -

reduced P2 amplitude with increasing scores on the affective 
alexithymia dimension (fantasizing; BVAQ subscale); 
reduced P2 amplitudes with increasing scores on the 
cognitive alexithymia dimension (analyzing; BVAQ subscale)

P3 (parietal) amplitude -

stronger reduction in P3 amplitudes for high intensity 
prosody compared to low intensity prosody with 
increasing scores on the affective alexithymia dimension 
(emotionalizing; BVAQ subscale); reduced P3 peak 
amplitudes at central regions for high intensity prosody with 
increasing scores on the affective alexithymia dimension 
(fantasizing; BVAQ subscale); reduced P3 amplitudes with 
increasing scores on the cognitive alexithymia dimension 
(“verbalizing and identifying”; TAS-20)

voice (std), 
voices (dev)

passive
MMN (Fz) amplitude emotional deviants > other deviants - Pakarinen et al., 

2014P3a (Fz) amplitude happy deviant > angry, sad deviants -
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Stimuli Task Component (site) Effect of emotion Effect of group Study

voices (std), 
voices (dev)

passive

MMN (fronto-central) amplitude happy deviant > happy standard no effect of group

Pang et al., 2014
MMN amplitude angry deviant > angry standard no effect of group

MMN (centro-parietal) amplitude no main effect of stimulus type
in HC: sad deviant > sad standard; in Major Depression 
group: no effect of stimulus type

voices (std), 
voices (dev)

passive
MMN amplitude angry deviant > happy, neutral deviants in women: angry > happy, neutral; in men: no differences Schirmer, 

Striano, & 
Friederici, 2005MMN latency happy deviant < neutral deviant no effect of group

voices (std), 
voices (dev)

passive P3a (Fz) latency -
for angry deviants: burnout group < HC; for happy deviants: 
HC < burnout group

Sokka et al., 2014

tone (std), 
tone (dev); 
all with 
contextual 
IAPS stimuli

silent 
counting of 
rare non-
emotional 
targets

P300 (Fz) amplitude - neutral context pictures: former heroin addicts < HC
Marques-
Teixeira & 
Barbosa, 2005P300 (Fz, Cz) amplitude - unpleasant context pictures: former heroin addicts < HC

Note. The EEG results of three studies are spared. Hirata and colleagues (2013) recorded non-human ERPs, Trilla Gros and colleagues (2015) analyzed certain frequency bands, and Neumann & 
Kotchoubey (2004) measured ERPs only in severely brain-damaged patients.
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Appendix B: Supplemental material (Experiments 1–4)

Table B1: Stimuli used in Experiment 1

Noun Type Valence M (SD) Arousal M (SD)

Communication

Auskunft standard .50 (.85) 2.12 (.86)

Absender standard .00 (.47) 2.12 (.86)

Akzent standard .00 (.67) 3.21 (1.13)

Inhalt standard .00 (.47) 2.25 (.93)

Losung standard .00 (.47) 2.76 (1.03)

Tatsache standard .00 (.92) 2.5 (.79)

Vortrag standard .00 (.81) 2.33 (1.03)

Adressat standard .10 (.32) 2.00 (.094)

Aufsatz standard .10 (.74) 2.39 (1.20)

Bericht standard .00 (.67) 2.28 (1.02)

Aussage standard .00 (.47) 2.22 (.94)

Silbe standard .15 (.49) 1.72 (.83)

Deutung standard .50 (.71) 2.41 (.94)

Parole standard -.20 (1.14) 3.11 (1.20)

Komma standard -.35 (.81) 1.94 (.83)

Dialekt standard .40 (.84) 2.69 (.87)

Frage standard .15 (1.27) 2.33 (1.03)

Hinweis standard .50 (.85) 2.47 (1.12)

standards (on average) .10 (.72) 2.38 (.97)

Drohung negative deviant -2.10 (.57) 4.18 (.95)

Gelenk neutral deviant .05 (.60) 2.32 (1.00)

Applaus positive deviant 1.80 (.02) 3.59 (1.00)

Jobs and work

Manager standard .70 (.82) 2.84 (1.12)

Adjutant standard -.30 (.48) 3.18 (1.07)

Auftrag standard .70 (.67) 2.82 (.94)

Anwalt standard -.20 (1.06) 2.89 (1.15)

Arbeit standard .05 (1.43) 2.83 (.79)

Alltag standard -.10 (.88) 2.25 (.86)

Bauer standard .15 (.99) 1.83 (.71)

Beruf standard .60 (94) 2.68 (1.00)

Dozent standard .10 (.74) 2.58 (1.02)

Lehrer standard .05 (1.23) 2.44 (1.04)

Lehrling standard -.10 (.88) 2.81 (.83)

Notar standard -.20 (1.36) 2.33 (.69)

Metzger standard -.50 (1.35) 3.33 (1.08)
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Noun Type Valence M (SD) Arousal M (SD)

Polizist standard -.30 (.82) 3.59 (1.00)

Weber standard .00 (.65) 1.72 (.83)

Firma standard .25 (1.07) 2.44 (.78)

Klient standard -.20 (1.14) 2.79 (.92)

Ordner standard -.23 (1.38) 2.05 (1.05)

standards (on average) .03 (.99) 2.64 (.97)

Zahnarzt negative deviant -1.50 (.85) 4.12 (.78)

Treppe neutral deviant .05 (.65) 2.36 (1.22)

Urlaub positive deviant 2.45 (.51) 2.56 (1.09)

Household

Bedarf standard -.26 (.93) 2.35 (.86)

Besen standard -.25 (1.07) 2.05 (.94)

Bohrer standard -.15 (1.23) 3.15 (1.23)

Bürste standard .23 (1.27) 2.05 (1.09)

Essig standard -.25 (1.02) 2.61 (1.38)

Faden standard .20 (.52) 1.80 (.77)

Feile standard .20 (.52) 2.42 (.90)

Haube standard -.10 (1.02) 2.16 (1.01)

Haushalt standard -.10 (.99) 2.06 (.77)

Hobel standard .30 (.66) 2.12 (.86)

Schraube standard 0.00 (.69) 1.86 (.89)

Schere standard 0.00 (1.12) 2.50 (.76)

Stempel standard -.05 (1.00) 2.00 (.93)

Teppich standard .36 (1.00) 1.82 (.85)

Zwieback standard .36 (1.36) 1.77 (.97)

Pappe standard -.05 (.60) 1.94 (.90)

Tablett standard .23 (1.02) 1.91 (.87)

Zettel standard .50 (.76) 2.11 (1.18)

standards (on average) .06 (.93) 2.15 (.96)

Käfig negative deviant -1.86 (1.25) 3.27 (1.08)

Merkmal neutral deviant 0.00 (.00) 2.5 (.73)

Klavier positive deviant 1.91 (1.02) 2.36 (1.36)

Nature

Vulkan standard .20 (.79) 3.68 (1.25)

Echse standard .30 (1.08) 2.65 (1.04)

Donner standard -.20 (1.54) 3.95 (.85)

Hering standard -.05 (1.10) 2.16 (.90)

Hummer standard -.09 (1.54) 2.55 (1.41)

Kaktus standard .50 (1.19) 2.43 (1.12)
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Noun Type Valence M (SD) Arousal M (SD)

Klima standard .25 (1.45) 2.21 (.98)

Magma standard .00 (.94) 3.05 (1.31)

Möwe standard -.05 (1.86) 2.91 (1.15)

Ochse standard .10 (.97) 2.50 (1.10)

Pudel standard .00 (1.08) 1.78 (.81)

Ziege standard .60 (.88) 1.95 (1.02)

Regen standard .32 (1.77) 2.06 (1.00)

Raupe standard -.15 (1.35) 2.16 (.76)

Nebel standard -.55 (1.32) 2.68 (1.16)

Rinde standard .35 (.88) 1.89 (.96)

Raubtier standard -.20 (.92) 3.88 (.86)

Leittier standard -.10 (1.10) 2.35 (.93)

standards (on average) .007 (1.20) 2.60 (1.03)

Plage negative deviant -2.00 (.79) 3.33 (.97)

Reihe neutral deviant .00 (.73) 1.94 (.87)

Welpe positive deviant 1.95 (1.05) 2.00 (1.11)

Nations and politics

Baltikum standard .00 (1.33) 2.06 (1.16)

Fahne standard -.20 (.95) 2.00 (1.11)

Gebiet standard .10 (.79) 2.32 (.82)

Grenze standard -.20 (.63) 3.00 (1.17)

Japan standard .25 (1.12) 2.11 (.96)

Monarch standard -.40 (1.17) 2.61 (1.04)

Demokrat standard .24 (1.28) 2.56 (.86)

Perser standard .20 (1.32) 2.70 (1.13)

Republik standard -.15 (1.10) 2.39 (.98)

Vaterland standard -.35 (1.92) 2.37 (1.21)

Verfassung standard .18 (1.31) 3.05 (1.24)

Veto standard -.60 (.97) 2.68 (1.42)

Bündnis standard .29 (1.31) 2.44 (.86)

Diplomat standard .90 (1.19) 2.58 (1.22)

Eintracht standard .44 (1.44) 1.84 (1.01)

Visum standard -.05 (1.47) 2.89 (.83)

Senat standard .10 (.85) 2.53 (1.22)

Protest standard .09 (1.20) 3.67 (.69)

standards (on average) .05 (1.21) 2.54 (1.04)

Faschismus negative deviant -2.74 (.67) 4.00 (1.20)

Kasino neutral deviant .50 (1.08) 2.47 (1.31)

Befreiung positive deviant 2.21 (1.01) 3.38 (1.24)
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Noun Type Valence M (SD) Arousal M (SD)

Religion

Beichte standard -.20 (.92) 2.82 (.81)

Moral standard -.10 (1.41) 2.56 (.98)

Bestimmung standard .15 (1.18) 3.00 (1.26)

Bibel standard .50 (1.36) 2.90 (1.26)

Pilger standard .15 2.30 (.92)

Christus standard -.12 (2.04) 2.61 (1.24)

Omen standard -.20 (.79) 3.33 (1.28)

Gebet standard .75 (1.52) 2.71 (1.15)

Pfarrer standard .40 (.84) 2.44 (1.03)

Gebot standard .20 (1.32) 2.78 (1.11)

Gemeinde standard .44 (1.52) 2.06 (.80)

Nonne standard -.45 (1.05) 2.28 (.89)

Latein standard -.15 (1.69) 2.26 (.93)

Kirche standard .05 (1.50) 2.33 (.69)

Kloster standard .059 (1.54) 1.83 (.71)

Jungfrau standard .30 (.48) 2.29 (1.05)

Lektion standard -.40 (.70) 2.94 (.83)

Pater standard -.10 (1.52) 2.17 (.99)

standards (on average) .07 (1.26) 2.53 (1.00)

Satan negative deviant -2.20 (1.28) 4.25 (1.07)

Filter neutral deviant .10 (.55) 2.18 (.95)

Retter positive deviant 2.00 (.73) 3.56 (1.15)

Note. All nouns and the respective rating values for valence and arousal were obtained from BAWL-R (Võ et al., 2009).

Table B2: Average rating values of stimulus types used in Experiment 1

Stimulus type Valence (mean SD) Arousal (mean SD)

Standards .06 (1.05) 2.47 (.99)

Negative deviants -2.07 (.90) 3.86 (1.01)

Neutral deviants .12 (.60) 2.30 (1.01)

Positive deviants 2.05 (.72) 2.91 (1.16)

Note. All nouns were obtained from BAWL-R (Võ et al., 2009). In this original study, valence was rated on a 7-point 
scale ranging from very negative (-3) through neutral (0) to very positive (+3). Arousal was rated on a 5-point scale ranging 
from low arousal (1) to high arousal (5), using the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM; Lang, 1980).
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Table B3: a. Overview of demographics and number of accurate responses in percent correct (ACC %) of Experiments 1 and 2

Demographics N or M (SD) ACC % M (SD)

Exp. N Nf

age in 
years Std C Neg-1 Neg Neg+1 Neu-1 Neu Neu+1 Pos-1 Pos Pos+1

1 29 23
23.28 
(3.61)

97.38 
(4.25)

97.36 
(4.12)

97.41 
(5.03)

97.99 
(5.75)

98.28 
(4.09)

98.28 
(4.66)

98.56 
(3.90)

98.56 
(3.90)

97.41 
(6.34)

97.70 
(4.93)

98.28 
(4.66)

2 40 34
21.98 
(4.00)

73.88 
(22.53)

78.39 
(23.70)

76.56 
(26.58)

75.63 
(26.85)

76.88 
(28.10)

77.81 
(25.20)

76.56 
(25.86)

76.25 
(28.98)

76.25 
(28.98)

78.44 
(25.63)

76.25 
(29.93)

b. Overview of demographics and mean reaction times in milliseconds (RT) of Experiments 1 through 4

Demographics N or M (SD) RT M (SD)

Exp. N Nf

age in 
years Std C Neg-1 Neg Neg+1 Neu-1 Neu Neu+1 Pos-1 Pos Pos+1

1 29 23
23.28 
(3.61)

516 
(119)

491 
(108)

470 
(106)

461 
(97)

460 
(101)

469 
(111)

465 
(99)

457 
(84)

467 
(102)

466 
(105)

458 
(96)

2 40 34
21.98 
(4.00)

776 
(244)

911 
(302)

907 
(301)

858 
(278)

857 
(305)

877 
(300)

887 
(302)

888 
(322)

884 
(301)

885 
(291)

878 
(292)

3 36 30
20.61 
(2.23)

1153 
(229)

1139 
(244)

1163 
(285)

1050 
(215)

1171 
(270)

1105 
(255)

1211 
(321)

1161 
(269)

- - -

4 39 30
22.15 
(3.24)

1250 
(225)

1246 
(270)

- - -
1213 
(280)

1267 
(294)

1247 
(268)

1236 
(328)

1196 
(256)

1244 
(259)
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c. Overview of demographics and free recall performances in percent correct of Experiments 1 through 4

Demographics N or M (SD) Free recall % M (SD)

Exp. N Nf

age in 
years Std C Neg-1 Neg Neg+1 Neu-1 Neu Neu+1 Pos-1 Pos Pos+1

1 29 23
23.28 
(3.61)

48.83 
(10.36)

44.77 
(12.69)

44.54 
(16.26)

44.83 
(16.12)

41.38 
(12.50)

45.98 
(16.31)

31.32 
(14.88)

49.14 
(18.55)

43.68 
(17.20)

35.34 
(15.54)

48.56 
(16.83)

2 40 34
21.98 
(4.00)

52.24 
(15.53)

43.28 
(17.27)

43.13 
(24.67)

42.50 
(20.57)

41.56 
(21.63)

41.25 
(21.41)

47.50 
(22.77)

46.72 
(20.75)

45.63 
(24.11)

46.56 
(22.11)

46.25 
(23.72)

3 36 30
20.61 
(2.23)

57.74 
(9.91)

51.97 
(11.85)

44.44 
(23.23)

70.37 
(19.97)

51.39 
(18.85)

43.52 
(21.19)

50.00 
(23.23)

56.48 
(20.42)

- - -

4 39 30
22.15 
(3.24)

54.30 
(9.47)

42.31 
(15.34)

- - -
41.88 

(24.14)
47.44 

(21.81)
51.71 

(20.87)
42.74 

(19.79)
79.06 

(18.23)
42.74 

(19.79)

d. Overview of demographics and cued recall performances in percent correct of Experiments 3 and 4

Demographics N or M (SD) Cued recall % M (SD)

Exp. N Nf

age in 
years Std C Neg-1 Neg Neg+1 Neu-1 Neu Neu+1 Pos-1 Pos Pos+1

3 36 30
20.61 
(2.23)

57.31 
(11.09)

51.85 
(10.18)

59.26 
(16.16)

69.91 
(21.39)

54.17 
(17.98)

51.85 
(22.81)

62.50 
(16.12)

50.46 
(28.31)

- - -

4 39 30
22.15 
(3.24)

59.68 
(12.39)

57.48 
(19.76)

- - -
57.26 

(24.72)
68.80 

(19.93)
58.97 

(22.89)
58.97 

(21.91)
69.66 

(23.84)
56.84 

(20.84)

Note. Abbreviations in Tables 3a–d: N = number of participants, Nf = number of female participants, Std = standard stimuli, C = control nouns, Neg/Neu/Pos = negative/neutral/positive deviants, 
-1 = stimuli preceding a deviant, +1 = stimuli following a deviant
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Table B4: Stimuli used in Experiment 2

Noun Type Valence M (SD) Arousal M (SD)

Frage standard .15 (1.27) 2.33 (1.03)

Prozent standard -.09 (.93) 2.28 (.89)

Seite standard .25 (.44) 1.89 (.90)

Woche standard .15 (.81) 1.94 (.87)

Beispiel standard .30 (.53) 1.94 (.87)

Betrieb standard -.24 (.96) 2.11 (.76)

Monat standard .30 (.66) 2.11 (1.18)

Stunde standard .25 (.97) 2.06 (.73)

Auge standard 1.12 (1.20) 2.06 (.80)

Lage standard -.06 (.69) 1.83 (.99)

Mitglied standard .00 (.00) 2.22 (.88)

Arbeiter standard -.24 (1.10) 2.22 (1.11)

Republik standard -.15 (1.10) 2.39 (.98)

Name standard .59 (.82) 2.21 (1.13)

Straße standard .18 (.83) 2.21 (1.13)

Sache standard .25 (.55) 2.16 (.90)

Meter standard .15 (.49) 2.16 (.96)

Vertreter standard -.74 (1.19) 2.10 (1.14)

Wagen standard 1.06 (.95) 2.11 (1.02)

Gruppe standard .50 (.83) 2.39 (.70)

Bericht standard -.03 (.67) 2.28 (1.02)

Tendenz standard .26 (.83) 2.50 (.86)

Minister standard -.10 (.88) 2.28 (.96)

Einheit standard 1.18 (1.45) 2.24 (1.03)

Rolle standard .25 (.97) 2.11 (.76)

November standard -.50 (1.35) 2.17 (1.15)

Befinden standard .32 (.94) 2.28 (.83)

Maßnahme standard -.53 (1.05) 2.42 (1.07)

Bauer standard .15 (.99) 1.83 (.71)

Programm standard .29 (.97) 2.39 (.78)

Wohnung standard 1.10 (.99) 2.00 (1.08)

Person standard .50 (.76) 2.06 (1.16)

Dame standard 1.00 (1.10) 2.28 (.96)

Thema standard .15 (.49) 2.22 (.94)

Mitte standard .75 (.97) 2.11 (.88)

Zimmer standard 1.05 (1.00) 1.67 (.77)

Verfügung standard -.38 (1.18) 1.95 (1.08)

Firma standard .25 (1.07) 2.44 (.78)
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Noun Type Valence M (SD) Arousal M (SD)

Leiter standard .25 (.64) 2.25 (.97)

Grundlage standard .56 (1.02) 2.24 (.77)

Hotel standard 1.15 (.99) 2.50 (1.1)

Beratung standard .80 (1.14) 2.42 (1.02)

Aufbau standard .55 (1.00) 2.29 (.72)

Linie standard .10 (.32) 1.84 (.96)

Führung standard -.47 (1.35) 2.44 (.86)

Eindruck standard .40 (.70) 2.18 (.95)

Anteil standard .30 (.67) 2.31 (.79)

Sitzung standard -.38 (1.02) 2.11 (.90)

Vorstand standard -.94 (1.15) 2.05 (1.18)

Kenntnis standard 1.15 (.89) 2.22 (.88)

Fernsehen standard .21 (1.43) 2.30 (.99)

Fenster standard 1.14 (.99) 1.91 (.81)

Osten standard .50 (1.00) 2.43 (1.12)

Mehrheit standard .50 (.53) 2.47 (1.12)

Gemeinde standard .44 (1.52) 2.06 (.80)

Tagung standard -.56 (.93) 1.89 (.94)

Wirkung standard .60 (.52) 2.37 (1.07)

Titel standard .65 (.81) 1.89 (.94)

Regel standard -.40 (1.19) 2.50 (.99)

Aktie standard .60 (1.07) 2.16 (1.07)

Bischof standard -.82 (1.42) 2.05 (1.27)

Ausgabe standard -.26 (1.02) 2.33 (.97)

Hinweis standard .50 (.85) 2.47 (1.12)

Beamte standard -1.41 (1.10) 2.33 (1.03)

Tonne standard -.35 (.81) 2.21 (.85)

Entwurf standard .60 (.52) 2.05 (1.03)

Börse standard -.65 (1.30) 2.05 (1.22)

Büro standard -.62 (1.35) 2.18 (1.09)

Masse standard -.80 (.95) 2.21 (1.18)

Inhalt standard .00 (.47) 2.25 (.93)

Regen standard .32 (1.77) 2.06 (1.00)

Auskunft standard .50 (.85) 2.12 (.86)

Besucher standard 1.00 (.92) 2.00 (.84)

Umfang standard .15 (.93) 2.35 (.88)

Beweis standard .60 (.84) 2.37 (1.12)

Erzeugnis standard .47 (.93) 2.38 (1.12)

Finger standard .70 (.80) 2.11 (1.15)
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Noun Type Valence M (SD) Arousal M (SD)

Japan standard .25 (1.12) 2.11 (.96)

Teilnahme standard .82 (.90) 2.37 (1.07)

Fahrer standard .55 (1.00) 2.47 (1.17)

Basis standard .35 (.59) 1.72 (.57)

Kanzler standard -1.03 (1.19) 2.44 (.92)

Fraktion standard -.76 (.92) 2.26 (.87)

Aussage standard .00 (.47) 2.22 (.94)

Alter standard -.55 (1.23) 2.05 (1.12)

Stufe standard .30 (.66) 2.15 (1.04)

Dokument standard .60 (.84) 2.10 (.96)

Kasse standard -.15 (1.04) 2.33 (.97)

Betrag standard -.15 (1.18) 2.35 (.93)

Einsicht standard 1.09 (1.16) 2.11 (.83)

Ausbau standard .62 (.82) 1.63 (.76)

Schatten standard -.35 (1.30) 2.44 (1.10)

Winter standard .32 (1.82) 2.06 (1.11)

Karte standard .80 (.83) 2.37 (1.16)

Kunde standard .35 (.93) 2.30 (.86)

Gründung standard .71 (.91) 2.47 (1.26)

Sicherung standard .88 (1.17) 2.47 (1.02)

Abstand standard -.35 (1.20) 1.94 (.80)

Nachfolger standard -.18 (1.06) 2.43 (.98)

Hafen standard 1.15 (.67) 2.00 (1.20)

Eigentum standard 1.2 (.79) 2.44 (1.15)

Nachbar standard -.10 (.57) 2.38 (.81)

Kammer standard -.82 (1.14) 2.05 (.97)

Pause standard 1.15 (1.14) 1.38 (.50)

Objekt standard .35 (.59) 2.26 (.99)

Haushalt standard -.10 (.99) 2.06 (.77)

Bedarf standard -.26 (.93) 2.35 (.86)

Errichtung standard .41 (1.08) 2 (.88)

Gegend standard .30 (.95) 1.94 (.87)

Vorkommen standard .18 (.72) 2.05 (1.08)

Vogel standard 1.20 (.83) 2.44 (.86)

Bilanz standard -.71 (1.19) 2.43 (1.17)

Anzahl standard .20 (.52) 1.71 (.85)

Spiegel standard .86 (1.08) 2.36 (1.00)

Vaterland standard -.35 (1.92) 2.37 (1.21)

Phase standard .00 (.73) 2.44 (.78)
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Noun Type Valence M (SD) Arousal M (SD)

Bündnis standard .29 (1.31) 2.44 (.86)

Halle standard .20 (.77) 2.06 (.80)

Absatz standard -.09 (.87) 2.24 (.97)

Neubau standard -.20 (1.15) 2.25 (1.02)

Anleihe standard -.85 (1.08) 2.24 (1.04)

Bursche standard -.53 (1.48) 2.16 (1.12)

Ablauf standard .00 (.00) 2.11 (.81)

Rente standard .25 (1.59) 2.35 (1.23)

Flasche standard .45 (.96) 1.95 (.92)

Nase standard .32 (1.25) 2.32 (1.09)

Gestaltung standard 1.15 (.96) 2.48 (1.17)

Datum standard .30 (.80) 2.19 (.83)

Fabrik standard -.70 (1.22) 2.29 (1.15)

Auswahl standard .71 (1.12) 2.24 (1.09)

Annahme standard .24 (.74) 2.31 (.79)

Miete standard -1.35 (1.09) 2.47 (1.07)

Grundstück standard .76 (1.13) 2.03 (1.03)

Zufall standard .70 (1.16) 2.46 (1.00)

Tante standard .80 (1.36) 1.89 (.94)

Liter standard .50 (.89) 1.89 (.83)

Weste standard -.09 (.97) 1.91 (.75)

Entfernung standard -1.09 (1.22) 2.38 (1.24)

Eintracht standard .44 (1.44) 1.84 (1.01)

Nachmittag standard 1.24 (1.02) 2.21 (1.13)

Pfarrer standard .40 (.84) 2.44 (1.03)

Runde standard .30 (1.03) 1.84 (.90)

Hausfrau standard .00 (1.25) 2.28 (1.07)

Fahne standard -.20 (.95) 2.00 (.92)

Liste standard -.35 (.67) 2.4 (1.10)

Kupfer standard .50 (.61) 1.94 (.80)

Klima standard .25 (1.45) 2.21 (.98)

Redner standard .50 (.89) 2.44 (.86)

Mantel standard 1.05 (1.21) 1.91 (.87)

Zitat standard .60 (.99) 2.48 (1.12)

Import standard .55 (.76) 1.84 (.90)

Ernte standard 1.20 (1.06) 2.00 (.91)

Teppich standard .36 (1.00) 1.82 (.85)

Onkel standard .95 (1.15) 2.37 (1.26)

Wolle standard .90 (.79) 2.00 (.94)
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Noun Type Valence M (SD) Arousal M (SD)

Merkmal standard .00 (.00) 2.50 (.73)

Kugel standard .45 (1.00) 2.00 (1.03)

Hose standard .77 (1.15) 2.00 (1.11)

Wolke standard 1.00 (.94) 1.89 (1.02)

Neigung standard .40 (.70) 2.44 (.89)

Sorte standard .40 (.50) 2.00 (.84)

Kiste standard .45 (.76) 1.89 (.83)

Einnahme standard .40 (1.07) 2.44 (1.10)

Ente standard .91 (1.41) 2.41 (1.30)

Koffer standard .70 (.73) 2.32 (1.29)

Vorzug standard .90 (1.10) 2.48 (.81)

Roggen standard .65 (.88) 1.79 (.92)

Allee standard 1.20 (.63) 1.33 (.49)

Rinde standard .33 (.90) 3.33 (.90)

Wimper standard .73 (.70) 2.40 (1.06)

Magen standard -.13 (.64) 2.33 (1.05)

Möwe standard .27 (.96) 2.33 (1.18)

Tunnel standard -.33 (.82) 2.27 (1.10)

Becken standard .20 (.56) 2.27 (1.03)

Visum standard .20 (1.15) 2.2 (1.21)

Organ standard -.20 (1.01) 2.07 (1.03)

Daumen standard .67 (.82) 2.07 (.88)

Fichte standard .67 (.90) 1.93 (1.10)

Keller standard -.47 (.74) 1.87 (.99)

Eimer standard -.47 (.83) 1.80 (.86)

Stempel standard -.40 (.83) 1.67 (1.05)

Kürbis standard -.07 (1.22) 1.67 (.82)

Bürostuhl standard -.13 (.83) 1.53 (.52)

Besen standard .20 (.77) 1.53 (.74)

Becher standard .20 (.77) 1.53 (.74)

Tischbein standard -.20 (1.01) 1.47 (.92)

Toaster standard .00 (.76) 1.33 (.62)

Faden standard -.13 (.74) 1.27 (.46)

Fernbus standard -.20 (2.40) 1.01 (.99)

Tasse standard .40 (1.67) .99 (.82)

Aufenthalt standard .40 (2.47) .91 (1.06)

Augenlid standard .40 (2.13) .51 (.92)

Opfer negative deviant -2.10 (1.07) 3.90 (.94)

Führer negative deviant -2.18 (.97) 3.89 (.96)
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Noun Type Valence M (SD) Arousal M (SD)

Verlust negative deviant -2.20 (.79) 3.48 (.93)

Gefängnis negative deviant -2.26 (.79) 3.05 (1.39)

Verbrechen negative deviant -2.03 (.90) 3.57 (1.32)

Unrecht negative deviant -2.03 (1.00) 4.00 (.94)

Strafe negative deviant -2.40 (.82) 3.76 (.54)

Abschied negative deviant -2.10 (.74) 3.24 (.94)

Gebiet neutral deviant .10 (.79) 2.32 (.82)

Stelle neutral deviant .00 (.55) 2.22 (1.00)

Minute neutral deviant .03 (.87) 2.28 (.89)

Kirche neutral deviant .05 (1.50) 2.33 (.69)

Bereich neutral deviant .03 (.39) 1.78 (.73)

Tatsache neutral deviant .00 (.92) 2.50 (.79)

Reihe neutral deviant .00 (.73) 1.94 (.87)

Boden neutral deviant .05 (.89) 1.56 (.62)

Zustand neutral deviant .00 (.00) 2.19 (.98)

Lehrer neutral deviant .05 (1.23) 2.44 (1.04)

Kultur neutral deviant 1.50 (1.24) 2.42 (1.17)

Lager neutral deviant .10 (1.25) 2.11 (1.02)

Vortrag neutral deviant .00 (.82) 2.33 (1.03)

Rücklage neutral deviant .03 (1.57) 2.11 (.96)

Kloster neutral deviant .06 (1.54) 1.83 (.71)

Treppe neutral deviant .05 (.65) 2.36 (1.22)

Befreiung positive deviant 2.21 (1.01) 3.38 (1.24)

Zukunft positive deviant 2.20 (.79) 3.71 (1.21)

Vertrauen positive deviant 2.21 (.91) 3.53 (1.12)

Liebe positive deviant 2.90 (.31) 3.63 (1.61)

Freude positive deviant 2.70 (.57) 3.41 (1.33)

Gewinn positive deviant 2.10 (.97) 3.88 (.99)

Energie positive deviant 2.10 (.99) 3.47 (1.23)

Geschenk positive deviant 2.30 (.67) 3.47 (1.12)

Note. All nouns and the respective rating values for valence and arousal were obtained from BAWL-R (Võ et al., 2009).
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Table B5: Average rating values of stimulus types used in Experiment 2

Stimulus type Valence (mean SD) Arousal (mean SD)

Standards .24 (.97) 2.13 (.96)

Negative deviants -2.16 (.89) 3.61 (1.00)

Neutral deviants .13 (.93) 2.17 (.91)

Positive deviants 2.34 (.78) 3.56 (1.23)

Note. All nouns were obtained from BAWL-R (Võ et al., 2009). In this original study, valence was rated on a 7-point 
scale ranging from very negative (-3) through neutral (0) to very positive (+3). Arousal was rated on a 5-point scale ranging 
from low arousal (1) to high arousal (5), using the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM; Lang, 1980).

Table B6: Stimuli used in Experiments 3 and 4

Noun Type Valence M (SD) Arousal M (SD)

Ablauf standard .00 (.00) 2.11 (.81)

Achse standard .00 (.97) 2.17 (1.10)

Adressat standard .10 (.32) 2.00 (.94)

Affekt standard .00 (.82) 3.63 (.96)

Akzent standard .00 (.67) 3.21 (1.13)

Alltag standard -.10 (.88) 2.25 (.86)

Arbeiter standard -.24 (1.10) 2.22 (1.11)

Aussage standard .00 (.47) 2.22 (.94)

Baltikum standard .00 (1.33) 2.06 (1.16)

Bericht standard -.03 (.67) 2.28 (1.02)

Bibel standard .50 (1.36) 2.9 (1.26)

Boden standard .05 (.89) 1.56 (.62)

Brunnen standard .55 (1.34) 1.86 (1.04)

Bulle standard -.60 (1.10) 2.79 (1.32)

Datum standard .30 (.80) 2.19 (.83)

Deckel standard -.09 (.81) 1.86 (1.04)

Diele standard .40 (.68) 1.88 (.62)

Donner standard -.20 (1.54) 3.95 (.85)

Echse standard .30 (1.08) 2.65 (1.04)

Eindruck standard .40 (.70) 2.18 (.95)

Entwurf standard .60 (.52) 2.05 (1.03)

Erbse standard .60 (1.10) 1.62 (.92)

Essig standard -.25 (1.02) 2.61 (1.38)

Euter standard -.25 (1.02) 2.37 (.96)

Fahne standard -.20 (.95) 2.00 (.92)

Festung standard .10 (.88) 3.41 (.62)

Filter standard .10 (.55) 2.18 (.95)

Flugzeug standard .50 (1.35) 3.33 (1.20)
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Noun Type Valence M (SD) Arousal M (SD)

Folge standard -.15 (.59) 2.60 (.99)

Frage standard .15 (1.27) 2.33 (1.03)

Gelenk standard .05 (.60) 2.32 (1.00)

Giebel standard .20 (.62) 2.16 (.90)

Gürtel standard -.05 (1.29) 2.23 (1.11)

Halle standard .20 (.77) 2.06 (.80)

Hefe standard .32 (.72) 1.82 (.73)

Hinweis standard .50 (.85) 2.47 (1.12)

Inhalt standard .00 (.47) 2.25 (.93)

Japan standard .25 (1.12) 2.11 (.96)

Kappe standard -.10 (1.07) 2.06 (.94)

Kegel standard .35 (.67) 2.00 (.87)

Klinke standard .23 (.87) 1.91 (.92)

Kreide standard -.32 (1.09) 2.09 (1.06)

Kunde standard .35 (.93) 2.30 (.86)

Kürbis standard .50 (1.10) 2.36 (1.05)

Lauge standard -.40 (.94) 2.35 (.81)

Leinwand standard .40 (.70) 1.94 (1.03)

Marke standard .05 (.94) 2.22 (.94)

Linie standard .10 (.32) 1.84 (.96)

Metzger standard -.50 (1.35) 3.33 (1.08)

Mitglied standard .00 (.00) 2.22 (.88)

Moorbad standard .20 (.92) 1.94 (.94)

Nachbar standard -.10 (.57) 2.38 (.81)

Pendel standard .30 (.80) 1.89 (.81)

Pilger standard .15 (1.27) 2.30 (.92)

Porree standard -.18 (1.33) 1.86 (.94)

Probe standard .00 (.97) 2.39 (.92)

Pumpe standard .30 (.98) 2.18 (1.07)

Quote standard -.05 (.94) 2.06 (.87)

Rasierer standard .23 (1.38) 2.27 (1.12)

Reihe standard .00 (.73) 1.94 (.87)

Rinde standard .35 (.88) 1.89 (.96)

Runde standard .30 (1.03) 1.84 (.90)

Rücklage standard .03 (1.57) 2.11 (.96)

Sache standard .25 (.55) 2.16 (.90)

Schatten standard -.35 (1.30) 2.44 (1.10)

Seite standard .25 (.44) 1.89 (.90)

Sitzung standard -.38 (1.02) 2.11 (.90)
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Noun Type Valence M (SD) Arousal M (SD)

Skelett standard -.30 (1.34) 3.33 (1.03)

Sohle standard .00 (.73) 1.78 (.73)

Spule standard .10 (.72) 2.06 (.87)

Suche standard .35 (.81) 3.19 (1.17)

Teppich standard .36 (1.00) 1.82 (.85)

Thema standard .15 (.49) 2.22 (.94)

Tinte standard .35 (.67) 2.06 (.90)

Tonne standard -.35 (.81) 2.21 (.85)

Umsatz standard .09 (1.42) 2.72 (.89)

Verfügung standard -.38 (1.18) 1.95 (1.08)

Visum standard -.05 (1.47) 2.89 (.83)

Vorfall standard -.50 (.71) 3.11 (.76)

Waage standard .40 (1.14) 2.17 (1.04)

Weber standard .00 (.65) 1.72 (.83)

Winter standard .32 (1.82) 2.06 (1.11)

Zeuge standard .005 (1.32) 2.72 (.96)

Zustand standard .00 (.00) 2.19 (.98)

Angel neutral deviant -.15 (1.14) 2.15 (1.09)

Gabel neutral deviant .30 (1.08) 2.11 (.96)

Kopie neutral deviant .05 (.76) 1.94 (.87)

Lupe neutral deviant .00 (.00) 2.29 (1.16)

Stempel neutral deviant -.05 (1.00) 2.00 (.93)

Tablett neutral deviant .23 (1.02) 1.91 (.87)

Horror negative deviant -2.15 (.81) 4.39 (.78)

Notfall negative deviant -1.70 (.95) 4.53 (.72)

Panik negative deviant -1.80 (1.28) 4.58 (.69)

Trauma negative deviant -2.05 (.83) 4.41 (.80)

Tumor negative deviant -2.70 (.57) 4.50 (.89)

Unheil negative deviant -2.15 (.67) 4.53 (.62)

Ekstase positive deviant 2.00 (.94) 4.50 (.89)

Erotik positive deviant 2.30 (.48) 4.44 (.81)

Flirt positive deviant 1.70 (.67) 4.37 (.68)

Geburt positive deviant 1.90 (.91) 4.18 (.88)

Höhepunkt positive deviant 1.74 (1.14) 4.10 (1.09)

Freiheit positive deviant 2.80 (.42) 4.00 (.82)

Note. All stem-unique nouns and the respective rating values for valence and arousal were obtained from BAWL-R (Võ 
et al., 2009). Negative deviants were only used in Experiment 3, positive deviants only in Experiment 4.
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Table B7: Average rating values of stimulus types used in Experiments 3 and 4

Stimulus type Valence (mean SD) Arousal (mean SD)

Standards .08 (.91) 2.29 (.96)

Negative deviants -2.09 (.85) 4.49 (.75)

Neutral deviants .06 (.83) 2.07 (.98)

Positive deviants 2.07 (.76) 4.26 (.86)

Note. All nouns were obtained from BAWL-R (Võ et al., 2009). In this original study, valence was rated on a 7-point 
scale ranging from very negative (-3) through neutral (0) to very positive (+3). Arousal was rated on a 5-point scale ranging 
from low arousal (1) to high arousal (5), using the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM; Lang, 1980).

Figure B1: a. Experiment 4 – Free recall, if deviant was presented on position 4
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Figure B1  
a. Experiment 4 – Free recall, if deviant was presented on position 4 

 
Note. Recall of stimuli preceding the deviant (-1), deviants, and stimuli following the deviant 
(+1). Error bars indicate SEM. 
* p < .05, ** p < .01 

 

b. Experiment 4 – Free recall, if deviant was presented on position 5 

 
Note. Recall of stimuli preceding the deviant (-1), deviants, and stimuli following the deviant 
(+1). Error bars indicate SEM. 
 * p < .05, ** p < .01 
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Note. Recall of stimuli preceding the deviant (-1), deviants, and stimuli following the deviant (+1). Error bars indicate 
SEM.
* p < .05, ** p < .01
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b. Experiment 4 – Free recall, if deviant was presented on position 5
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Figure B1  
a. Experiment 4 – Free recall, if deviant was presented on position 4 

 
Note. Recall of stimuli preceding the deviant (-1), deviants, and stimuli following the deviant 
(+1). Error bars indicate SEM. 
* p < .05, ** p < .01 

 

b. Experiment 4 – Free recall, if deviant was presented on position 5 

 
Note. Recall of stimuli preceding the deviant (-1), deviants, and stimuli following the deviant 
(+1). Error bars indicate SEM. 
 * p < .05, ** p < .01 
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Note. Recall of stimuli preceding the deviant (-1), deviants, and stimuli following the deviant (+1). Error bars indicate 
SEM.
* p < .05, ** p < .01

c. Experiment 4 – Free recall, if deviant was presented on position 6
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c. Experiment 4 – Free recall, if deviant was presented on position 6 

 
Note. Recall of stimuli preceding the deviant (-1), deviants, and stimuli following the deviant 
(+1). Error bars indicate SEM. No significant differences emerged between the valence 
conditions. 
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Appendix C: Supplemental material (replication study)

Table C1: Stimulus labels and categories of the replication study

Label Stimulus number Stimulus type

Traffic and transportation

Flugzeug 2 standard

Anker 4 standard

Pfeil 8 standard

Fahrrad 27 standard

Bus 39 standard

Auto 47 standard

Hubschrauber 120 standard

Motorrad 147 standard

Segelboot 193 standard

Ampel 239 standard

Zug 240 standard

Lastwagen 242 standard

Rad 254 standard

Pilot 8300 positive deviant

Absturz 9611 negative deviant

Unfall 9910 negative deviant

Fruit

Apfel 6 standard

Spargel 11 standard

Banane 16 standard

Karotte 48 standard

Sellerie 51 standard

Kirsche 54 standard

Trauben 109 standard

Zitrone 135 standard

Orange 158 standard

Pfirsich 163 standard

Birne 166 standard

Paprika 170 standard

Ananas 173 standard

Erdbeere 220 standard

Tomate 236 standard

Melone 252 standard

Nature

Biene 23 standard

Wolke 62 standard
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Label Stimulus number Stimulus type

Blume 91 standard

Blatt 133 standard

Mond 146 standard

Berg 148 standard

Pilz 150 standard

Kaninchen 182 standard

Stern 217 standard

Sonne 222 standard

Baum 241 standard

Himmel 5891 neutral deviant

Segeln 8080 positive deviant

Tornado 5970 negative deviant

Trauer 9220 negativ deviant

Kadaver 9570 negative deviant

Human body

Arm 7 standard

Ohr 83 standard

Auge 86 standard

Finger 88 standard

Fuß 94 standard

Haare 113 standard

Hand 115 standard

Herz 119 standard

Bein 134 standard

Mund 141 standard

Nase 155 standard

Daumen 231 standard

Kuss 2352 positive deviant

Sex 4659 positive deviant

Junkie 2710 negative deviant

Wunden 3140 negative deviant

Gardening

Axt 12 standard

Kette 52 standard

Feile 56 standard

Zaun 87 standard

Hammer 114 standard

Salat 137 standard

Nagel 151 standard
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Label Stimulus number Stimulus type

Klappmesser 152 standard

Mutter 156 standard

Zwiebel 157 standard

Zange 176 standard

Säge 196 standard

Schraube 198 standard

Schrauber 199 standard

Gießkanne 251 standard

Friedhof 9000 negative deviant

Children

Buggy 13 standard

Ball 14 standard

Ballon 15 standard

Kanone 45 standard

Clown 63 standard

Puppe 74 standard

Football 95 standard

Helm 96 standard

Drachen 129 standard

Schlitten 207 standard

Schneemann 210 standard

Schaukel 225 standard

Kreisel 238 standard

Pfeife 255 standard

Baby 2040 positive deviant

Leid 2800 negative deviant

Furniture

Bett 22 standard

Stuhl 53 standard

Sofa 67 standard

Schreibtisch 72 standard

Tür 76 standard

Türknauf 77 standard

Kommode 79 standard

Haus 122 standard

Schloss 143 standard

Schaukelstuhl 188 standard

Hocker 218 standard

Tisch 226 standard
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Label Stimulus number Stimulus type

Fenster 257 standard

Steckdosen 6150 standard

Treppe
not from a 
database neutral deviant

Einsturz 9470 negative deviant

Cloths

Bluse 29 standard

Stiefel 31 standard

Mantel 64 standard

Kleid 78 standard

Handschuh 106 standard

Jacke 125 standard

Fäustling 144 standard

Hose 162 standard

Hemd 203 standard

Schuh 204 standard

Rock 205 standard

Socke 211 standard

Pullover 224 standard

Weste 247 standard

Mann 2190 neutral deviant

Handtuch 7002 neutral deviant

On the farm

Scheune 17 standard

Henne 55 standard

Kirche 57 standard

Mais 66 standard

Kuh 68 standard

Esel 75 standard

Ziege 107 standard

Pferd 121 standard

Erdnuss 165 standard

Schwein 172 standard

Kartoffel 180 standard

Kürbis 181 standard

Hahn 191 standard

Schaf 202 standard

Brunnen 253 standard

Mühle 256 standard

Exotic animals
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Label Stimulus number Stimulus type

Eisbär 21 standard

Dromedar 43 standard

Elefant 84 standard

Giraffe 103 standard

Gorilla 108 standard

Känguru 126 standard

Leopard 136 standard

Löwe 140 standard

Affe 145 standard

Strauß 159 standard

Pfau 164 standard

Nashorn 186 standard

Schlange 209 standard

Tiger 233 standard

Zebra 260 standard

Schimpansen 1811 positive deviant

Endemic animals

Ameise 5 standard

Käfer 24 standard

Katze 49 standard

Raupe 50 standard

Reh 71 standard

Hund 73 standard

Fuchs 98 standard

Frosch 100 standard

Grille 110 standard

Maus 149 standard

Waschbär 183 standard

Iltis 206 standard

Schnecke 208 standard

Spinne 212 standard

Eichhörnchen 216 standard

Welpen 1710 positive deviant

Animals (air and water)

Krokodil 3 standard

Vogel 28 standard

Schmetterling 40 standard

Ente 81 standard

Adler 82 standard
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Label Stimulus number Stimulus type

Rotbarsch 89 standard

Fliege 93 standard

Hummer 142 standard

Eule 160 standard

Pinguin 169 standard

Seepferdchen 200 standard

Seelöwe 201 standard

Schwan 223 standard

Schildkröte 244 standard

Fische 1910 neutral deviant

Hai 1930 negative deviant

In the kitchen

Brot 36 standard

Torte 42 standard

Gabel 97 standard

Pfanne 101 standard

Teekessel 127 standard

Messer 130 standard

Kochtopf 179 standard

Nudelholz 190 standard

Sandwich 195 standard

Löffel 215 standard

Toaster 234 standard

Teller 7233 standard

Spieße 7281 neutral deviant

Burger 7450 neutral deviant

Eis 7330 positive deviant

Pizza 7350 positive deviant

Containers

Fass 18 standard

Korb 20 standard

Flasche 32 standard

Schale 34 standard

Box 35 standard

Tasse 70 standard

Tonne 102 standard

Glas 104 standard

Schlüssel 128 standard

Krug 175 standard
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Label Stimulus number Stimulus type

Salzstreuer 194 standard

Vase 246 standard

Karren 249 standard

Weinglas 258 standard

Hydrant 7100 standard

Nudeln 7480 positive deviant

Interieur

Buch 30 standard

Kerze 44 standard

Wecker 60 standard

Brief 85 standard

Lampe 132 standard

Glühbirne 138 standard

Lichtschalter 139 standard

Pinsel 161 standard

Kuli 167 standard

Bleistift 168 standard

Stecker 177 standard

Kühlschrank 185 standard

Lineal 192 standard

Herd 219 standard

Telefon 227 standard

Fernseher 228 standard

Household

Besen 37 standard

Bürste 38 standard

Knopf 41 standard

Klammer 61 standard

Kamm 65 standard

Bügel 116 standard

Bügelbrett 124 standard

Leiter 131 standard

Nadel 154 standard

Schere 197 standard

Webstuhl 213 standard

Garn 214 standard

Fingerhut 230 standard

Zahnbürste 237 standard

Kehrblech 7040 neutral deviant
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Label Stimulus number Stimulus type

Fön 7050 neutral deviant

Accessories

Glocke 25 standard

Gürtel 26 standard

Schleife 33 standard

Mütze 46 standard

Krone 69 standard

Flagge 90 standard

Brille 105 standard

Hut 118 standard

Halskette 153 standard

Handtasche 178 standard

Ring 187 standard

Koffer 221 standard

Krawatte 232 standard

Regenschirm 245 standard

Armbanduhr 250 standard

Waffe 6610 negative deviant

Leisure time

Ascher 10 standard

Zigarre 58 standard

Kippe 59 standard

Trommel 80 standard

Querflöte 92 standard

Horn 99 standard

Gitarre 111 standard

Harfe 117 standard

Klavier 171 standard

Tabak 174 standard

Rollschuh 189 standard

Schläger 229 standard

Trompete 243 standard

Geige 248 standard

Sieg 8330 positive deviant

Achterbahn 8490 positive deviant

Note. Stimulus number represents the assigned number of a stimulus in the respective database. Stimuli from Snod-
grass & Vanderwart (1980) are limited to a maximum of three digits, stimuli from the IAPS (Lang et al., 1999) have four 
digits.
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Figure C1: Scatterplot of mean valence and arousal ratings for the respective deviant stimuli
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Figure C1 
Scatterplot of mean valence and arousal ratings for the respective deviant stimuli 

 
Note. The included captions represent the actual German verbal labels used in this experiment. 
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Table C2: Recall data of the replication study – separated for participant sex

Mean Percentage of correct recall (SD)

group N
Mean age in 

years (SD) All Std C Neg-1 Neg Neg+1 Neu-1 Neu Neu+1 Pos-1 Pos Pos+1

females 29 22.38 (2.86)
66.91 

(14.63)
64.40 

(16.25)
65.26 

(17.57)
59.48 

(18.99)
89.94 
(8.15)

53.16 
(21.76)

66.38 
(17.88)

77.59 
(17.83)

59.20 
(22.53)

66.95 
(19.98)

85.92 
(9.48)

59.20 
(21.05)

males 30 23.70 (2.81)
53.53 

(16.42)
50.13 

(17.42)
49.54 

(17.75)
44.17 

(24.77)
83.89 

(17.77)
46.67 

(20.25)
53.06 

(20.00)
67.50 

(19.98)
45.56 

(21.52)
50.56 

(21.66)
80.56 

(12.25)
42.50 

(23.40)

Note. Abbreviations: N = number of participants, All = overall, Std = standard stimuli, C = control stimuli, Neg/Neu/Pos = negative/neutral/positive deviants, -1 = stimuli preceding a deviant, +1 = 
stimuli following a deviant



For more than 50 years now, the Emotional Oddball Paradigm (EOP) has 
been employed to investigate how the human brain reacts to sudden 
changes in the emotionality of environmental stimuli. In the EOP, a se-
quence of one class of stimuli (standards) is sometimes interrupted by less 
frequent stimuli of a different class (deviants). Some or all of these stimuli 
are emotional. Many different processes, behaviors, and populations have 
been the subjects of EOP research.

In part one, this doctoral thesis aims to both provide an overview of ex-
isting literature in order to classify variants of the EOP, and to integrate EEG, 
fMRI, and behavioral results, including results from memory experiments 
(with a special emphasis on emotion-induced anterograde and retrograde 
memory effects). In the second part, results of four memory experiments 
with words as stimuli are reported as well as one replication attempt with 
pictorial stimulus material. While the results with regard to written verbal 
material were rather inconclusive, significant amnesic retrograde effects 
were found with pictorial stimuli, if negative deviants were presented. 
Throughout all experiments, however, memory performances for stand-
ards neighboring positive deviants were unaffected. Results are discussed 
in the light of existing literature and advice for future directions is given.
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